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PREFACE 



This dissertation is an attempt to study the US response to the 

crisis in Poland in 1980-1982. Xffort, however, is also made to bring 

out the ~per Power rivalry in the context of this crisis. Poland 

concerned both the Super Powers and hegemony over their respective 

spheres Qf influence. J\s the f'lOvement sought to change the essentwl 

characteristics of a communist state, it was unacceptable to the 

Soviet Union. And for this very reason, the US and the ~est wanted 

it to succeed. They projected the leadership of the movement as the 

soldiers of freedom. The developments in Poland were marked by an 

uprising of a popular movement from below against the system "imposed" 

from above. 1n 1981, it threatened to engulf the world in a ~ajor 

international crisis. It also became one of the factors driving the 

Reagan Administration to embark upon an aggressive Cold UB.r again.c;t 

the ·Soviet Union. In these respects, the us policy tot-Terds Poland 

in 1980-82 was enmeshed vlith its policy to11ards the Soviet Union. 

It highlights how the United States tries to evolve unity with its 

allies in Western EUrope and Japan when it pnrsues a confrontationist 

policy vis-a-vis the Soviet Union. The us policy in evolving a united 

response With the allies in the context of the Polish crisis did not 

succeed. '11le thesis makes an effort to demonstrat~ why it did not. 1n 

this case an aggregation of interest could not take place because the 

sacrifices, which the allies were asked to make• were unequal. 

'!11e thesis ewers two years of the carter Administration and 
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four years of the first tenn of the Reagan Administration. The 

contrast in the styles of the two administration is quite clear. 

The context in \..rhich this study of us policy has been made iS 

that of l'astern Europe. lt has certain peculiar features, which 

have been elaborated here and which give shape to US policy in 

the region. 

As the crisis carne to its end by 1984, we are at a vantage 

point to draw conclusions about the US policy and also learn 

some leasons from the movement. 

Chapter One is essentially an introduction to the US 

foreign poljcy vis-e-vis Poland and Eastern BUrope. It broadly 

traces the nature, limitations and direction of the US policy. 

Chapter 'IWo focusses upon the ce.uses leading to the outbreak of 

the crisis in 1980. It deals with the external and the domestic 

factors that contributed to the Polish upheaval.· Chapter Three 

and Falr deal '"'ith responses of the United States under ()lrter 

and Reagan. 

This dissertation was prepared ~nder the supervision of 

Dr. B. K. Shrivastava, Professor in the American Studies Division 

of the School of International Studies, .rawaha.rlal ~ehru University. 

1 am greatly indebted to him for his constant and unfailing help, 

patient guidance nnd encouragement at all stages of the 
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CHAPTER ONB 



Chapter One 

INTRODUCTION 

UNITED STATES1 EASTERN m.JROP£ AND POLAND Sl:tl:B SI!D:OND \lOR~ WAR 

'ruE international environment exercises a powerful influence on 

the domestic and foreign policies of states. Sistory of Poland 

is a living illustr.ation of this interaction between national 

interests am international syste~ Geopolitics be.s been yet 

another important determinant of the course its history has 

followed. 1 ~ing between 14° Bast and 24° Bast Longtitudes and 

0 0 
from 49 North to 55 North latitudes, in the present century, 

Poland has always been exposed to strong influences from l!ast 

and tlest. It Ues in the middle of the Great North £Uropean 

Plain or the Great .Qlrastan :Steppes extending from the low lands 

of western !Urope to the ur.als~ Therefore, except for ineffective 

barriers provided by Oder and Vistu1A 1 Poland lacks natura 1 

barriers on its eastern and western borders. However, in the 

north and south, the country is protected by natural barriers • the 

Baltic Sea and the carpathian mountain ranges respectively~ Due 

to exposed borders on east and west, Poland became a prey to the 

1 Norman J.G. ~ounds, ~oland Between Bast and West (Princeton, 
N..J., 1). van Nostrana, 1964 >. 
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aggressive instincts of its neighbours and warring races, while at 

the same time, it exparrled eastwards or westwards when conditions 

permitted. 

Po land • ~ productive soil and rich minera 1 resources in the 

Silesian region also attracted foreign invaders through ages. In 

addition, Poland•s neighbouring areas have two hiStorically 

distinct segments of !brope • the east and south of Poland are 

predominantly s..la.vonic while the west is inhabited by the descendants 
-the. 

of Nordic race (which is also found in North America and Australia, 
h 

making them a close fraternal community).' Both the races are quite 

different in economic, cultural, religious, political and ideological 

aspects. Although Poles belong to the slavonic group, 2 they became 

a part of the western civilisation in the second half of the tenth 

century in ideological terms. In 966 A.!l. • 'King Mieszko-I of the 

2 Historical studies establish the entry of the Slavonic race 
into lllst Centra 1 ll.trope during the 6th Century A. !l. All 
historians agree that the •proto-poles• were settled in 
the region some\·1here between the shores of Baltic Sea and 
the carpathians in the· !brasian landmass, although the Polish 
•Autochtonous School • locates.. the homalard of the Polish 
fraction of Slavs as the region between rivers Oder ( • Odra • ) 
and Bugo Difficulty in loeati~ the exact place of origins 
artses out of the presence of the most assorted mixtures 
of peoples in the pre-historic times, including Balta, Celts,. 
Germans, the Scythians, the Samaritans, the Huns, the Hongols 
and finally, the Magyars. Norman Davies, Heart of BUrope: A 
Short History of Poland (Oxoord, Clarendon, 1984 ), pp.279·'m6; 
Mso l>y flie same au'ffi'o"r, God•s Playground: A History of Poland 
(Oxford, Clarendon, 19811. vol.·i; also see lDtrOductlon In 
Piotr \~ndycsz•s 'rtle lllnds of P8rtitioned Poland, 1375·1918 
(Seattle, University of washington, 1975) and Paul w. Knoll, 
'!be Rise of the Polish M:marchy, P:l.ast Polard in Blst Central 
lbrope, 1320-1370 (Chicago, university of Chicago, 1972J,pp.l•28. 
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ruling Ptast dynasty transformed Poland into •a Christiana Republica• 

after accepting baptism from the Holy Roman Qmpire. This led to the 

beginning of struggles between the !ast and the West in Poland. 'Ibe 

Slavs viewed Polard as a part of their empire by virtue of their 

cJ. 
Slavonic ancestory, while the \.Jest claimed that Poland belonged to 

peripheries of western civilisationn, 3 since its cultural development 

was guided by the Roman catholic Church and it witnessed all Dejor 

cultural and political trends of Western lbrope including Renaissance, 

Reformation, !nglightenment, Rouenticism, Positivism, Constitutionalism 

4 and Democracy. 

1n addition to these factors, struggle in Poland also increased 

due to another feature -- its sharing of borders with two exceptionally 

otrong &~ropean powers, Gernany and Russia. Benes and Pounds suggest, 

The population am resources of both Germany and Russia 
have always been greater than those of Pol4nd. When 
both were weak or divided, Poland could expand her 
bowxtartes. When one or the other was strong and 
united, the tendency was for Polarid to pull t.n her 
boundaries on this side and expand on the other ••• 
when both have been strong ••• the security of Poland 
has really been eooangered.S 

Poland therefore to this date, finds itself at perpetual cross roads 
I 

and a battlegroun:t for the contending !uropean and extra-European 

powers. 

3 Arthur R. Rach\o~ald, Poland Between the Superpowers. Security vs. 
m:onomic Recovery (BOUlder, eoiarado, ~est View, 1983 5, p. ix. 

4 lbid. -
S Victor X.. Benes and lbruan J.G. Pounds, Pols.nd (I.Dndon, Ernest 

Benn, 1970>, p.22. 
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GROWING U.S. RELATIONS Wl'm POLAND 

Oppression and uprisings were a common feature of the Polish 

s·ociety during 1870 to 1917. As a reault, there was a significant 

immigration to the u.s. 6 Apart from political reasons, this huge 

immigm tion to the United States was due to unsatisfactory eeonomie 

conditions and political disturbances at home. '!be rapid industria-

lisation in the US during 1880s absorbed these inlnigrants as •cheap 

unskilled labourers '• 'Ibis accounted for the congregation of Polish 

populations in north-eastern and eastern states like Connecticut, 

s 
t-Bine, Maryland, :r-assachu~etltes, NeW Hampshire, NeW York, North 

carolina, South carolina, Pennsylvania, Rhode Islands, vermont, 

VirginiA, Delaware, Georgfa, Kentucky and New Jersey where heavy 

industries and mining were located. 7 In the beginning these Polish

Americans were ill treated by the immigrants of the older stocks 

6 Before these •new immigrants' Poles were also among the •old 
immigrants•. Poles were present among the first settlers who 
came to jamestown and New Amsterdam under the auspices of the 
Dutch lolest lniia. Company in 1633 ~t their participation in 
the American events was incidental. Ouring the .aanerican war 
of Independence, two Poles - casimir Pulaski and Thaddeusz 
KOSiusko made great contributions to the American army. l'br 
a detailed discussion on Polish•Americans before 1870 see 
joseph Weirczerzak, nPre- and Proto•.ilthnics: Poles in the 
United States Before the Immigration •After Bread•••, Polish 
Review (NeW York), vol.21, no.3, 1976, pp.1•46; .Stephen b. 
Rerte8z, 1be ~te of &1st Central m.n:<ope.IJopes and &ilures ·of 
American Foreign Policy (liidtana, University of Notre Dame, 
19 56), pp. is-23; earl Whitke, tola Who Built America (Cleveland, 
case Western Reserve University, 1967), pp.422-429. 

7 '!be number of immigrants sharply rose from a mere 2,027 in 
1861-1870 to 12,970 in 1880 - see Helma znaniecki Lopata, 
"Polish Immigration to the tklited States of American 0 

Polish Review, vol.21, no.4, 1976, p.90. 



because of their poor stamards of living. Even 'loodrow Wilson 

assigned a low place to these immigrants in his work, History 

of the American People, 

••• there came multitudes of men of lowest class 
from the south of Italy am men of meaner sort 
out of Hungary and Poland Where there was neither 
skill nor energ~ nor initiative of quick 
intelligence ••• 

But by 1930 not only the Polish Americans increased in numbers, 9 

they bad improved their economic standard. They became the largest 

slavic immigrant group, am the third largest in the Whole history 

10 
of immigration. 

This strong ethnic community retained its identity while 

becoming tmericans in all other aspects. They realised that they 

could not only improve their lot in the US but could also influence 

the us policies toward the country of their origin.l1 Thus arose 

5 

the US interest in East-Central Jhrope-.1 In 1918, after the Treaty of 

Versailles, along with other l!ast lbropean States, Poland again 

appeared on the rrep of &!rope on the basiS of Wilsonian fourteen points. 

8 ~oted in Kertesz, n.6, pp.24·25.: 

9 By 1930, there were 1,269,000 Poles in America • quoted in 
ili!!.-. p.6. 

10 tolbitke, n.6, p.~22; Alira Baran, 11Distribution of the Polioh 
origin Population in the USN', Polish-western Affairs (Poznan, 
Poland), vol.l7, no.l-2, 1976, pp.139-~. 

11 Pbr a detailed account of the influence of Polish American 
minority on the US fOreign policy, see Charles Me c. Mathias, Jr., 
"Ethnic Groups and Foreign Policy11 , lfbreign Affairs (New York), 
Summer 1981, pp.975•1001; Stephen A. Garrett, "the Ties that 
Bind: Immigrant influence on US Policy toward &!.stern Europe", 
in &1., Abdul Aziz Said, lll:hnicity and the US Pbreign Policy 
(Eqglewood Cliffs, N.J.; !¥entice Hill, 191.3), pp.58·83. 



By the end of the First lforld war, the US had begun to express ita 

concern over the future of astern lbrope.· On 28 June 1918, the 

US State Department issued a statement denallding that the Slavs 

under AuatrJan or German rule be made independent;12 However, the 

US interaction with !astern Jllrope bad not been as much as with 

\lestern !urope or Latin America during this period. US economic 

relations included export of goods for S69 million and imports of 

some $SO million from the area (considered here to include Poland, 

Czechoslavakia, Hungary, BulgarJa, Yugoslavia, Albania and Rumania) 

6 

in 1937. 'Ibis totalled to a mere 2 per cent of the total US exports 

and 1.6 per cent of its total imports. ~Wen the US diplomatic and 

political links with l!hst Central &J.rope were marginal in the inter

war years 1919•1939. 13 The US government did extend loans for the 

pu~pose of reconstruction of the Polish economy, amounting to 

~396 millions in the region but it did not attempt to expand and 

solidify its influence any further. 14 Bren if one analyses the so
UMv 

called WilsonJ.. : support for self•detemination for the countries of 

lbst Central lllrope one firds that it was just a realistic or 

practical war tilll2 strategy. At no time was the thited States against 

the Austro•Bungarian e'IJl)ire. 'Ihe baste motive was to separate the 

12 Piotr s. tlandycz, United States and Poland (Cambridge, Mloo. 1 
Harvard University, 19805",· jip:2a-46. ·" • 

13 Said, n.ll, PP~S9•60. 

14 Victor H:lmatey, 'I'he United 'States and Blst Centre 1 !urope 
(Prioceton, I'rir..ceton U"nive"rsit~;; 1'9s7), pp.t;:s-46; afso ... 
Kertesz, n.l, pp.l:.1•47. 
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Austro- Hungarians from their German a 11 ies. A..J 

7 

'the Second \·Jorld ~.Jar destroyed the international power structure 

in which European pouers had played an important role. After the "1ar, 

there emerged a structure which was dominated by the two Super Powers • 

the United States of .J.merica and the 'Soviet Union. 

During the Second r.torld war, the US attitude to~1ards Pol.B.nd was 

that of disinterest• !t abstained from making any concrete commitment 

with regard to the future territorial and political order in librope. 16 

This was clearly manifested at the Moscow Conference in October 1943. 

The Soviets insisted upon a 'friendly• Polish government that would 

accept their· vieu of the Polish eastern boundaries. '!'hat Would have 

meant ceding a large portion of Polish territory to the Soviet Union 

by altering its eastern boundaries. Although the idea of allowing 

the Soviet Union to push its borders eastwards into Poland and Poland •s 

15 Ibid. 1 p.l.EO. l-Btratey elaborates uP-on the theme and says that 
tlte fact that the us adopted the stance as a wartime strategy can 
be proved by Wilson's unequivocal support to tAustro-Hungarian 
empire. ttntil the 1/ar, he supported the concept of the &npire 
in which some local autonomy would be given out to the nationalities 
tbat inhabited it.· .FNen while declaring war against Austria· 
Hungary, he reaffirmed this support. · 

16 This conclusion was drawn by eminent US statesmen in their 
following works: Cordell lllll, t-temoirs of Cordell Hull (New York, 
ltlrper, 1948); J. "!. Byrnes, , speaking Frailkix ("NeW Y"ork, Uilliam 
Hetnmann, 1947); ll.n. 14."hy, t"Was There (lfElWYork, McGraw Hill, 
19,50); Zbigniew Brzezinski, "ug FOreign Policy in ast central 
J!hrope • A Study in Contradiction", Journal of International 
Affairs (New Yot'k >, vol.lY., no.l, 1957, p.'61o ' · 
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western frontiers into Germany was opposed by the leading advisers 

to the u.a. President like geographer Isaiah BoWman; Adolf A. Berte, 

the well knolm eeonomist and a close associate of President Franklin 

D. P..oosevelt, and Phillip A. Mosley, but the State Department 

docilely reconciled itself to the Soviet proposition of shifting 

the Polish frontiers westwards. 17 The US even permitted the division 

of Burope into spheres of influence, under which Poland along with 

the rest of the liast European countries (Hungary, Czechoslovak~, 

Romania, Yugoslavia, Albania and Bulgaria) was to be an area of 

Soviet in£1uence.
18 

Accordingly, in November 1943 at the Tehran Conference, ~oosevelt 

and Churchill readily accepted the shifting of the Polish boundaries 

westwards so that the Poles could be recoropensated for the territory 

they would forfeit to the Soviets in the ltlst. Jbwever, loose6-elt 

wanted the other two powers to keep the agreement a secret in view of 

its possible adverse impact upon six to seven million Poljsh votes in 

the forthcoming Presidential elections in the United Sta.tea. 19 lt was 

only in 1944, when the European allies and the Soviet Union were haggling 

17 For a detailed discussion within the 'State Department on the 
Polish border issue, see l1:>igniew Mlzur, npoland •s \lestern 
Frontiers in the Stt.te· Department •s Concept During World Har 11", 
Polish \·lestern Affairs (Poznan, Poland>, vol.21, no.1, pp.274•296. 
Xtso see Lloy'CI e=. ea"raner, A Covenant 'ilith Power ( lDndon, Ma.c:mU lan, 
1984~. pp.52-;s. 

18 See Cordell full, Nemoirs of COrdell Hull (New York, 9lrper, 1948), 
~ol.li, pp.1314~15. 

19 walter lllfeber, ed., The Origins of Cold \-tar, 1941•47: A HiStorical 
Problem with lnterpre'Fi'tions anct"'DOCuiiie"nt"s' (NeW Yor'k, Jonn'ttfiey, 
R71 r, pp.mY-42.- • 



over the •zones of influence• (or spheres of influence) that the 

implications of 'friendly • regimes in m:llstem llJrope dawned upon 

the State Department. In a document submitted to President Truman 

g 

on 30 June 1945, the State Department instructed that the delegation 

at yalta should seek the granting of East Prussia, Upper Silesia 

20 
ard Western part of Pomerania to Poland as recompensation. But 

the US delegation did not fOllow these instructions and accepted 

the Curzon Line. as the dividing line between Germany, Poland and 

the Soviet Union.
21 

In addition to this territorial adjustment, the Big Three also 

decided the form and nature of the governing machinery for Poland at 

"talta. In response to the Soviet demand for a •frierdly• regime in 

Poland, President Truman agreed to such a government provided the 

:Soviet tklion held 11 free and unfettered elections as soon as possible 

on the basis of the· universal suffrage and secret ballot". 22 Tho 

Soviet Union agreed to •recognize 1 the elected government but however, 

refused to let the llest witness the elections.23 

20 M:lzur, n.12, p.289.' 

21 Ibid. 

22 

23 

-
US Department of ~tate, Pbreign Relations of the US: The 
Conferences at Yalta and"liTta, t94s (tishington, b.c.~· 
Govemment Prin'tli'ig P"iess," 19ss"f, pp.977•978. 

Robert L. Messner, The End of an Alliance: James F. ~rnis, 
Roosevelt, Truman anct the Origins of the Cold war (Cbflpe Hill, 
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In yalta Conference the question of Poland •s frontiers and the 

future government had been the prime cause of differences between the 

US and the Soviet Union. Stalin emphasized that, 

••• the question of Poland is not only a question of 
honour but also a question of security; Throughout 
history, Poland has been the corridor through which 
the enemy has passed into Russia. '1\lice in the last 
thirty years, our enemies, the Germans, have passed 
through this corridor ••• Poland is not only a question 
of honour but of life and death for the 'Soviet Union.24 

The West, at the sallle time, also perceived Poland as the 11out• 

post" of the lbropean civilisation that had held back in the past 

••the hordes of Asians ready to overrun the continent". This fear 

revived as a result of the fall of GeDDBny and Prance during the 

,second World Illr. As the Soviet Union emerged a very strong power 
i.t& 

with a ideology of comnlUnism, the tlest began to fear that if they 

surrendered while the Russians held sway in Poland, there would be 

little to hold back the tide of CoiiUYIUnism from spilling over to 

Western BUrope. 25 

The US position on the Polish settlement at yalta was highly 

conditioned by its possible impact upon the Polish-Americans. Truman 

confessed that he insisted on free elections in Poland because of its 

11effect on American public opinion". Therefore he even disregarde4 

24 Stephen E. Ambrose, Rise to Globalism (Baltimore, Penguin, 1982), 
p.92. 

25 HoWever, the revisionists historians of the Cold ~r insist that 
if Stalin had accceded to install the ~lest sponsored government 
in Polard, the balance of power in BUrope would have tilted in 
favror of the \-lest. 'Since Stalin could not let thiS happen, he 
never accepted the western interpretation of Yalta. The West 
looked upon it as a breach of the agreement but Stalin had made 
his view very clear in the conference. See~·, p.97. 



the Soviet plea tlet Foland was more important to the Soviet Union 

as it • just lay on its eastern flanks' and chose to cake Poland a 

•test case•: "a symbol of the future _development of our (Soviet• 

American) international relations". 26 

EVen during his first fioreign policy meeting at the White 

House on 23 April 1945, after elections in Poland bad taken place, 

President Trurren advocated, along With Secretary of Navy James 

11 

Fbrrestal and the us Ambassador to the Soviet Union Averall Harriman, 

a very firm policy on the issue of Poland and the flouting of the 

yalta agreement by the Sovieta. 27 And yet the american President 

did not take any concrete action to check the blatant violation of 

the ~lta agreements in Poland. At Potsdam Conference too, the 

President along with his British counterpart, continued the policy 

28 
of maintaining the st!;tus ~o in Qsrope. 

The USSR thus became assured that despite all its talk of 

•free elections' and firm policies, the US did not possess a concrete 

26 Henry L. Stimson and ~George Bundy, On Active 'Service in Peace 
and War (New York, Hutchinson, 1948.>, p.4U. ·-

27 This was in sharp contmst to the policy of caution supported 
by Secretary of l!ar Henry Stimson, General Marshall and 
Secretary of State Stett:lnus; ibid. -

28 Although Tnnnan mentions in hiS memoirs that during the first 
phase of negot1ations, he had tried to link the question of 
Polish frontiers to that of repa~tion. But under pressure 
from Soviet Union the American delegation accepted the Oder 
Neisse line - see Harry s. Truman, Memoirs bi Har,!l s. Truman 
(New York, ltlrper, 1955), volo!, pp.404-40s; also James F. Byrnes, 
Speaking Frankly (New York, VUUam Hein .mann, 1947 ), pp.ao-st. 
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programme of action. lhstern lbrope as an issue was not important 

enough to risk the American use of force. Yalta was fulfilment of 

an American obligation toward~the Bast !Uropeans and the Polish 

.i!Jnericana and a part of the US wartime strategy. Another factor 

affecting the US policy towards Polam was the strongly held view 

among the policy t18kers that Poland was bound to have closer ties, 

anywaY. with the USSR in a post Second World War period. 
~ 

nuts, in the framework of the us policy, Poland as well as 

!astern &rope •did not go beyond genera 1 formulae.'~ The period 

1945-1948 witnessed a steady tightening of the screws of ~vi•t 

control. ~ny liast 'lbropeans, receiving the US declarations at 

their face value, attempted to resist the imposition of co1mnun1sm 

upon them. They believed that the western powers would react 

strongly against the ~viet violation of the •free elect!.on' clause 

in the yalta and Potsdam agreements. 'I'bose tfho acted on such an 

assumption were liquidated. 29 

The "Iron Curtainu descetded completely ewer Jtlstem '&!rep(! 

(Germany, Poland, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Romania, Bulgarta, 

Albania and Yugoslavia) by 1949. Zbigniew BrzezinSki, Professor 
ll • 

at Coll!,mbia Uni.versity, who becameAN!ltionlll Security Adviser to 

President carter, argues that the USSR always had a dual interest in 

controlling Eastern Europe: 

29 Kertesz, n.l, pp.24S-6; a very strong view of the US passivity 
bas been taken in the memoirs of the former US Ambassado-c to 
Poland, A. Bliss lllne, 1 saw Poland Betrayed (New York, t-kGraw 
Hill, 1948 ). 



(a) First, it provided a defensive bul(fer and a 
strategically advanced jump off point to·~,_._: 

\lest lbrope; 

(b) lt satisfied the ideological desire to create 
a stable and in the end, popularly ac8epted 
cow~unist regimes in Eastern !Urope~3 

Socialism in Eastern Europe had the following implications 

for the US and its \lest &Jropean allies: 

(a) A tht:et~.t to western ideo logy of freedom and 
democracy; 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

Loss of a valuable partner in trade and 
£inane :1a 1 transactions; 

An area in which they could strike at the 
Sovi@.t Union.· The people had shown a 
yearning for personal freedom, especially 
in Poland in the past.· The US could exploit 
this factor to its advantage; 

. ~42.- i:he..-
Lastly, the implications of~events inAregion 
upon ~st European ethnic minorities in the 
United States.31 

Keeping all these factors in view, the US by 1948 gave up 

its policy of •free but friendly• regimes in Eastern EUrope and 

adopted a new policy. ThiS was based on a new definition of the 

US objective in American-Soviet relationship. The character of 

these objectives was determined by the Soviet expansive aspirations 

13 

in Blstern tbrope as well as the \-lest.· The United 'States' response 

30 Zbigniew Brzezinski, Alternative to Partition (New York, 
~Graw Hill, 1965 >, p.l2. • ' 

31 &1. Adam Bromke and Teresa Rakowska - aan.,stone, 
The Cormnunist States in Disarray, 1955•1971 (Minneapolis, 
University of Minneapolis, 1976j, pp.lO·fs. 



• to thea- Soviet offensive was the policy of containment. During 

this period (1945•1949), the democratic regime wa.s overthrown and 

a communist rule imposed on Czechoslovakia, efforts were rrade to 

gain control of governments in Fra.nee and Italy and a blockade was 

carried out in the case of Berlin. 32 The US and Western Europe 

sought to resist the Communist thrust in two ways - s joint 

western military build up in the form of North Atlantic Treaty 

Organisation (n.\TO) in 1949 and the strengthening of the l-leak 
tM. 

14 

western economies through the Beonomic Recovery ProgDam or~Harshall 

Plan. 33 But the period of •-containment .. also witnessed the 

liquidation of any political opposition behind the Iron Curtain and 

build•up of a Communist military block called the warsaw Treaty 

Organisation (W'l'O) in 1955 that wa.s designed to be an answer to the 

32 The term •containment• was first coined in an article 
written urder the pseudonym Mr. X 11 The Sources of Soviet 
Conduct", FQreign Affairs (New York), vol.2S, July 1947, 
pp.58l-82.- Liiter the ttien US ~tate Department's top ' 
policy planner, George F. Kennan acknowledged that he 
was the author and included the article in his work, 
American Diplomacy, 19D0-1950 (Chicago 11Chicago \Jniv., 1950 >. 
He suggested Ia long-term, patient but firm and vigilent 
containment of Russian expansive t~ndencies,by mounting 
unalterable counterforce at every point,where they 
(Russians) shot~ signs of encroachment. Such a policy in a 
span of 10.15 years, would eventually lead to the breakup 
or the gradua 1 mellowing of _ . Soviet power. 

33 Pbr detailed analysis; ,f these see John s.· Snell, 
\lartime Origins of the Slst-lfe&t Dilermna Over cerrnany, 
(NeW York, Random HOuse, 1959), pp.230·242. 



Western NATO alliance, in terms of military power. 34 Along with 

Poland, Bulgar:i.a, Czechoslovakia, Romania., East GerJ$ny, fungary 

and Albania were the other members of the warsaw Pact.35 According 

to one eatinftte ,the WarSAw Pact force strength in 1984 was as in 

the following table: 

WARSAW PACT FORC£51 ( 1984 )36 

Country Army 

Bulgar:IA 105,000 

Czechoslovakia 148,000 

German Democratic 120,000 Republic 

Jhngary 84,000 

Poland 210,000 

Rumania 150,000 

USSR 1,840,000 

8,500 

14,000 

22,000 

7,500 

490,000' 

Air l'brce Total Regular 
Forces 

33,900 147,300 

59,250 207,2.50 

38,000 172,000 

21,000 105,000 

91,250 323,250 

32,000 189,500 

400,000 5, 115,000* 

*BKcluding about 1,135,000 Border Guards, Internal Security Forces 
and Construction Troops. 

34 For a detailed account on NATO and warsaw Pact, see Robart s. 
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Jordan and \Ierner J. Feld, Bur ope in the Balance ( lDndon, Stber 
and Riber, 1986 ); Robert w. ciawson and lA\frence s. ~plan, eds.' 
The warsaw Pact: Political Purposes and Military Means Cl#ilmington 
]it §iliOtarty ltesources, !'§82 ), pp.5·'25; RObert It &good, 
Alliances and American Fbrei¥K Policy. (Baltimore, John HoPkins, 
1968); Zblgniew Brzezinski, e Soviet Bloc (cambridge, Harvard 
University, 1967). 

. 
35 But in 1968, follo,.,ing the Czechoslovak invasion, Albania with

drew from the Pact. At present, 31 Soviet division~ are 
constantly stationed in this strategic buffer zone. The East 
Buropean countries provide about one million troops as well as 
military bases and other facilities to the Pact forces. f.dam 
Bromke and Teresa Rakowska, (ed.),The Communist States in Disarrax, 
1965~1 (Minneapolis, University oE Minneapolis. 19'16 ), p.1o. 

36 &lropa Year Book (lA)ndon, &lropa. Publications, 1985 >, p.206. 



It can be seen from the table that Poland is the second strongest 

state in !astern EUrope after the Soviet Union and therefore very 

significant to the Soviet security interests. 

ln 1949, on the lines of the Irconomic Program in Western 

lbrope, the Soviet bloc came together for economic purposes in 
A.ss~st..anee. 

the Council for Mutual Kt:onomic .:e-epemUon (CMRA.). Its purposes 

we~e 
· waa stated to be as fo llol'lB : 

to serve as a means for acceleration of their 
post-war reconstruction and further ~onomic 
growth; 

• a necesstty,sprtnging out of the economic 
blockade applied by the western countries 
against the region.37 · 
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The further integration of the BlSt European regimes with the Soviet 

Union was sought through treaties of friendship,cooperation and mutual 

assistance signed at \-larsaw, Poland in 1955. 

THE POLICY OF LlB"BRATlON 

The consolidation of CoDIIIWlist rule in Blstern &rope and 

setting up of a communist regime in China in October 1949, made 

. __ expansion of Communism an important issue in American politics. 

1n the President tal campaign of 1952 the Truman Administration wa& 

accused of •selling out• Eastern Europe to the communists. The 

Republicans, umer the leadership of the future Secretary of State, 

John Fbster Dulles, stridently advanced a policy of 'LibeEation of 

37 Ibid. 



the CAptive N:Ltions of Eastern B.trope o With Dwight t>.- Eisenhower 

becoming the US President in 1953 this became the policy of the 

• 
United :States. 'nte futility of this theory was soon demonstrated 

in the wake of Berlin riots. In June 1953, follo~1ing Stalin •s 

death and destalinization by Khrushchev, the Slst German workers 

rose in a direct and open rebellion against the communist regime. 

No help came forth even when Soviet troops intervened and the 

rebellion was crushed. Impassioned appeals by Chancellor Menauer 

to the US to exercise pressure upon the Soviet Union aroused only 

a •deep compassion' in the President who assured the Chancellor 

that "their cry for freedom is heard in the world". 38 '11le Geneva 

17 

Conference of 1955 was a further reconfirmation of the fact that the 

policy of liberation, just like the US posture immediately after 

the Second :lorld '.far, was a general policy formula and not a 

specific programme of action. At Geneva, the US implicitly clarified 

that the US priority was for securing a Soviet commitment for lessen-

ning world tensions rather than challenging its position in Eastern 

38 However, a leading scholar Richard Goold•Adams argues that 
there were certain practical limitations behind the Eisenhower 
Administration's passive reaction to':Tard the Berlin riots. 
The leading point was that Bast Germany was the keystone of 
the Soviet arch over !astern Europe. Moreover, East Germany 
was indispensable to the Soviet Union as a manufacturing 
centre for the USSR as well as the rest of the bloc and 
its significance as a military outpost of the Soviet Union. 
See Richard Goold Adams, '11le Time of Power, A Repratsal of 
John Fbster Dulles (London, ~1denf1eld ana Nicolson, 1962>, 
pp. M-'\Os; a fso l:oscoe Drummond & Goston Coblentz, Duel at 
the Brink--John F. Dulles" Comnand of the American Power (IDndon. 
We{denfleld and Nicolson, 1961), enKpter tv. 



39 lbrope. 

"nlis inference is further substantiated by the US reactions 

to the HUngarian and Polish revolts in 1956o Both the State 

Department as well as the President stated, regarding the crisis tn 

PolardJthat the Blat lbropean Mtions be given the right to choose 

their form of government. The US sent food packages to Poland. 

" No one can say that this represented a serious attempt to roll 

" back communism. The US action meant nothing at all and only 

demonstrated the wide gulf between the rhetoric and reality. In 

the Hungarian crisis, in 1956, where events took a tragically 

violent turn, no support came from the us. Neither the President 

18 

nor his 'Secretary of State Dulles intended to give any encouragement 

to the rebels,on grounds that~the Hungarian affairs were beyond 
• 
the US pet•ipheries to be interferredJ despite the po 1 icy of 

liberation and the fact that the Soviet Union 'Md intervened to 

crush the popular desire for more freedom. Eisenhower merely 

appealed to Bulganin to withdraw troops from Jbngaxy. 40 This was 

39 

40 

Brzezinski, "US Foreign Policy tn Fast Centml Burope - A Study 
in Contradiction11 , Journal of International Affatro (New York), 
vol. 11, no.l, 19 57," Po 66o . 

Alexander De Conde, A Histoii of American Pbreign Policy (Maw 

York, Charles 'krtbners, 19 U, Po 786. critics at hOme and 
abroad blamed the Eisenhower policy of 'Liberation • as responsi
ble for provoking the Berlin riots,~Polish and Hungarian revolts. 
Revisionists chiefly held this view - See Da.nna F. Fleming, 'l'be 
Cold tlar and Its Origins, 1917•1960 (NeW York, Garden City, '!Vl;l), 
vol0 ll, pp.8o6-8$4. Controversy surrounds the role and involvement 
of the US inAprecipitation of Hungarian crisis. Although President 
Eisenhower contended that the policy of liberation never urged 
•any kind of armed revolt', yet Paul y. Iflmmond in The Cold \-lar and 
The American Fbreign Policy Since 1945 (New York, Harcourt, Brace 
aiid t~orta, 196~), pp.~h-4 asserts tnaY despite the adfTlinistrs.tion•s 
general policy, the US was involved in Hungary through Radio Free 
Europe, a ClA suprorted private propaganda organisation operatir1g 
in Eastern EUrope. 
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in sharp contrast to the Eisenhower administration's attitude in the 

Middle a st. In January 19 57,. 'Msenbower !fought from the Congress 

the authority to assist any of the Middle Blst nations desiring 

assistance against •international Co~unism•. Such assistance was 

to include, 

the employment of armed forces of the US to secure 
and protect the territorial integrity and political 
independence of nations, requesting ••• eid, against 
overt armed aggression from any nation controlled 
by International Comrrunism. 

ThiS was termed as Risenholwer Dcctrine and the President sent an 

41 expeditionary force to Le~non in 1958. However, in at stern 

&~rope, despite "Eisenhcmer•s Policy of Liberation of C.nptive ~ations 

of lllstern !brope, no concrete help was extended to the Ilmgarians 

which would have proven the US commitment to its enacted policy. 

In this period (1953-l956>, the Eisenhower administration 

offered an economic aid pac\<$.ge to Poland after the workers upheave. 1 

in 1956. The purpose behitd the aid was to encourage the streak of 

independence in Poland, which had uptil noto~ been practically a 

42 Soviet colony. But the timing of the policy and the reappraisal 

of the US Bast !Uropean foreign policy was·too late. It only 

41 

42 

p p ·- Power-
Paul Keal, Unspoken Rules and Super;t Dominance (London, lilcrnipan, 
1983 >, pp.l21:.~2. • 

Fbr Poland •s, domestic state of affairs in the period 1948•1953, 
see Zhigniew Brzezinski, '!'he Soviet Bloc: Unity and Conf4ict 
(New York, Praeger, 1960, pp.l18•2o;' Rictlird F. Stear, Polilnd 
1944•1962, The Sovietization of a Ceptive People (Baton 'IOU'ge, 
toii{si&nna ~tate Universfty", 1962 5, pp.12'9-33";"Adam Brornke, 
Poland •s Politics: ldee.lisrn vs. P.ea.lism (C8mbridge1 tJlrvard Univer• 
s1t·j,' 19671, pp."6)·69.·no • 
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signified that the US foreign policy was inconsistent with regard to 

Blstern Furope and generally the one of neglecting it~ The tendency 

was to lump all the Sast litropean States together, differentiation 

between states on the basis of their relationship with ~bscow came 

only in late 1956 after the Jhngarian revolt ~d shaken the US out 

43 of its complacency. 

After the 1956 revolt in Poland, the Soviet Union allcn1ed a 

degree of liberalisation to the newly installed Gomulka regime in 

i>oland. With this change in the leadership there was also a change 

in the officia 1 Pol'!sh attitudes to,lard the United States. 

THE POLICY OF PEACERJ L ENGAGEMENTS IN XASTERN JIJROPE 

As a result of reappraisal of the policy tounrds Eastern Furope 

fo llo~1ing the events in 1956, the futility of the old policy t~as 

' 
realized. '!11e us embarked upon a new policy called "peaceful engage-

ment••. '!11is policy appeared to be more realistic as it took complex 

reality of the region into account. 'l11e same policy was carried on 

during the Kennedy .ruiminist1.'8tion (1960•1963 ). Uptil then, the US 

had treated Fastern BJrope as a Soviet satellite tegion but the new 
I 

policy aimed at establishing economic, cultural and diplomatic 

relations with~h~ individual countries. 

43 Andr2ej Korbonski, nus Policy 'in Slstern Ihropett, Current 
,!!~s~ (Philadelphia), vo1.48, ~. l-ilrch 1965, 
pp. "i2 -131. 



The new policy rested on three pillars: (1) a US acquisience 

of the Comnunist presence in &lstern Jhrope; (2) attempt to make 
palatable 

the Blst Jhropean regimes more palatSltt to the people; and (3) to 

achieve this end, promote closer contacts with each Slst lbropean 

country. 44 

Accordingly, a cultural and educational agreement was nego-

tiated in 1958 which authoriSed Poland to purchase one million 

dollars worth of books, films, periodicals, and records.· Agree-

ments were also concluded on exchanges of students, university 

professors etc.~ 5 Poland also announced its intention to seek 
the. 

credit; from West to alleviate its critical economic condition. 
A. Sune. 

Beginning fromA.l957 to llly 1962, the EiSenhotter and the Kennedy 

administrations supplied loans worth 487 million dollars to Poland 

when its trade was unfavourable and the deficit ran to 310 million 

dollars. 46 Following is the account of the US credit extensions 

to Poland: 

44 

45 

46 

Ibid. 

Richard F. ~aar, "Poland: '11le Price of Stability", 
current Histo!X_, M;lrch 1976, p.l.l7i Kot'bonski, n.30, 
p.l32. 

Ibid. -
.hL.~. 
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US CREDITS TO POLAND, 1957-1962 (ln million dollars>47 

Dates Amount 

June 7 and ~gust 14, 1957 •• 95.00 

pebruary 15, 1958 •• 98·.oo 

June 10, November 10, 1959 and 103.30 
11 February 1960 •• 

July 21, 1960 •• 130.00 

December 15, 1961 •• 44.fO 

April 19, 1962 •• 15.20 

Total •• 486.70 

In addition to cheap exports credi~s, the ~senhower and the 

Kennedy AdminiStrations entered into aid agreements with Poland. 

o'l 
In June 1957, without waiting for the action eg the Congress, the 

Administration signed an agreement with Poland providing, 

(1) 

(2) 

a 30 million dollar credit for agricultural 
supplies and coal mining equipment; and 

a 18.9 million dollars in P~480 commodities, 
~epayable in zlotys.48 

ln 1958•1959., despite the continued op~osition in ·-

Congress, another instalment of 44 million dollars in the form 

47 Ibid., p.111. 

48 For a detailed dec is ion making in the us Senate and House 
regarding aid to Poland, o ee Stephen s. Kaplan, "United 
States Aid to Poland, 1957-1964: Co~erns, Objectives and 
Obstacles11

, Western Political QJArterly (Salt Lake City, 
Utah>, vol.2"8", l'iirch 1975, pp".l~7-166.._. 
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of PL-480 cotllTlodities and 6 million dollars worth credits were 

provided to Poland. In late 1959, as the agricultural situation 

worsened in Poland, the United States once again committed itself 

to a transfer of 41.5 million dollars worth of wheat. But the 

largest aid agreement was signed in July 1960, whereby the US 

agreed to a PL-480 sale for another 130 million in coDIDodities 

including one m1llion ton of wheat, o.s million ton of feedgrains 

and over 0.2 million ton of barley; The one million ton of 

wheat equalled to 40 per cent of Poland•s total wheat production 

and 100 per cent imports during the year.49 In return Poland 

agreed to compensate American citizens whose properties were 

confiscated by the Oommunist regime with a total of 40 million 

dollars over a period of twenty years. The US also agreed to 

release the entire property of Polish citizens frozen during the 

Second uorld uar. 50 

Thus, in the period from 19 5 7-1962, PL-480 or the "Pbod for 

It 
Peace!' program determined the US trade with Poland.~ became a 

•decisive factor• in attaining a growing balance of trade in favour 

of the us1since by 1962 the US was expo~ing commodities almost 

double the value of those exported by Poland to the US. The US 

' J even extended the Hast-N!lvcured-Nlltion status to Poland in 1960; 

along With Yugoslavia, following the criteria that these regimes 

49 Ibid. 

SO Staar, n.32, p.ll8. 



had exhibited a greater degree of indeperxienc:e from the Soviet 

Union than the others. 51 
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This sudden impetus for increased trade levers to Poland 

sprang out of the changed policy outlook: and the changes on -bhe 

international scene; • Not only did the US at~ to strengthen 

the Gomulka regime (which had wrung liberatisation from the Soviet 

:"\ t:o 
Union·~ With t.fto public support.)but also"mak.e Polard economically 

independent of the Soviet Union)thereby increasing ita ability 

to make policy shifts. Moreover, the growing Sino-Soviet 

discord along with J;;.be Blst•Jhropean tensions had demonstrated 

that the Soviet bloc was not a monolith.52 

On diplomatic plane also, relations between the US and 

Poland improved. The epitome of this relationship was marked 

by Vice-President Richard Nixon•s visit to warsaw in 1959. But 

1960·1962 was dominated by tensions between the US and the Sovist 

Union in the form of BerUnWall crisis and the Qlban missile crisis. 53 

51 

52 

53 

Januscz Kaczurba, "Polish American &:onomic Relations", 
Polish '·lestern Affairs (Poznan, Poland), vol.20, no.1, 
pp.(:4•6S; '"'!?or detailed description of US Polish trade, 
see George F. f:ennan, On Deali,$ '.Jith the Communist World 
(New York, fJirper, 1964 ), pp"".~t-36. • -

Zbigniew BrzP.zinski and HilHam X. Griffith, •-peaceful Engage
ment in Eastern lilrope", Foreign Affairs (New York), vol.39, 
no.4, July 1961, p.643; Tfle sino-"'Giet factor and its impact 
on relations between US and Eastern 1Urope, see D. ~goria, 
"The Sino-Soviet confl:lct and the llest", Foreign Affairs, 
vol.41, no.1, October 1962, pp.lS0-81. 

Fbr a detailed account Berlin \>Ia 11 and Q.lban Crisis see , , 
Julius u. Pratt, A Historx of the US ~reign Poli!?l: (New .rersey. 
Prentice Hall, 1965), pp.472·476. 
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Since the EB.st European regimes cast their lot With the Soviet 

Union, there was once again a shift in the US attitude towards 

Poland affecting their relations. The short period of goodwil t 

between the two countries ended at the Polish-Romanian frietdship 

meeting on 28 April 196l,when Gomulk.a attacked Kennedy's 

statement regarding the lack of fre.edom in Soviet bloc cruntrias 

and declared him ''deceitful'' and "unfit to lecture the Polish 
-die 

people on freedoM"• Elren the meeting ,-betweenA Secretary of 
-bhe 

'State, Dean Rusk and.\Polish Foreign Minister Adam Rapacki on 

10 ~tober 1961 failed to improve relations.54 

J?OLlC"l OF BRIDGE BUILDING 

After the assassination of President Kennedy in 1963, 

President Lyndon B. Johnson became the nel<J US President am 

initiated the policy of 'bridge building' in Eastern Europe in 

October 1964. '111e bitterness in us-Soviet relations,during the 

Kennedy Administration,had reflected itself in exclusion of 
p~1"'6mme 

Poland from the PL-480/\ in early 1964 pCclgta~ resulting in. 

a drop of l'oli~;h imports from the US to one-fourth of its 

former level. 55 

Tmde was to serve as a •bridge' between the US and the 

region. Hence, the period l<I8S characterised by growing 

tmde relations. This had a m:trked effect upon the US-Polish 

trade as evident from the following table: 

54 Staar, n. ' .. 2. 

55 Kaczurba, n.Sl, pp.64•65. 



POLAND•s TRADll: li!TH THE u.s. (ln million dollars) 

Year 

1964 

1965 

1966 

1967 

1968 

1969 

Imports 

151.9 

38.9 

58.3 

61.0 

82.0 

,53.0 

RKports 

54.2 
65.9 

82.9* 

91.0 

97.0 

98.0** 

Sources: * Direction of Trade Statistics Yearbook, 
!962:-1966 (1MF, 'lisb!ngton 'It c., 1967), 
p. 382. 

** Ibid., 1971, Pe284. -
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The policy of bridge-building was consistent with the concept 

of •peaceful engagements • followed by lt:lsenhower and Kennedy 

Mministmtions. But it could not be given a sincere expression 
be.twee.h 

. due to the re-emergence of bitterness a.m&agATJt.;A and the USSR over 

Czechoslovakia in 1968 and then the US involvement in the Vietnam 

war. 

In August 1968, following a cou~, the Stalinist regime of 

Antonia tbvotny was overthrown by Alexander ll.lbcek in Czechosl9vakia. 

He launched •repluraUzation of the Czechoslovak society and 

politics '• On the night of 20.21 August, the Warsaw Pact forces 

(comprising of troops from the Soviet Union, !l!lst Germany, Polard, 

Hungary and Bulgaria) occupied the country. Soviet Union justified 

th:iS intervention on the ground that "the sovereignty of each 
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socialist country cannot be opposed to the interests ••• of the 

world revolutionary movement•- - a view laid down in the Brezhnev 

Doctrine. nte official US reaction was 'inclined to regard J!Bst 

!uropean nations as a legitima.te Soviet sphere of influence and 

not to engage in any improvement of relations with 'Soviet 

satellites at the expense of its relations with the Soviet Union. 

The administration's policy was to •stay on the Sidelines•.SG 

In addition, US adherence to ita former policy of abstention 

from any direct involvement in mkstern EUrope was further substan-

tiated by the fact titlt although Poland and Yugoslavia were 

granted massive economic aid because the two countries bad 

exhibited greater independence from the Soviets, yet Czechoslovakia's 

claims,on the same basis,were ignored. Although it was clear in 

1968 that the country was committed to a new liberal course, the 

United States did not move in to help Czechoslovakia in any way. 

The most important reason for this was the ongoing US involvement 

in the Vietnam ~r. The President wanted to stage a summit meeting 

~v~~ts ' 
with the aus&ians to end the war in Vietnam and the admin18tration ·· 

feared that any expression of support for the Dubcek regime might 

56 Paul Keal, Unspoken Rules and Superpower Dominance (lDndon, 
Macmillan, i983 ), pp. f26·127; 'For a ltrther discussion on 
the US policy stand, see Lyndon B. Johnson, The vantage 
Point: Perspectives of the Presidency, 1963 -196§ (HeW York, 
Holt, !teinllC'lrt and tllnston, 1§'71), pp.'+48-dti; Henry Kissinger, 
'l1le !lhite House Years (BoSton, Massachusetts, Little Brown, 
l'§'f9J. vot.x, pp.49-sl. 
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SovC:.e.ts 
antagonise the RwGsiaa~ making the summit impossible. 57 Thus, once 

again, Eastern &Jrope became an area of secondary importance in the 

Super Power relationship. 

~breover, the oveTall US policy towards Eastern EUrope also 

suffered a setback due to us being deeply involved in the Vietnam 

war. The US suspected that some of the potential aid recipients 

like Czechoslovakia and Romania were supplying North Vietnam with 

weapons and other aid. Contrary to American hopes, Poland did not 

show any sign of moving away from the Soviet Union despite the 

US aid and credit • Thus, the •bridges • did not serve the purposes 

for which they were built and so fell into disrepair. The region 

again lost its importance in the US policy. 

lMJ!ACT OF CHANGING INT~NATIONAL BNVlRONl1Elfr IN THE EARLY SEVENTIES 

'11le 1ntert¥ltiona 1 scene umerwent a radical transformation 

during the late sixties and early seventies. One of the changes 

that set in was the multipolarisation of the world system. ln the 

westem world there were two main developments wbkh affected the 

interrt!tional environment. '11le first was 'that the ~vi.et Union 

gained parity with the us in the field of nuclear weapons. Second 

was the emergence of Japan and western 1brope, which competed with 

the United States in econQTDic spheres.- In the Communist world, 

57 Korbonski, n~st Slrope and the United States", Current History_, 
vo 1.56, April 1969, pp.242·243. 
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the Sino-Soviet conflict motivated the Peoples • Republic of China to 

become a totally ind-ependent actor on the internatiom 1 scene. The 

sum of all these developments was a multipolar \-iorld and a loosening 

of alU.ances. This brought about a change in the relationship between 

the two halves of !Urope. Uestern EUrope, growing self-aufficient, 

realized the necessity of a United litrope. The concept was first 

expressed by President Charles D. Gaulle of France in 1968 after the 

Czech revolt. He said: 

••• ~he division into blocs ••• that was imposed on 
Blrope while it \<laS torn, is a misfortune ••• Indeed, 
that division constitutes for the peoples of our 
continent:, a permanent encroachment on their right 
to independence, at a time when each one of them is 
capable, par excellence, of conducting its own 
affairs. ~hreover, to distribute the nations of 
EUrope into two camps, dominated by two rivals, is 
to prevent them from normally establishing between 
them the economic, cultural and human relations that 
are consistent with their nature ••• Finally, the 
political and military tension maintained between 
them constantly puts peace into question. There is 
no ideology that can ~ustify such an artificial and 
dangerous situation.S . 

Thus, the United States had to reformulate its policy toward J.hstern 

lbrope in this changing context. 

}~reover, the aggressive policies pur~ued by the Soviet Union, 

the turmoil in the Middle East, the global scarcity of oil and tha 

raising of prices of oil by the OPBC countries, the world-wide 

58 James A. Kuhlman and Inuis J. ME'U.Somides, Changes in &lropean 
Relations (Leyden, B. v., Netherlands, A. 'W. Slj€hoff, 1976 ), 
p.l'17. . 



inflation and its repercussions upon the international monetary 

system nede the Rtropeans realiSe the importance of being united. 

Apart from this, the aggressive Cold \/ar phase was already a 

history and its last vestiges were wiped off by the Berlin crisis 

of 1962. The business community in the US also supported the 

opportunity for expansion of trade and markets although the State 

Department was still hesitant to change its policy. 59 The Soviets 

also showed Signs of resP.Qnding to the US and the llest Huropean 

overtures. 60 ln short, the concept of •OStpolitik• i.e., the 

reconciliation with the ::Bast was enveloping the whole of lbrope. 

The US also had to accommodate its policies to this new con:::ept. 

Thus, in the period 1972-1976, the policy of •realpolitik' was 

developed in the American fOreign policy circles. 61 

THE POLICY OF REAL POLlTlK 

In his very first annual report to the Congress on the US 

foreign policy fOr the seventies, President Nixon assured the 

Soviet Union of reducing tensions in the ug..~iet relations,and_. 

at the same time, recognize the independence of the countries of 

Eastern Europe.- On this basis, he asserted the right to carry on 

30 

59 In his memoirs, the former Secretary of State, Henry Kissinger 
gives an account of the debates between the supporters, chiefly 
in the !Conomic and State nepartments, and the sceptics, mostly 
in llhite House, upon the us policy in 'B\lsten1 BJrope in view 
of the new developments. Kissinger, n.S6, pp.lS0-55. 

61 

For a detailed discussion of the changes in the international 
f' 

order, see And"zej Korbonski, "'.111e United States and liast Rtrope", 
Current HiStory, vol.64, no.381, May 1973, pp.193·96 and 226. 

Richard N. Nixon, US Foreign Policy for the 1970s: A New 
Sttategy for Peace, Report to the Congress (Wishfngton, D.~., 
Government Printing Office, 1970), vol.I, pp.l38•39. 
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normal relations with the countries of the region. ·But he assured 

the Soviet Union of the US recognition of its legitimate security 

interests in the region. He said, 

••• we are aware that the Soviet Union sees its own 
security as directly affected by developments in the 
region ••• lt is not the intention of the United States 
to undermine the legitimate security interests of the 
Soviet Union ••• Our pursuit of negotiation and detente 
is meant to reduce the existing tensions ••• By the same 
token, the Ui views the countries of Eastern Eurnpe as 
sovereign, not as parts of a rmnolith. And l.fe can 
accept no doctrine that abridges their right to seek 
reciprocal improvement of relations with the US or 
others ••• 62 

'11te US policy of seeking closer relations with the countries 

of Has tern 1Jltrope was vigorously pursued. ·After enunc iatton of the 

new policy in his report to the Congress, President Nixon visited 

Belgrade (1970) and ilarsaw (1972).· Continued American interest 

was evidenced by Secretary of State Roger•s visits to Romania, 

Hungary and Yugoslavia in July 1972, soon after Nixon•s visit to 

Poland. '!be after effects were also immediately evident. In 

Yugoslavia's case, the US resumed the sales of arms since its con• 

tinued independence and role as a buffer 20ne protecting the 

}~iterranean from the Soviet interference·necessttated it. Romania 
the 

received economic and technical aid from the US andl\~lest, probably 

due to its defiance of the Soviet Union on international issues. ln 

Poland, US agreed to provide economic and technical assistance to 

62 Ibid. 
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Poland keeping in view its traditional anti•Soviet, anti•Conmunist 

and pro-western feelings, the rr.cent upheaval in 1970, and 'the 

peculiar features of its social, economic and political set-up, 

ORmely the privately O\Jned agriculture and business, the Rot:~an 

catholic Church, the relatively free press and the political 

dissidence. Foland once again, in Gierek •s strategy for 'great 

leap fotWB.rd 1 , sought economic aid from the \lest. The Soviet Union 

allowed it since Polarx_i had long been enjoying the MFN status in 

the us. The Sovi.et Union never considered the Polish-uestern 

ties as a threat. On the contrary, the Polish relations with the 

Yest were always vie"t-1ed as a model. 63 

Thus, in an agreement conducted during Nixon•s visit to 

\olarsaw in June 19/.l, it was decided that the US would allo\'1 Poland 

to use the official agricultural credits frorn the Commodity Credit 

Corporation (CCC) and the Export-lmport Bank ( EXlM Bank) for 

financing its purc~se of equipment • Other measures approved were 

liberalisation of us technological exports to Poland and navigation 

and fishing facilities. In 1974, at a Polish-US summit meeting, 

this co-operation was extended to include the coal, industry and 

mining. In 1977, Poland became the first country to be granted 

fishing rights in US 200 mile zone in which other countries wer~ 

prohibited from fishing because the US wanted to preserve its 

63 Artlrur R. P.achwald, "Poland Between ·~per l'ov1ers: Three 
nscades of Foreign Policy". orbis (Philadelphia, Penn), vol.20, 
November 1977, p.l055o 
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marine biological resources. 64 

'!'he commercia 1 relations between the twc countries developed 

rapidly during the seventies. lhe US became the most important 

trading partner of Poland, especially in view of the fact that 

between 1970 and 1974 the tum-over almost doubled in terms of 

US dollars; as can be seen froru the follouing table. 

GOODS 'IDR.NOVlm BETillmN POLAND AND THE U.S. (ln million dollars, FOB) 

Year 

1970 

1971 

1972 

1973 

1974 

1975 

1976 

1977 

Exports from 
Po lam 

092.00 

107.20 

139.20 

183 .• 90 

266.20 

242.83 

308.70 

323.50 

Imports to 
Poland 

058.20 

073.20 

113.60 

350.40 

395.50 

583.30 

623.-'80 

439.00 

Source: Direction of Tts.de Statistics Year Book, 197,1;,7,7 
(\~sh:ington, n.c'., IMF, 19781, p.226." 

Total 'I\.lrn 
-over 

151.00 

180.l(O 

252.80 

534.20 

661.70 

825.60 

932.50 

762.50 

The !!hst-Uest relations further improved in 1975 with 

the signing of the Fina 1 Act of the Conf~~ence on Security and . 
Co-operation in Furope at Helsinki.· The lbropean powers confirmed 

the existing geop,raphical bouroaries of the countries of Europe 

as set by the yalta agr~ernent, recognised human rights and the 

64 !Qlczurba, n.38, p.68. 
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r:l.ght of every state to pursue independent domestic and international 

policies. In a bid to normalize relations with the countrieos of 
a 

Blstern B.Irope, us President Gerald Ford undertook/\ U>ur to Ror.l!lnia 

and Yugoslavia immediately after the Helsinki 8umnit in 197s.· In 

1974, the US had even extended recognition to East Germany thereby 

recognising the validity of the disputed Oder•neisse line. Most-

'S!lvoured-Nltion status was now extended to Romania ( ruly 1975) and 

lllng& ry (July 19 78 >. 

The chars.ctm:istic feature of Blst lllropean politics in the 

aftermath of Helsinki was the activisation of political dissidence 

in Fastern furope especially in Polard and Czechoslovakia. In 

Poland, workers broke into consumer riots in 1976 following which 

the government was forced to withdraw the price increases. A 

national alliance of diverse groups called the Committee for the 

Defense of Workers (KSS/J<OR) was formed in 1976 which demanded political 

libetalisation, end to censorship and harassment of political 

activists, intellectuals and the Roman catholic Church in Poland. 

ln czechos lova kfa, a round 400 pro1:1inent citizens s igne,d the "Charter 

1-r- condemning the Communist Party's vio~tion of the civil rights 

of the people. 

Initially, the US looked upon the Helsinki Accord as a means 

for avoiding the confrontation with the 'Soviet Union.- Kissinger, in 

an effort to maintain the existing balance of power in &rope, even 
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suggested the idea of nholy alliancen or ''condominium'~. 65 

TH£ SONNEN FELDT OOCTR 1NR 

In December 1975, f~lmudt Sonnenfeld· , the State Department 

Counsellor, suggested that in order to stabilise the tense situation 

in Blstern !brope (i&e. the political dissidence), the U'S should 

seek nan evolution that makes the relationship between the J'iast 

Buropeans and the Soviet Union an organic one rather ·than an 

unnatural one". This could be attained by complementing the Soviet 

military and political presence in Fastern ibrope with the US 

economic assistance. Trade and economics were to be the mSjor 

instruments acting as new 'bridges• between East and West. But 

the doctrine was rejected by !astern Europe as it would have 

reduced them to a •sent-colonial status\ 66 !tten the Soviets 

looked upon it as an attempt by the m; to slo\lrly encroach in their 

sphere of influence.· 

MORAL POLITICS: Tiffi CARTXR DOCTRTiiE FOR EASTERN EUROPX 

Under President Jimny carter, the •real politik • and Sonnenfeldt 

approach gave way to •mora 1 politico' - a commitment to the human 

65 Arthur R. Racht.Jald, ••united States Policy in !astern Blrope", 
current History, vol.74 1 April 1978, pp.lS0-53. 

66 David Binder, "A t-fodified Soviet Bloc is Avoued at US Policy", 
:New York Times, 6 April 1976, p.A-1; Also Piotr s. \)lndycz, 
"tTnttea St£t"'CS"and Poland (cambridge, Mlss., Harvard University, 
1980), pp.405-407. 



rights provision under Helsinki. The carter Administr.ation wanted 

to end the lack of moral leadership that he.d come to be exercised 

under Nixon- Ford Administrations. Among the major themes set 

forth during his presidential election ca.mpaign_,Carte~ had 
asse,.ted 
~eeysed that in pursuit of an East-West condominium, human rights 

crusade was to serve in the ideological warfare between the capita-

lism and communism. ln addition, President Carter, Secretary of 
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State Cyrus vance and t-{ational Security Adviser Zbigniew Brzezinski -

all were skeptical about the Soviet intentions.€6 They felt that 

the Soviet Union was getting more aggressive.• ThiS was manifested 

by the Soviet intervention in iAngola through the Cubans, military 

assistance to Ethiopia in war with Somalia, and its actions in 

Vietnam and the Middle East. The US image, on the other hand, 

they felt_,was tarnished by its failure in Vietnam and the ~tergate 

Scandal. In short, the Soviet Union bad gainsd an edge over the 

US and had sttategically improved its position. Carter•s National 

Security ~iser Zbigniew Brzezinski held that the US support for 

human rights movement would effectively challenge communism since 

it was an issue which identified the US with an ideal shared by 

the majority of the world public opinion•~? 

66 E:f. l'f. Glenn Abernathy, Dilys H. aill and Phil Williams, 
The carter Years (London, Fr.ances Pointer, 1984), pp.SS•S7. ----w •• a 

67 us Neto~s and World, Report Olashington D.c.,), 30 Hay 1977, 
p.34. 



Therefore, under the auspices of the new doctrine, the US 

extended open support to the dissidents in the Soviet Union 

and &!stern l!Urope. 

During the seventies, the spirit of detente or co-operation 

was reflected even in the field of technology and joint ventures. 

In the period 1975 onwards, steel agreements were negotiated 

between \~est and Czechoslovakia, Ibngary, Bulgaria and Romania; 

textile accords with Romania, Hungary, Czechoslovakia, Poland and 

Bulgaria and fishing agreements with Soviet Union, Bast Germany 

and Poland. 

In addition, credits were extended toward the Fast ibropean 

countries, especially by west Germany and the USA. But with their 

deteriorating economies, th'ese countries were unable to pay back 

the loans aro credits. The level of indebtedness to the '~est rose 

to alarming degree as proved by the following table: 

•• • I-
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EASTERN EUROPE: THE HIGHEST DEBTOO.S ( In million dollars). 

Countries Outstanding Debt Gro11th in Bank Debt* 

1982 1975 1976•81 1976•78 1979•81 

GDR** 14.0 02.6 27.4 33.6 21.4 

fungary 07.0 02.2 24.~ 42.8 08.6 

Poland 26.0 03.9 26.7 44.2 12.3 

Romania 09.9 00.9 33.5 40.6 26.8 

USSR.*** 23.0 10.1 12.3 19.;0 14.6 

Debt service 
payment, 
1983 

6.3 

3.5 

7.8 

5.5 

12.2 

Payment as 
percentage 
of exports 

83 

55 

94 

61 

25 

Notes: * COtll)ound annual growth rates. Data of 1979-81 are exchange rate changes. 

** TB:Kc ludes debts to l1lnks in Federal Republic of Germany 

*** Includes a residual for &lstern lbrope, which is mainly CMm banks. 

Source: Time (Chicago), 10 January 1983, p.4s. -
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Out of these, Poland's debt was the highest. It was estimated 

that in order to make satisfactory repayments, Poland and Fast Germany 

(GDR) would have to double their exports to the hard currency states. 

But With drop in their productions and other difficulties on the 

domestic front, especially in case of Poland (discussed in C~r-11), 

it was obvious that repayment was an impossible proposition. 

Thus, from the qecond 'lorld '-lar till 1980, the US has pursued 

six different policies towards Eastern BUrope, affecting its 

relationship with Poland in turn. But during the entire period, the 

US lacked a consistent, long term policyo In the immediate post·w~r 

years, the bitterness between the two Super Powers over the division 

of ll.trope, led the US to wge a war of attrition against the ~:Orld· 

Communism.- But in the seventies, the policy changed drams.tically. 

The US accepted the reality that the-Soviet power bad come to stay 

and that it had security interest in the region that had to be 

recognized. Therefore, the US sought to advance close economic 

cooperation with these cpuntries with a view to weaken their very 

close relations with the Soviet Union.~8 

68 For further expansion on this theme, see Stephen lloolcock, 
"B:Lst-West Trade: US Policy and Kuropean Interests", World 
Tbday (London), vol.38, February 1982, pp.49-s7; Huntington, 
hfraoe Technology and "-everage: llt:onomic Diplotracy", R>reign 
Policy (New York), vol.32, ~ 11 1978, pp.36·64. 
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During the carter years, the human rights approach was employed 

to disengage ~Hi stern !llrope further from the Soviet Union. But 

overall the US policy to~as to improve US-Soviet relations, primarily 

in the field of nuclear weapons. This priority overshadowed the US

East .!Uropean relations; 

Another vita 1 element in the US policy in Eastern Jlllrope is 

its over· 81-;'lphasis upon the Polish factor. At Yalta both poHers 

fought over Poland and Germany. Even Churchill described the Folish 

issue as "the first of the great causes which led to the breakdown 

of the grand alliance". A rivalry sprang up right from the Second 

World ~~r, betw~en them over the question of Poland. But the reality 

was that the US cQ.lld, in no tmy, undo the &lropean partition. The 

policies of the Ui to\-Jard the region became dependent upon its 

relations with the Soviet Union. Though at times, the US sought to 

loosen the bond between »lstern 1J!Urope and the ·Sov:le t Ulion, yet at 

other crucial times, :o~hen it could have easily done so, it chose not 

to contest the Soviet dominance in the region directly, as in 1956 or 

1968.' The overall evaluation of the US policy shows its clear preference 

for an evolutionary change in llBstern &lrQpe rather than· a revolutionary 

one. Any challenge to the ·Soviet Union in &lstern D.lrope evokes a 

pe.ssive response by the us.· Both the powers are aware of the fact that 

a war in BUrope would mean a nuclear war. This realisation deman1s a 

restraint on the part of the us si~e the »1stern !hrope, from the 

Second World \-tar ommrds, has acted as a Soviet zone of influence just 



like Western &!rope acted as a us ally--_' 'Iherefore, in every event, 

the US response has been cautious and guarded so as not to provoke 

the Soviets. Indirect .means such as trade and economic aid have 

been employed to drat-t the region away from Soviet influence. Even 

the policies enacted at times hinted an active interest on the part 

of the US in ~stern '!hrope but in fact, were genera 1 pol icy 

formul34_, highly conditioned by the Soviet factor.· The Polish crisis 

in 1980•31 also demonstrated the same limitations in US policy 

towards the region; 
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Chapter Two 

THE POLISH CRISIS OF 1980 

PolesJ If you cannot prevent your neighbours from 
devouring your nation, make it impossible for them 
to digest it. 

- Jean-Jacques kousseau1 

The politico-~onomic crisis in Poland in 1980•31 was indeed 

a co~ inuation of upheavals that shoolt the country in 1953, 1968, 

1970 and 1976. 'rtle Polish ,.,otkers were able to tofin for themselves 

in 1980-81 the right to have "lega Uy institutionalised trade-

union status•• through non-violent, sit-down stritces. They succeeded 

in proving by implication that the rula.of the Communist Party of 

Poland was not rooted in popular support, bY demanding not only a 

national referendum as to whether the governMent should remain in 

power but also by challenging the existence of the country as a 

communist state. Although ever since their Sovietization. the ~st 

Jllropean regimas have been a strange amalgam of communist rule and 

popular dissidence for divergence from this model, none of the 
) 

crises faced by the bloc posed a grave global threat to communism· 
.......... 

as the Polish ~o~ork.~rs • uprising of 1980•1981. Probably, if the 

crisis had continued, the malaise would have gradually affected 

1 ~oted in Sweryn Bialer, "Poland and the Soviet Imperium .. , 
Pbreign Affairs (New York), vol.S9, ~11 1981, p.S22. 
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the rest of the »tstern &.trope and perhaps even the non•Great 

Russian nations of the USSR. Unlike the Fbngarian or the Czech revo-

lutions, which had come from •within the Party 1 , the Polish 

2 uprising was distinctly a •revolution from below•. This was 

something which was a matter of even more serious concern to the 

Soviet Union. as it implied that communism was losing ground in 

POLISH SOCIALISH: Dm?ARTURX PROM THE OLD MODEL 

&Ten before 1980, Potaoo was far from a typical Fast fbropean 

3 country. After the 'iecond ;Jorld War, the country •s domestic and 

foreign policies were completely dominated by the Soviet Union. It 

was governed by a pro•3oviet Communist Party and pursued a Soviet 
, 

line in all basic Mtional security matters. These facts became 

the essential guarantees for the preservation of the status quo in 

Europe." 

The Poles however were able to have a comparatively liberal 

brand of communism l-lhich was reflected in all aspects of their 

national life. n1is trend was further strengthenod after the 

uprising in 1956. Agriculture, which ·in all communist countries 

2 F' • Stephen Larrabee, "Poland, the Permanent Crisis'', Orbis 
(Philadelphia>, vol.25, Spring 1981, p.233. 

3 William E. r.riffith, The Super Power Relations and the 
Regional Tensions (Lexington, Miss., LeXington, f§a3), 
pp.~s7-64. 
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is usually a state-directed, cooperative venture became predominantly 

private in Poland from 1953 onwards. Almost 70 per cent of the tota 1 

land is in the hands of individual small landholders. The Polish 

catholic Church has been virtually an alternate government with a 

moral authority earned out of 90 per cent of country •s population 

of 35 million being devout Oltholics• Culturally, Poland is closer 

to \~estern value system than its Gaste~ corollary. Its long 

chequered history of struggle for independence and survival under 

oppressive fOreign regimes bas created among Poles a love for 

freedom and a deep sense of national pride. Poles have always 

resisted any imposition, even the 1944•45 communist takeover. lt is 

for this reason, that Poles are allot~ed a more liberal system in 

which rallies to comemmornte their past victories over the Russians 

are held each year, dissident organisations (that had come up as an 

aftermath of 'Spring In October• revolution of 1970) voice their 

opposition to the political authority and reach out to the masses 
free•' 

through their publications, and press too, is compsratively ~~f!:e_ than 

in most other Fast EUropean countries.· Thus, in Poland we find a 
I. 

•communism With a Polish face•.~ 

The Soviet Union has also displayed a high degree of toleranee 

in Polish events. This tolerance springs out of the strategic 

location and the vital resource wealth of the country. Besides, 

4 News,.,eek (Chicago), l September 1980, p.l2. 
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Poland is surrounded by neighbours that have ''stable, devout and hard 

core" communist regimes. Alois Mertes, a former West German envoy 

to l1oscotl is reported to have said: 

••• the SOviets have surrounded Poland with the iron clamps 
of stability in mtst Germany and Czechoslovakia. '11lat is 
why Poland has been allotled more liberalisation.S 

Thus, the economic patterns, the political system and the responses 

of the Soviet Union in an event of crisis in Poland are very 

different from that in any other Bast lllropean country. 

THE GENESIS OF THE POLISH CRISIS IN 1980·81 

'lbe basic pillars on which all Communist regimes rest are 

usually the leading role of the Communist Party in all aspects of 

individual life, state control over press, means of production and 

distribution and .a strict Party discipline • .6 In Poland, toward the 

end of the seventies, all the pillars simultaneously collapsed result-

ing in a crisis in the Party, in the economy, in the Polish society 

and the bloc.- This widespread crisis was the. result of the interplay 

of economic and political factors which had become increasingly 

intertwined by the end of the seventies.· These can be identified as, 

(a) a crisis in the economy of the country; (b) a crisis of political 

authority; and (c) finally, the reactivisation of political dissidence 

among political activists and intellectualo.· 

S Ibid. 

6 o. N. Mehrotra, "Turmoil in Poland: A Survey", Foreign Affairs 
Reports (New Delhi>, vol.JO, June 1981, pp.l21-22. 
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1. Crisis in the EConomy 
·...- _.,...,..-_ 

By the end of 1970s, the Polish economy showed signs of total 

bankruptcy and a collapse of :lts planning and management system.· 

The national income of Poland recorded a drop for the second 

c 
consequtive year - something most unusual in a Soviet bloc 

country. 7 The industrial production fell 17 per cent belo~.,. that 

of 1979 and total production loss mounted to $2.3 billions. nte 

coal mining industry's output fell 10 per cent short of its normal 

8 total output. nte grain harvest totalled a mere 19 million tons 

in 1980 against 21.3 million tons in 1978.~ Official statistics also 

indicated a shortfall in the meat production from 3.3 million tons 

in 1979 to 2.4 million tons in 1980. The potato harvest also hit 

the worst record - a fall of 40 per cent from the harvest in 1979. 

This increased the government •s dependence upon the other cauntries. 9 

'abat- \o~ent wrong with the Polish economy? One of the key causes 

can be traced in the critical decisions made by Fdward Gierek in 

1970 soon after he replaced Wladyslaw Gomurlka as the Prime Minister 

7 Bialer, n.1, Po524. 

8 D.st Huropean Economic Handbook (London, lruromonitor, 1985 ), 
p".~2.! . 

9 Ibid. For a further elaboration on the economic crisis, 
~raj Bhan, EConomic causes for the Polish Crisis, 1980-81 
(dissertation, JNU, 1985}; us Newand World Reports (tlashington 
D.~.>. 27 Cctober, 1980, pp.S0·S2; New York Times, 9 February, 
1981, XII, p.34; Time (Chicago), 24 November, 1980; ·strategic 
Survey, 1981-1982-rcondon>, pp.'S6•57. 
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of Poland. 10 The roots of Gomulka •s dec line lay in a strong workers' 

unrest brought about by a dismal economic situation and protests from 

within the party against the absolute authority of the central 

10 However, leading economists argue that Polish economy had 
been crisis-ridden even befOre 1970.' Wr~ting about the 
crisis of 1980, Prof. Szczepanski in his confidential memorandtm1 
wrote: n'l11e difficulties of the final years of the 70s accen
tuate problems which have been unsolved from the beginning of 
the post-war years, particularly since the 6-year plan (195o
ss> ••• " ~oted in Zbigniew H. aLllenJD.tchl, "The Polish 
&:onomy at the Beginning of the 1980s", Poland 1980: An &ist 
lilropean li!onomic Country Study submi tte"a to the Joint MEooomic 
COmm{ttee of the US COngress, 1 September 1980 Hlashington D•'=•, 
Government Printing Office, 1980). Even Fallenbuchl supports 
the same argument: 11 lt is impossible to understand the current 
economic dev~lopments in Poland and to comment on prospects for 
early 1900s without ta~ing into consideration the existence · 
of a vicious circle of stagnation in to~hich the Polish economy 
found itself at the end of the 1960s ••• " ibid. lf we scan a 
period of 25 years (from 1955•1980) the ~my shotiTS a miU'ked 
tendency for cyclical ups and downs, the path of its growth 
being one of •stop-go' with a strong stepping up of the rate 
of growth in every alternate 5-year plan.· 'Even during the 1960s, 
when the Polish economy was among the most self-sufficient 
economies of the region, the crisis tendencies were apparent. 
Eallenbuch\points out that the crisis would have made itself 
felt in mid-19.')0s but was averted by the US aid under PL-480 
programme and the •Second economy' of the Poles themselves. 
Ey the end of 1960s, the economy was stagnant. It was this 
drastic inflation of the economy that led Poland to seek loans 
fror.t the ~iest. For a further elaboretion on the Po11sh economy 
before 1970s see Zbigniew 1-t. ~llenbuchl, ''The Polish lfconomy in 
the 1970s", Bast :Eltropean .'Jibonopties Post-Helsinki - A Compendium 
of papers submitted to the ,Joint &!onomic Committee of the U:S 
Con8ress (lmshington n.~., C~vernment Printing Office, 1977), 
pp.816•G46; Karl Baker and Cara lleber, Solidarnosc. From 
Military Repression to Gdansk (London, Ynternatio'nn1 '§>"C1.alism, 
1982 ); Ri11eiibuc~'lro18mn the tast t,parter of the '!Wentieth 
Centu~: A Panel Discussion''• Slavic Review (New Yotk ), vo1.~4, 
nool:\"3:\st-'/est Relations11

, Olnad!Ari' 'S'UlVoiiic papers (:t-bntreal ), 
volo25, Ilo.3, ')eptember 1983, pp.Z!.ll·42lf:. • 



11 leadership. 

In order to consolidate the party reputs~ion and credibility, 

Gierek launched a •ne\1 development strategy'. It included massive 

import of Western technology and ma~hinery..,financed on credit·, 

with heavy investment in the growth of Polish industry. '11le under-

lying idea was to enable the country to switch from the 11 extensive'1 

to an ••intensive" grouth i.e., from a situation in which growth 

depended mainly on the increase in the quantity of inputs to such 

in which it would depend to a greater extent, en increases in their 

productivity. 12 The foreign debts incurred in the process were to 
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be repaid by exporting the manufactured goods produced by revitalized 

industries.13 

w~~ 
In accordance~. this strategy, a massive hard currency debt 

was sought from the western i~lustrialized nations including Austria, 

11 Jan n. de \leydenthal, Poland: CollliTllnism Adrift, The ~iashington 
Papers, 1979 (Beverley Hills, ~ge 1~79),' pp.14•15. 

12 This bas been discussed by aLllenbuchl, 11The Strategy of 
Development and Gierek •s !conomic H~lnoeuvre'', in ndam Brornke, and 
J.U., Strong (ed.), Gierek's Poland (New York, Pr.aeger, 1973), 
pp.52-70; and ~llenbiicl'il,' 11 Tlie' t'oltsh 6::onomy in the 1970s", 
ita Slst lb~o,ee;a.n liconomies • Post Helsinki, n.to. 

13 Modernisation and revitalisation in the industrial sector was 
sought through a greater degree of decentralisation. Fbr this 
purpose, large industrial units called •woes • were created. 
They were to act as an intermediate agency between industrial 
plants and the economic ministries and were to assist in 
planning and allocation of resources. Ey mid-1975, there~~ 
''~ere 125 ~~OGs in all the leading industries - coal, iron and 
steel, chemicals, mecha~ical, light industry etc. - Nicholas 
B. Andrews, Poland 1980•81 (washington, D.C., ~tional Defence 
University, 19851, p.~6f J.G. Zielinski, EConomic Reforms in 
Polish Industry (London, Oxford University, 1973 ), a is() by the 
same· au'tlior, '"'"1m Systematic Remodelling in Poland", Soviet Studies 
(Glasgo\<1), vol.20, no.4, 1978, pp.547•552; P~T.· Wsntess, iiJtConornlC 
Reforms in Poland, 1973•7911

, Soviet Studies, vol.~2, noo 1, 1980, 
--. "lO~P'.., 



Belgium, Canada, Denmark, the Federal Republic of Germany, France, 

Italy, Japan, Luxembe:1g, tEtherlands, tbrk~y, Sweden, Switzerland, 

UK and the USA. Follo~1ing is the net hard currency debt extended 

by the industrialized West to Poland for the period 1971•1979: 

POLAND•:S NET HARD CURREM::Y DEBT TO U!ST (in million u.s. 
Dollars) 

Year 

1971 

1972 

1973 

1974 

1975 

1976 

1977 

1978 

1979 

' •• . 
•• 
•• 
. , 
•• 
•• 

1,;-

•• 
•• 

~ I ~ 

•• .. 

Debt 

00,764 

01,150 

02,213 

04,120 

07,381 

10,680 

13,532 

16,972 

19,590 

'Source: Zbigniew M. ~llenbuchl, '''nle Polish Eeonomy 
at the beginning of the 1980s", Poland 1980: 
An ~st-Kuroeean ll'c:onomic CountrY' '!tuay · 
s~bmit't'ed" "to the- Joint 'IFonomic Committee 
of the US Congress, 1 September 1980 
('-lashington D.c., Government Printing Office, 

1980 >, p.s8. 

Initially, the nE!'-1 strategy paid off. 'l1le extent and volume 

of Poland •s trade grew with otl1er countries, particularly with th~ 

developed countries of the West. The total trade turnover in 1974 

was almost the double of the trade levels of1970, with the growth 

rate of trade with the western developed countries being twice that 
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of the CMEA countries. 14 The Polish imports chiefly consisted of 

food, live animals, fuels, vegetable oils, machinery, transport 

equipment etc., while the exports were conposed of coal, meat, meat 

products, mineral fuels, chemicals, wood, crude fertilizers, textile 

yarn, hides and fursldns etc. 15 

As a whole, the official statistical data for this 4-yea.r period 

showed a clear expansion of western influence over the Polish trade in 

. 16 
conparison to the COHJI::ON countries• 

COMEt ON ~st 

1970 1974 1970 1974 

P_!)lish Imports 66.0% 42.3% 26.0% 51.07. 

Po Ush Exports 60o6% 53.~ 28.0% 36.2% 

Total Trade 63.3~ 47.07. 27.01. 44.3'% 

Thus, in the years, 1971•75, there was an increase in the 

ind~str:lal output alrrost by 11 per cent_. The real industria 1 wages 

that had been grol-7ing at the rate of 1.e per cent per year during 

the 1960s began to increase at a steady rate of 7.2 per cent 

annually in the years 1971•7s. 17 By 1973t' Poland was said to have 

the fastest growth rate in the world. 18 

14 Weydenthal, n·.11, p.l6. 

15 G.B. Treske, "Poland •s Trade \lith Developed Hest: Perforn-ance 
and Prospects", in Poland }980: An Fast. lbropean trco~pic Country 
Study, submitted to the us Congress Joint E:onomic Colmnittee 
~Qasnington D.c., Government Printing Office, 1980), p.a. 

16 Weydenthal, n.ll, pp.15·16. 

17 Bi.aler, n.l, p.525; .Adam Bromke &J. Strong ('eds.>, n.12. 

18 Timothy Garton Ash, The Polish ~olution, Solidarity (London, 
Hodder and Staughton, 1985 >, p.16. 
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fut after this short spell, the policy Worsened the country •s 

economic plight. Gierek's strategy £ailed due to certain national 

and international factors. Among the national factors was primarily 
(t'l((.CS$ 

the ev'e1l' importing of the capital equipment, exceeding the optimum 

19 level of investment, high grain imports in the years 1974-1976 

due to bad harvests at home and inflation in prices of commodities 

imported. The resulting ttade imbalance compelled the Poles to 

borrow more heavily,thereby pushing up its bard currency debts 

from the West. 

Moreover, Gierek had opted for massive short and middle-term 

loans in contrast to Got11llllka who bad gone in for long and medium 

20 
term credits and interest-free us P~480 credit• • ThiS increase 

in the size of debt created debt-service problems. . . 1 .. 

To cater to this debt service, an increasing export was required 

which Poland failed to manipulate. As a result, debt service 

expanded from 27 per cent of exports· in 1974 to 70 per cent in 

1980.21 
On the other hand, even the bard currency debt from the \-lest 

increased to alarming proportions, as can be seen from the following 

data: 

19 Twice before (in the first half of.19SOs and in early 60s) 
the same phenomenon bad occurred and bad seriously affected 
the economy. The government ignoring this, kept on investing 
more than it could afford on the industrial front. As the 
investment front became wider, it became impossible for the 
government to complete all projects that had been started -
Slllenberchl, ''Investment Policy for !conomic Development: 
Some Lessons of the Comrnunist RKperienceu, The canadian 
Journal of E'conomics and Political ~ien:e (Vinc:ouverT, 
vo1.29', no.l, 1963, pp.26·39. 

20 Ian Shapiro, 11 Fisca1 Crisis of the Polish State. Genesis of the 
1980 Strikes", Theory and Societ.x (London), O:tober 1981, p.47S. 

21 J.P. Zoeter, "~stem lbrope: The Growing and Currem:y Debt", 
in mtst Bur!'..,P_ean !conomic Country Stu2x• pp.lls0-1368. 



Country 

Austria 

Belgium 

BritAin 

canada 

Denmark 

Finland 

France 

Italy 

Japan 

Luxembourg 

~therlands 

Norway 

Spain 

SWeden 

Unitad States 

l:Jest Germany 

Others** 
., 

Notes * 

** 

'Sou reo: 

POLAND•s l"'RBIGN DEBN -----· 
owed to Commere ~ 1 

BankS 

308 

134 

631 

323 

53 

16 

882 

338 

706 

17 

241 

18 

184 

190 

1,158 

1,919 

owed to 
Governments 

1,.509 

155 

1,150 

666 

49 

35 

1, 701 

750 

357 

4 

63 

76 

48 

251 

1,895 

2,137 

4,864 

Medium and long term loano in millions of us 
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dolLars from creditor countries as of September 1, 1981. 

Includes Arab, Eastern bloc and other non-industrialized 
countries. 

Rlcts on File (New York), vo1.42, January 22, 1982,. 
Po33. 



This indebtedness was highest among all the Jlast lbropean 

countries.·. _ .. _.- . . . • It was in this context that even the us 

government and corrmercial banks found themselves involved in 
-the. 

Poland. In l972,Afirst US-Polish joint enterprise began when an 

agreement was signed between International Harvester (lH) and 

BUMAR Pbreign Trade Organisation to manufacture crawler tractors 

22 
in Poland. In terms of creditr , following table shows the 

US share: 

•· •• I-

22 John Garland and Paul M:lrer, '-us l1.11tina.tiona.ls 1n 
Poland: A Case Study of the International Harvester
Bums.r Co-operation in Construction Mlchinery•l, in 
ibid., also, Zbigniew M. pallenbuchl and Carl 
M8C'Mlllan, Partners in &lst-\olest B::onomic Relations: 
The Detemir..ants of Choices (New York, Pergamon, 1980) 
aild Pau 1 'fnrer aid. John Montias (eds. ), E:l.st lhrope!ln 
lnte.sration and East Hest Trade (Bloomington, Ind., 
Indiana urliversity, t9so). -
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Commercial Debt of which: 

- <Med to the US: Datli(S 

Officially Backed Debt 
of which: 

- Oded to u:; l!:XlH Ban.'< 
- Owed to U~ CCC Progs. 

Gross Debt 
Less· Commercial a\Sset 

Net 'Debt 

- POLAND: HARD CURREOCY DEBT (Millions of Dollars) 

1971 1972 1973 . 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 

0,420 0,856 1,951 3,486 6,547 09,159 10,393 13,430 15,400 

l'l.::t, n.R., n.a. 01,314 01,315 01,515 

O, 7W O, 708 0,345 1,057 1,1+67 02,324 03,571~ OL~,!~14 05,090 

n.a. 
n • .ll. 

1,138 
(374) 

n.a. 
n.a.. 

n.a. 
n.a. 

1,564 2,796 4,643 
(414) (583) (523) 

8,014 
(633) 

n.a. 
n.a.. 

11,1 .. 83 
(803) 

n.a. 
n.a. 

13,967 
(435) 

n.a. 00,138 
1){),655 oo, 774 

17,844 
(872) 

20,490 
(900) 

o, 764 1,150 2,213 4', 120 7,381 10,680 13,352 16,972 19,590 

Source: G.!. Treske, "J?ol.a.nd •s Trade ilith Developed ~lest: Performance and Prospectsu, in 
Poland 1980: .An mtst &.tropean &onornic Country Stud~ submitted to the u.s. 
Congress Joint Economic Committee (washington, D.c., Government Printing Office, 
1980), p.s. 
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According to estimates, 16 per cent of the total investment! '~s poured 

into just one region - Gierek•s party strong hold of Kato"'ice. 23 '11te 

e 
mismanagement was so rampant that G1(ek's strategy of balancing 

foreign debts \-lith increased exports of manufactured goods,especially 

tnac:hinery_, to the \~est could not rPaterialize. The quality of Polish 

machinery was far below the western standards. 

In an effort to repay the debt through other means, the government 

began to export raw materials and semi-finished goods that were needed 

in Poland itsel~, ~>~ere less profitable as exports and consequently 

\o~orsened the shortages and the inflationary tendencies within the 

24 . 
country. According to ~llenbuchl another dra,.,back of the policy 

was that it ignored developments in the outside world, not only in 

the ~.Jest but also in other countries of the bloc. The other Qlst 

European countri~q, realising the impact of ~estern recession on 

their econofTlies, began to cut dovtn their imports. ~lhereas Poland 

far from reducing, went ahead tdth increased imports. Apart from 

this, almost all the newly established or rapidly expanded 

industries were heavily capital-, material-and-energy- intensive 

and therefore in Polish perspectives, also highly import•1ntensive.25 

ln addition, instead of improvements in quality or reduction of cost 

factor, the government was more eager to expand the quantity of the 

output. 

23 Karl Baker and Lara \Ieber, n.lO, pp.111-20. 

24 All these facts of Polish economy have been highlighted in 
detail in Uominico ~Brio l'bti, "The Polish Crisis: S::onomic 
Rictors and Co11stratnts", The Socialist ~ister (London), 
1981, pp.l07-09; (eds. ), B!ns Hermann Ib nn, Michael ·(aser, 
and :<.arl c. Thalkheirn, The NeW B:onomic Systems of E:Lstern 
Europe (London, C.Hurst, 1975), pp.79·104; (eds.), Adam Bromke 
and Do Nova 1<, The Communist States in the 1:ra of Detente (<:ale
ville, Ont., Mosaic, 19785, pp.24s-274. 

25 Jally9ygh&, n.to, pp.2•5o 
F'alle.n bueh \ 
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Tile ~olish problem \-las aggravated by the world economic conditions. 

Firstly, the energy crisis increased radically the cost of oil required 

fnr development. 26 Poland had to buy oil at increased prices from 

the Soviet Union. 5econdly, recession in the West led them to, forsake 

Polish exports. This nipped Gierek •s strategy of repaying foreign 

debts through increased exportso Thirdly, the investment policy of 

the Gierek government proved unrealistic in the sense,that at times 

as much as 40 per cent of the Polish national income was devoted to 

investment, about three-quarters of this being invested in heavy and 

export industries while the domestic demands renained unfulfilled. 

This created inflation and made Poland more dependent upon increased 

and expensive imports. Thts• artificial sustenance of the economy 

also raised the expectations of the public. Is.stly, the government 

did not undertake any of the major reforms in planning and management 

that might have helped in copiag with the demands arising out of 

?7 
increased dependence on intensive gro,-lth.- Moreover, during the 

second half of the seventies, Poland bad several bad harvests. 28 
I 

But still the government continued with its policy of favouring 

industry over agriculture and the public sector at the expense of 

private.' By the end of 1978, this biased ·policy led to an 

26 Here it should be noted that energy consumption in Poland is. 
far more than that in many other countries. According to 
estimates, in relation to its produced national product, 
Poland uses twice as much energy as Great Britain or three 
times that of France • Adam zwass, ''The Fconomic :Situation 
in Poland in light of the Eight~ l?arty Congress", Eastern 
lbropean EConomics (New York), vol.20, Fall 1981, p.li. 

27 Bialer, n.l, Po525. 

28 New York Times, 25 April 198lt p.J. 



inflation exceeding 8 per cent indicating a total failure of the 

29 
economy. 
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Thus, by the end of 1980, all the indicators representing the 

economic development showed a marked downward trend. Fbllo~ing 

is the account of Poland's economic development in the period 

1971-80: 

29 Andrzej Korbonski, ''Victim or Villain'•, in :ttturice D. 
Simon and Roger~ Kanet (eds.>, Bac~round to Crisis: 
Policy and Politics in Gierek•s Pota (Boulder, Colorado, 
\fest View, 1981 >, pp.34·67. iir a fUrther discussion of 
the impact of external economic developments on Polish 
economy, see s. 1-t:Innes, w. McGmth ard Pel. Pontichnyj 
(eds. ), The Soviet Union and Blstern !brope into the 1980s 
(oakville;' Onto, Hosatc, 1978 ), pp.3fJ9·23·; David M. Kemme, 
upolish Fconomic Collapse: Contributing ~ctors and 
Jkonomic Costs••, Journal of Compe.rab1.ve D::onomics (London), 
vol.·-a, H!lrch 198l~, pp.25·40. 

••• 1-



1!\lndamental Indicators of B:onomic Development, 1971-1980 

(Percentage increase with respect to previous years at constant prices) 
1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 

1. Nl tiona 1 income produced 08.1 10.6 10.8 10.'+ 09.0 06.8 05.0 03 .. 0 -2.3 -5.4 
2. Nltional income distributed 09.8 12.7 14.3 12.1 10.9 07.0 02.·7 00.7 -3.4 -5.9 
3. Industrial production sold 08.8 10.2 11.0 11.3 n.o 08.3 06.3 03.6 1.9 -1.2 
4. Gross agricultural output 03.6 08.4 07.3 01~6 -2.1 -1.1 01.4 04.1 -1.5 -10.7 
s. ~ports 06.2 15.5 11.!> 12.3 08.3 04.4 oa.o os.7 6.8 -4.2 
6. .Imports 14.0 21.S 22.8 14.9 04.4 09.6 -00.1 01.7 -0.9 -1.7 

trconomic Effectiveness 

7. ~roductivity of fixed capital* 01.8 03.l3 03.0 01.0 -1.1 -2.6 -4.3 -5.6 -9.6 -u.o 
a. lllbour productivity** 06.9 08.6 09-.'6 08.2 08.3 01.7 05-.,W) 03.3 -1.5 -~.o 
9. Fixed capital per man 04.9 04.6 05~9 07.1 09.'+ 10.-6 09.7 09.5 8.9 a.o 
10. nifference between labour 

productivity g~wth and 
growth of capital per man +2.0 +4.0 +3.1 +1.1 -1.1 -1.9 -4.7 ... 6.2 •10.4 -12.0 

Structure of 1 income shares 

Total 100.0 100.0 100.1) 100.0 100.1) 100.0 100.0 100.1) 100.0 100.0 
-Consumption 72.5 70.4 67.0 64.4 64.8 65.9 68.5 69.2 73.8 79.8 
-accumulation 27.5 29.6' 33.0 35.6 35.2 34.'1 31.5 30.8 26.2 20.2 

Notes: * income produced per unit of fixed capital. ** in the sphere of material production. 

So..trce: Domini co ltlrio N.lti, ''The Polish Crisis: B::onomic lectors and Constraintsu, in (ed. ), Jan Drewnoski, 
Crisis in the. Dl.st !ilropean B:ono!!!l• 'n\e Spread of the Polish Disease (London, croom & Helm, 1982 >, 
p.20. 



crisis in Political Authority and Growth o~ Political Dissent 

parallel to Poland •s economic crisis, there also came to 

exist a political crisis as the Party became totally divorced from 

the realities of the every day Polish life. After 1974,the Fkrty 
~war'c:i.s 

movedAgreater ideological and political orthodoxy. Gierek h'id 

the ambition to rmke Po lam second in the ilarsat-7 Pact, after the 

ussa,tn building a communist state. Tb this end, he launched a 

campaign to strengthen the ideological commitment of communist 

party members regarding Poland•s ties with the Soviet Union. T~~ards 

.the end of 1975, he amended the Constitution to •reflect the 

socialist character of the state, to specify the leading role of 

the PU\IP and to express Poland•s eternal friemship with the 

USSR•. 30 
In addition, a vague statement that •citizens should 

honestly and conscientiously fulfil their duties toward their 

motherland• was also added. 31 This, along with the government's 

faulty policy-making, gave impetus to ~littcal dissent, already 

present in the country since 1968.32 Widespread inefficiency, 

30 Nicholas G. Atxlrews, n.l3, pp.lS-17.: 

31 lbid. 

32 Jan B. ct.e Ueydenthal, uParty Development in Contemporary 
Poland", ~st litropean ?JB.rterly C.Sou\ciar,Co~l. vol;11 , no. 3 , 
Septer:1ber 1977, pp. 2.17 ; also P. Raina, Political Opposition 
in Pola~.~.-~':'-~ (London, Poets and Piil'nters, 1§'18J: • 
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bureaucratic stagna.tioD as well as leadership •s stifling of the right 

of expression and object ions regarding the relationship between the 

party and the worl:ing class or the State and the ~onorny, 33 were 

other factors that led to dissatisfaction within the PB.rty and among 

the workers, intellectuals and the church. 

60 

After the 1976 workers 1 uprising, the political activists joined 

together to fight on behalf of the accused workers who had no resources 

with them to defend themselves against the state directed oppression. 

Thus in September 1976, a dissident organisation of the intellectuals 

called Committee to ryefend Uorkers• Rights (KSS/KOR) was formed and 

in t-)lrch 1977, another national body • 11-'.0vement for tl,e ~fence of 

Ibma.n and Civil Rights • (ROPCIO) also came up. 34 aroon:l the same time. 

The basic motive of these organisations was the same: to achieve the 

gradual democratization of the Polish society.35 The government had 

to submit to the derends of l~SS/KOR. Ey the end of June 1977, a 11 

workers,who had been sentenced to jail
1

were released.· KCR carried on 

---·----
33 The first traces of opposition within the Party appeared in 

1977, when !fiElding party members like former First Secretary 
ll'd\Jard Cchab along with others sent in an open letter addressed 
to Gierek criticising his style of rule and calling for a broad 
publi: discussion on social and economic difficulties. 

'lA YEfenthal, n.ll, pp.S2-56.' 

34 Abraham Bn.tmberg, "The Revolt of the tlortters", Dissent {New York), 
vol.28, no.1, pp.23; Fbr further discussion on KSSfKOR, see 
Robert Zuzouski ••mR and the transformation of Polish politics 
in the 1970s .. , Politics ( Lonc:1on ), vo1;21, trovember 1986, pp.33•s: 

35 __lbid., pp.24-25, also Adam Michnik, 1~The New !Wolutionisrn11 , Survey 
(London), no.l00-101, ~mMer/Autumn, 1976, pp.52-S3. 



a vast campaign of appealing to the masses denouncing the behaviour 

of the authorities. Its success in attract!Dg the attention of 

foreign journalists and media to the developments in the country 

also served to inform Polish people as they listened to the 

foreign broadcasts relayed l:acY. to Poland. 

At the same time, it was also the influence of the world•wide 

emphasis upon human rights recognized in the Final Act of the 

Helsinki Conference on Security and Co-operation in JUrope (CSCK) in 

1975 that encouraged the dissidents to carry on a struggle for civil 

and human rights. At the same time, Helsinki Final h:t and its 

recognition by Poland also restricted the government from crushing 

the political diSsent. 36 

By 1977, Poland cultigated a whole 'oppOsition counter-culture• 

61 

without a parallel in the entire Soviet bloc. The diverse intellectuals, 

noll together uooer KSSIKORJincluded apart frcrn about fifteen leading 

Polish intellectuals, the students who had fought the regime in 

1966•68, former communists and members of pre-war Polish Socialist 

Party (PPS) like ~Hard Lipinski, a Professor of Jicooomics, former 

proteges of the Stalinist regime like novelist Jerzy Andrzejewski, 

former victims of shoH•trials in the Stalin and Post-Stalin eras like 

Antoni PajdaY. and almost five veterans of the Russian war of 1920 

_________________________ ,_, ____ _ 

36 Adam Bromke, "The Opposition in Polsnd"·, Problems of Cornrmnism 
('lashington, D.C.), vol.27, September-October 19"78, pp.39·44. 



and thirteen others who b:ld resisted the Nazi occupation.~7 'I'hey 

published two uncensored litetary mRgazines and ten uncensored 

journals of opinions.- Their nelvspaper was named 1 Robotnik' ('nle 

Worker) and in 1979 for the first time, dissidents expressed the 

demands of the workers specifically in the form of a •Charter of 

vJorkers • Rights •. 11\is later became the ftamework on which 

the denands of the 'Solidarity were laid out. 38 

In January 1978, the •Flying University• or the Association 

of Scientific Courses (TKN) was founded.· •Flying University• held 

unofficial semir~rs in private flats on all such areas of Polish 

life and histol.)' that were officially decreed as taboos and 

banished. They were addressed by dissident activists like 

Jacek Kuron, Edward Lipinski and Adam Michnik. ~9 

Apart fron these ttvo nationnlly acclaimed dissid~nt organisa

tions, there were also regiona 1 dissident groups like The Students 

For a Democratic 'Society, the Confederation of lrdependent Poland 

37 Timothy Garton Ash, The Polish Revolution: Solidarnosc (London, 
Hodder and Soughton, 1985), pp.l7-l9. " 
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38 The del!lSnds Nere - wages to be linked with inflation, to be well 
above the assessed social minimum, a 40-hour work week with an 
end to the tveekend working for miners and workers, job-secur1ty, 
medical facilities, open and equal sharing of material privi• 
leges and guaranteeing of the right to strike. lf we scan the 
Gdansk Agreement (August 1920) between the Solidarity and the 
regime, we would see a striking resemblance between the two 
charters. 

39 For more details see Joseph t(ay, "The Political Opposition", 
Survey (London), vol.24, no.4, Autumn 1979, pp.7-20. 
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(Jc:l'N), 'l'be Polish League for Independence (PPN), and the Free Traders • 

Union on the Coast. The latter was fouooed at Gdansk in Hay 1978 

and bad Andrzej Gwiazda, Bogdan Borusewicz am Lech walesa as its 

leaders. All of these later became the leaders of the Solidarity 

movement also.· They published their O\oln edition of •Robotnik 1 and 

circulated it at the factory gates and churches. The aim of these 

groups was also the establishment of a Polish Republic free from 

Soviet donination and the dictatorship of the Polish United Harkers 1 

40 Party. 

'!bus we find that the process of expansion of public opposition 
~e 

began in stages with the establishment of~Oommittee of Social Self-

Defence (KSSIKOR) in 1976. From 1976-1979, the movement adopted an 

interrational outlook in the sense that these opposition groups and 

individual dissenters tried to communicate with and assist similar 

movements in other East EUropean countries and there was a constant 

and broad flow of contacts between the Polish dissenting groups and 

the West. 

Seco~lly, upto· 1976, the uprisings had been unorganised 

\ 

manoeuvres by the workers or the students.and intellectuals as separate 

unitse' After 1976 riots, we find, tha~ the intellectuals brought all 

the segments together and provided them with a proper leadership and 

a precisely systematic programme of action; Inflow of western ideas, 

carter •s ~n rights policy and the support of Church added more 

40 Ash, n.36, pp.lS-20. 



confidence to these dissenting groups. 

Thirdly, the Administtation showed a pessive tolerance of the 

dissident opposition that was getting more active with each day. 

Besides the technical infeasibility of repression, the major 

restraining factors were the impact of detente and the Church. 

lt is well-established that Gierek was over-enthusiastic to 

promote the Bast-West detente to uplift the economic condition of 

Po lard. 
I 

At the altar of detente, he had to sacrifice his ambition 

to et'\J.sh the movement t0t.1ards more democratisation.' By 1977, 

Gierek had realised the disnal state of economy .while the 'Helsinki 
~e 

~ess • was in fu 11 swing and,._ carter Administration made 

•linkages • between the economic and human rights components of 

detente. ln his visit to ~~rsaw in 1977, President carter praised 

the POlish record on human rights and the religious tolerance and 

in the next breath announced a further grant of $200 million of 

us credit to Poland. 41 This exhi.bited the linkage policy that the 

U'S was following. lt had its necessary impact - Gierek Administration 

abused, harassed, dismissed and detained the activists but not for 

a period longer than fOrty•eight hours. 

Challenge from the Church 

Church also acted as a restraining factor on the Qovernment•s 

attitude. 'rtle Roman catholic Church has been a· ll0"7erful institution 

41 !bid. t p.l9. 
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and a guiding force of the nation, closely linked with the historical 

42 and political destiny for centuries. After the Sovietization, the 

State tried to restrict and subvert the Bpiscopate.43 But with a 

division within the church (between those who were ready to support 

the Cotllllunist government and joined uooer •pax• and those who were 

not willing to accept the comnunist ·rule) in 1956, the lay Catholics 

and the clergy felt the need for compromise with the government. As 

a result from 1957 onwards Church showed readiness to negotiate and 

44 I 
collaborate with the government. But for this exception, the 

Church and party in socialist Poland have always been in a state of 

conflict due to state's hostility to religion as a value system 

fundamentally opposed to its own ideology.' 'nle politice.l essence 

of thiS relationship has been often cited as "a perpetually competi• 

tive ideological force juxtaposed to the party and the state". 45 

42 IJtns jakob Stehle, "Church and Pope in the Polish Crisisll, 
World Today (London), vol.38, April 1982, p.~l39.' 

43 As a part of this policy, the :State cancelled the privilege!l 
of the Church and abolished Catholic schools and religious 
instructions. The soc.~l activities of the Church were cur• 
tailed and its property heavily taxed., ~any priests were 
arrested and Cardinal Stefan \lyszynski, the Primate was 
exiled to a convent - Anna Kamiska, "The Polish Pope am 
the Polish Catholic Church'', Survey (London), vo 1. 24, Autumn 
1979, pp. 204-207. 

44 At this stage, even the Gomulka government gave seats to .the 
catho lie pe. rliamentary faction 'Znak • some seats in the 
Polish Parliament ( Sejm >. 

45 Heydenthal, n.ll, p.E5. 
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The controversy between the Clrurch and the State flared up once 

again with the constitutional amendment in December 1975 legitimizing 

the leading role of the communist party ~n all aspects of public life. 46 

Fbllowing the 1976 riots, the Church came out openly against the govern-

ment. The priests sent sermons and pastoral letters to the government 

against the naltreatment of ,.,orkers. The Primate pointed oc.t, 

••• it is the clergy's duty to defend the ~o~orkers 1 interest 
against hasty and ill-considered government measures ••• it 
was painful that the workers should have to struggle for 
their rights against a workers• government.47 

With this, there came to exist a rappr~~hement between the 

Church am the d:tssidentso catholic priests became fourrlers of many 

opposition groups. During 1977, the Church leaders criticized the 

48 government•s human rights• policy. Initially, the govern~ent ignored 

the Church-dissident linkage and moved to"~rd negotiations. 49 The 

Party had to withdraw its plan for educational reforms and children 

were allowed, if they wished, to go to the Church for their weekly 

46 Although during the 1968 uprising also, Poland•s leading 
cardinals 1\tl.rl \loj tyla of cracow and the Primate, Stefan 
wysyznski - on the basis of civil and individual rights had 
implor~d the state to respect individua 1 rights to life of 
dignity, the riijht to freedom, the r~ght to participate in 
public life etc. 

47 George nlazynski, Flnshpoint Poland (Oxford, Pergamon, 1979), 
p.::!75. 

48 For a further d;Lscussion on the role of Church, see Leszek 
Kolak6wski and Jan Gross, 11 Church and Democracy in Po lard: Two 
Vie,.,s", Dissent (New York), vo 1.::!7, ~mmer 1980, pp.316•322. 

49 'The State took steps to meet some of the demands of the catholic 
Church. ln Hay 1979, after an obstruction of 20 years, the 
government allowed the construction of a church in Nowa r-JJta and 
in O:::tober 1977, Gierek met Cardinal \lyzynsl~i to confer on problems 
•of the nation and the Church•, ~~eydenthal, n.ll, pp.68-70. 



religious instructions. BUt it showed hesitation over the two major 

deman:is of the Church - more access to the state - controlled media 

and acceptance of the Church as a legitimate voice in the state 

affairs affecting social morality and the welfare of youth. 50 This 

concern \<las voiced by Cerclina 1 1-tojtyla (later Pope John Paul• II) 

in his public address during Corpus christi celebrations on 

1 June, 1978: 

.,,Seing such a vast community, a community almost as 
great as the nation itself, we cannot be outside the 
law. Definition of the legal status of the Clulrch is, 
at the same time, definition of our place, all our rights, 
everything that originates in the concept of the freedom 
of religion, recognized in the whole world and declared 
in international documents.51 

The other de1:1ancts included freedom of associations for 

catholic youths, equal career opportunities in all professions 

and lifting of the state censorship. 52 In a blatant manner, the 

Primate professed: 

TI1e Polish people are being told a lie. But they under
stand the importance of kno\-ling the truth in spite of all 
the distortions and falsifications fabricated by the 
propaganda to which they are exposed. It is the Church 
that has the right to tell the individuals who wield power 
the truth, the bitter truth. The Church does not fight 
against them, but against their errors and sins, against 
the injustice and damage being done by them.53 

50 nte Christian fie ience Honitor (Boston), 18 Cctober 1978, 
p.l.; J • Nowali, 11The Church Tn Poland'', Problems of Comnunism 
(\lashington D.C.>, vol.32, November-December 1982, pp.24-3"1. 

51 1leydenthal, n.11, p.71. 

52 Klimiakn, n.'+3, pp.216•221. 

53 Ibid., p.220. -
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S~tements of this sort, from an institution ,.,hich ,.,as held in 

reverence by almost 30 out of 35 million people of Poland, on 

the one mnd exhibited the 'church•s opposition to the government 

policies while on the other hand, it also drew the comt!On man 
the. 

away from the administration making him conscious of •errors• 
"' 

of the government. 

The finale was reached in 1979, when ()lrdinal Wojtyla was 

elected as Pope John Paul-l! and he visited Poland giving sermons 

on the need to protect the universal right to religious liberty. 

He inspired self-respect, renewed faith, a sense of pride and a new 

consciousness among the Poles of their unity.54 

From this time onwards, the dichotomy between the •society• 

and the 'power• or the •state• became more than an intellectual co,.... 

cept. lt engulfed the \-/Orkers, the common man - in short, all the 
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Catholic population (which is 90 per cent of Poland •s total population). 

Dissatisfaction Amon~ the Fanners 

ln Polard, despite t;.A.e socialism, majority of agriculture is 

privately O\-lned. The governrnent supported,however, the state- farms 

and co-operative farming in spite of the fact that the major produce 

was contributed by the private sector. 1n contrast to less than 1,500 

state o~med farms, there were almost 3,065 private farms in 

54 W.nsjakob Stehle, ''Can the Church Point the \-l&y 11 , World Today, 
(London), vol.~l, February 1985, pp.~0-44. 



1978. 55 During the 1950s there appeared to be some possibility 

of a change in policy of the government toward the private sector, 

and Poland became a major food exporter during the 19S0s. 56 
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In 1974, Gierek changed his agricultural policy just as the 

farmers had begun to reap the fruits of the favourable policy followed 

duriqg the fifties and sixties. The Party reduced investments in agri• 

culture from 16.2 per cent in 1970 to 13.1.,. percent in 1975; Over 

70 per cent of the budgetary allocations were extended to the state-

o'>~ned co-operative sector which held less than 25 per cent Poland •s 

agricultural land. The share of private farms in land-use fell 

from 84 per cent in 1970 to 74.5 per cent in 1980_, while the 

share of the socialized sector of agriculture rose from 16 per cent 

in 1970 to 26.5 percent in 198o. 57 ~en the distribution of land 

to the private fanners by the State Land Fund for indefinite use 

dropped considerably. 'Ihe government increased the taxes on 

specialised private farms. 1~nce, the rutal population was utterly 

diSappointed with the state. 

55 \JilU.arn J. Newcomb, ''Polish Agriculture: Policy and Perfonnance'', 
in Poland 1980: An ~st HUropean mconomic Country Studx submitted 
to the US Joint EConomic Congress Committee (washington, ~.~ •• 
Government Printing Office, 1980 >, 1 September 1980, p.ll. 

56 Karl !leber and cara Baker, n.10, p.S3. 

57 Andrews, n.l3, pp.l6•17. 



Thus, by 1979 on the one hand, one firos a tacit alliance between 

the workers, intelligentsia, the church and the farmers unprecedented in 

the history of Poland and unique in the Soviet bloc, and unseen even in 

the West, which was to later grow into a strong movement of Solidarity. 

On the other hand, the conditions were worsening.! Even trade with the 

West declined to 34.6 per cent in 1979, as Poland tried to reduce its 

deficit with the former.Public disenchantment with government policies 

was increasing with each passing day.· Howsoever much the Party might 

have tried to hide the facts from the media, everyone was al-tare of a 

sharp decline in their standards of living. ~eues increased in 

length at meat shops as the supply failed to keep pace with the demand. 

'11le frustration was given vent inverses composed by Poles while 

waiting in queues for commodities at stores. One ran:. 

One Pole is Pope of Rome 
Amther helps run carter's show 
Some kneel in homage to Uncle Brezhnev 
The rest queue in sunshine, rain or snow. S8 

Coal miners, umer pressure to increase the output at all costs, were 

agitated at the three-shift, roum the clock system which increased the 

casualties in accidents and left them with just one free Sunday per 

month. '11le party had lost all faith and c't'edibility among the people. 

It had become kno~o1n that the Party and the Government officials at 

national, regiona 1 and local levels were taking advantage of the 

relaxed moral climate. 11\ey were feathering their own nests by using 

58 Richard T. Davies, 1'Politico-Rconomic Dynamics of Eastern 
EUrope: The Polish case•t, in n. 55, Po 7. 
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their positi~ns and influence. A new class of privileged and corrupt 

Party officials '-Jere emerging. r.ierek and Prime Minister Jarszowicz 

shunned any opposition to their views. Nor did they want to hear 

any criticism to their policies. The party structure also came umer 

stress in later 1970s. 

1AJJ the economy broke down, the shortage became all the more 

apparent.· Working conditions in factories and mines deteriorated; 

medical care degenerated as the hard currency allocation for 

imported drugs was reduced. Alcoholism became a national disease. 

By 1980, one million Poles were alchoholics and 40 per cent of 

alcohol consumed was at their plAces of work. 59 Frustration mounted 

as these workers came to hear of uneven and unfair distribution of 

gains. 1n 1978, a group of about 100 Party and non-party intellectuals 

met in a discussion forum "Experience and Future Group1
' (DIP) and tried 

to reason out the overall dismal situation in the country by presenting 

analysis and balanced criticism of the Party policies. They issued 

their views as "Report on the State of the Republicl'•~ But it did not 

have any effect upon the authorities. The Group repeated it again 

in 1980 and even presented suggestions for improving the conditions 

to avoid an explosion as in 19 56 and 1970e' But without any concern 

for the general deterioration, Gierek laid another program in Februaty 

1980 at the Vlllth Congress of the PUWP.' This included a heavy cut 

59 NeW York Times, 11 September 1980, p.l. 



in the •unnecesaary• investments, efforts to balance the trade in 

1980, increase in production and better use of untap;>ed resources. 

Nowhere was any reference to a. measure suggestiqg improvement in 

the living standards of workers was made.' During the first half 

of 1980, the mood became highly pessimistic. Although the new 

Prime Minister, Edward Babiuch in his first speech to the Sejm 

(the Polish Parliament) accepted the necessity for reforms in 
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areas of economic management and state administration and need to 

control the soaring food prices, including that of meat and sugar 

nothing more was done and-said before 1 July 1980, when the Government 

announced a steep price rise on meat and meat products.· Reaction was 

immediate in severa 1 industria 1 plants and the t-torkers stopped their 

work demanding wage increases to cope with the corresponding increase 

in the prices of food stuffs. In August, the strikes began in the 

Lenin Shipyards, Gdansk, where the workers took the leadership all 

through the latter months of the uprising. This developed into a 

strong ~vement by October 1980 and invited the world attention to 

the Polish problem of economy and politics. 



CHAP'l'BR THREE 



C}¥1pter 'nlree 

THX CARTER ADHINISTRA TIOH AND TH£ POLISH CRISIS 

During the carter Administration, the Polish crisis was in a 

very premature stage and thus, evoked, a ''weak and disorganized .. 

response. 1 This weak and disorganised response should not be taken 

as a part of the inconsistent American policy in the region, but 

should be viewed in the light of the various events that took place 

in 1978•80 on the international and the domestic levels affecting 

dramatically the us attitude toward the crisis in Poland. 

Afghanistan Crisis 

ln 1978, a Communist led military coup overthrew the monarchial 

rule in Afghanistan. ln the factional tussle that followed, the 

faction led by Hafizullah min overthrew the government of Nur 

lilhammad Taraqui. In December 1979 Hafi~tllah 4\min government itself 

was overthrown and a new Soviet-backed regime was installed under 

Barbarak Karmal. Along with Karrnal, marched almost 85,000 Soviet 

2 troops _into Afghanistan. ntis meant to the US not only a threat to 

the security of Iran and Pakistan but also a direct threat to its own 

1 Richard T. Davies, ''The United States and Poland, 1980•8211 , 

The ~ashington Quarterly (Uashington D.C.), Spring 1982, p.143. 

2 Keesing 1s Contemporary Archives (London, Longman, 1980), 
pp.3o229-3o243. 



3 security. This perception led to a shift in the American policy 

of contiruation of the Hast-vlest detente and the policy of human 

rights. The Carter ,Administration embarked upon a new policy of 

containment of the ~oviet power, primarily in ·South•West Asia. 

Therefore, the focus of its foreign policy shifted from the 

Blropean theatre to the Asian. 4 

This policy was also in part, a response to the Iranian 

hostage crisis which overshadowed all other events during 1980. 

After the deposed Shah of Iran was permitted to undergo medical 

treatment in the United States, an irate mob seized the American 

I&nbassy in Tehran on 4 November 1979 and held 52 diplomats as 

hostages. 5 They demanded extradition of the Shah in return for 

the release of the hostages. 
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The Afghanistan issue and the collapse of SALT-11 had already 

given enough cause to Carter•s critics to assail his failure to 

3 See President Carter's statement in t~eekly Compilation of 
Presidential Documents (~shingtoh, u.c., Government 
'ririting office, t98o), vo1.16, 14 January 1980, p.41. 

4 The new policy of containment involved • (1) American 
c01111litment to stop any further Soviet advance in the South
West Asia-Persian Gulf region, buttressed by a series of 
.folitieal and military steps including an increased milita!=Y 
assistance to Pakistan. (2) a diplomatic effort to conftbnt 
the Soviet power through a further play of the China card, 
and (3) a renewed stress on building /Jmerican military power 
across the board • strategic force as well as the general 
purpose and Rapid Deployment Forces - See ••. - -.• -- · ·~f-"' ..---.-r 

- ·: ~ .. -- . -' . - .. ~·' pp.l9i5-97. 

5 Initially, there were 66 hostages but with the release of 
14, only 52 hostages were held captive for around 444 days. 
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maintain a dominant world geopolitical position for the us; These 

criticism5 gained in intensity since 1980 was the election year in 

the United States. ln order to save his face, carter concentrated 

upon the release of Iranian hostages all through the year. 6 Despite 

the Administration's declarations from time to time that the East-

West relations would be kept outside the peripheries of the us-
7 [ w 

Soviet relations, it was obvious that the east-west detente was 

losing its former attraction. 

Apart fran South-ilest Asia, another region that became 

significant in the American foreign policy was Central America. The 

coup in El Salvador, the turmoil in Haiti and the explosive situation 

in Nicaragua forced the US to fOcus attention upon this region which 

lay in proximity to it rather than in areas which were already under 

the Soviet influence and away from ito 

' ' lt was against this background, that wild-cat strikes broke 

out in more than 100 industrial centres in Poland following the 

6 "Hostage Crisis: Intractable to the End'', President carter 1980 
(washington D.~ •• Cong~essiona1 ~arterly Inc., 1981), pp.21·25. 

7 For example, Secretary of State stated twice in March 1980 
that, "it is not in our interest, even during a period of 
heightened tensions, to dismantle the framework of East-
West relations constructed over more than a generation''• !Wen 
Brzezinski reiterated the same hope: '''nl.e Administration has 
been careful to preserve the framework of last-\lest accommo
dation even though in recent months it has been stripped to 
the bone as a result of the Soviet agg~sion against 
Afghanistan•l • see 11 US Foreign Policy: <hr Broader Strategy, 
Statement of Cyrus Vance before the senate Foreign Relations 
Committee on 27 March 1980, Department of State Eulletin 
(Hashington, D.c., Government Publishing Office, 1980), vol.so, 
May 1980, p.20 and ibid., vol.10, April 1980, p.13~ "Brzezinski 
on Aggression and FfOWto Cope with it", NeW· York Times, 
30 ~Brch 1980, p.l. 
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government announcement to raise the prices of meat by 20 per cent 

8 to 100 per cent. But the Polish government managed to negotiate 

'variable pay increases• ranging between 12 per cent to 20 per cent 

and thus avert the crisis. The government granted some $117 million 

to the strikers during the first wave of scattered strikes but 

9 declined to reduce the prices of meat again. The only major show-

down occurred at Lublin where the agitated won{ers from a truck 

and railway plant blocked the railway tracks leading to the Soviet 

Union. But for this, the workers displayed a restraint and every-

one including the Church and dissidents nma.intained a low profile11
• 

1\Veryone was ato~a't'e that "the SoviE-ts were closely monitoring the 

situation11
•

10 Unlike 1976 (when a workers • strike had compelled 

the government to -.1ithd'raw the price rises), this time the govern• 

ment displayed a firm determination to carry on with the 

•restructuring• of the price-index. 11 

The July strikes did not receive any prominence in the Soviet 

newspapers. Even the Soviet government observed silence on the 

strikes. Although this silence might have sprung from the time 

taken to arrive at a definite strategy as to how to d!al with the 

strikes, yet what seems more apt is that.a.t this stage, even the 

8 Ne-.1sweek (New York), 18 August 19ao, p.:n. --
9 New York Tim~, zo' .ruly 1980, 1, p.s. ..... 
10 Ibid. 

11 ~·· 13 August 1930, p.A-10. 



Soviets bad not anticipated the~wildcat'strikes to transform into 

a strong movement assuming a political role.· Secondly, the 

deteriorating econom"ic conditions in all the bloc countries as 

well as the Soviet tmion itself, must have led the authorities to 

hide this fact froM their oun people. In any case, the situation 

at this stage did not at all invite an interference from the 

Soviet Union. 

Strikes at Lenin_~!pyard 1 rAansk and the Birth of SolidaritX 

A major tumult engulfed Poland on 13 August 1980, when the 

workers laid dO\m their tools to protest against the sacking of 

12 one of the shipyard workers. The Committee for the Free Trade 

Union of the Coast tool~ up the matter and even the Colnrrittee for 

Social Self•Defense (KSS/KOR) supported them. Soon posters made 

by another radical dissident organisation .. Movement of Young 

Poland- appeared on the city walls. The 17,000.\'l'orkers of the 

ship yard, abandoned the work and occupied the shipyards. They 

t'l'ere joined in by \o~ort:ers from 17 other local factories, rumerous 

bus drivers and factory ~.,.orkers £ron other major industrial 

Centres .. Sopot, Gdynia, ~zczecin, F.lblag, Cracow and the South 

SUesenn region which iS considered to be the heart of Poland on 

account of its coal and iron mines. 13 

---------------------------.----
12 Labour Focus 2.-n .... Faste.rn '!Ur_o.P.,e (London), vole'lV, pp.30·31. 

13 ~ (Chicago), 25 August 1980, p.40. 
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A thirteen membered Inter- Factory Cotnr'1ittee (Ml(S) was formed 

at Gdansk on 14 August 1980 which demanded reinstatement of the 

14 three shipyard workers, increment in their wages in proportion to the 

price hike, a normal pay for all strikers for the period of strike, 

state assurance of no harrassment against the striking workers and 

their leaders and erection of a monument to commemmorate the workers 

who had lost their lives at Gdansk during the 1970 riots.-15 The 

government attempted a compromise With the striking workers at 

Gdansk by accepting all demands. But the workers stood in Solidarity -

the Gdansk unit rejecting government's offer in favour of strikers 

all over the country. From henceforth, the strikes were to assume 

an organised and a well-planned course. After a meeting of delegates 

from twenty-one striking units, the Inter Factory Strike Committee 

(MKZ), formed on 16 ~~~ust 1980, laid down its •charter of Demands•. 

The Church also joined hands with the strikers and the activists.· 

With the formulation of this Charter of Demands, the nature 

of the roovement became clear. lt demanded a greater share in the 

decision-uaking on issues affecting their •vital interests•. 

'I'be Party High CorllllB.nd, at this stage, perceived its monopoly 

being challenged by the workers who had not risen in protest against 

14 These included Anna lallentynowicz, tech WS.lesa and Andrzej 
GWiazda - all of whan became prominent leaders of Solidarity 
Organisation later on. 

15 John Taylor, Five l1onths _ _:lith So.lidaritz (London, Wildwood, 
1981 >, p.27. 
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the economic decisions of the state but also against the political 

system of the country. As a first step, the government tried to 

harass and isolate the HKZ leadership. 16 The government Commission 

under Deputy Prime Hinister Tadeusz Pyka tried to •divide and rule• 

the Tri•City Area17 which had becone the seat of all turmoils. 

Meanwhile, on the insistence of the Rolitburo, the government tried 

to appeal to the people not to strike on the ground that the state 

of economy \'las disool and required discipline and hardwork to over-

come. 

In a major television broadcast on 18 August 1980, Siward 

Gierek tried to control the agitation by imp loring for 1 reason' 

and 'moderation'. Adnitting the •mistakes committed in the econom:fc 

policies• and a •lack of progress :l.n the organisation of production 

and the life of the community' he assured the masses to rectify them 

in future. At the same ·time, he also warned the workers against 

----------~-------------
16 Ash, n.1s, pp.48•49; Norman Davies, Heart of llbrope: A Short 

History of Poland (Oxford, Clarendon, l984)• pp.231•3J; also 
·s·ee Miclliie1 150bbs' and Others, Poland, Solidari,t_x a~ Uelesa 
(Oxford, Pergamon, 1981), Chapter•Il. 

17 The Tri-City Area consisted of the three Baltic Cities: 
Gdansk, Sopot and Gdynia. Gdansk was an important industrial 
and shipbuilding centre, Gdynia a major Polish Baltic Sea
port and Sopot a tourist centre and an industrial suburb 
of the other two. Gdansk beca~e the seat of Solidarity later 
on and the Tri-City Area held a special significance since· 
the Baltic Sea Port workers were the main precip6tators and 
active leaders in the movement. For fUrther information, 
see New York.Times, 19 August 1980, p.8; Guardian (London), 
20 August 1()1JO," p.l. Pyka, as the official negotiator 
announced the \-Jill ingness of the government to negotiate With 

••• 1· 



resorting to, 

any actions aimed at the foundation. of the political 
and social order in Poland ••• Cnly a Socialist Poland 
can be free and independent state with inviolable 
borders. There are certain limits beyond which we 
must not go.18 
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As a next step, the government arrested the pro~inent dissi-

dent leaders including .Jacek ~ron, Laszek Moczulski (leader of 

the Confederation of Independent Poland) and many of their 

supporters. The Soviet Union and all the other E!lst !bropean 

regimes resumed the _jamming of all western broadcasts including 

the Voice of America, British Broadcasting Corporation and 

West German n~~s agency- •Deutsche Welle•. 19 

In a final attempt to threaten the strikers, there was a 

major reshuffle in the Central Committee, in which Prime Minister 

Babiuch, and two of strong Gierek supporters •· Agitprop Chairman 

Lukaswicz and the Central Trade Union head Szydlak were replaced 

by hardliners Olszot.Jski and Tadeusz Grabski, who were known for 

their strong Soviet tilt. This was termed as 'Sunday Massacre' 

••• 1-

each industrial unit liberally if they disengaged themselves 
from the dissident o~anisations • the KSS/KOR. The Y~tng 
Poland, P'ree Trade Union of the Coastal ~lot'kers and the like. 
a.tt the scheme flopped as the workers condemned this tactic 
of the government. As a protest against this policy, arou~ 
253 plants came to.a standstill involving over one lakh emplo
yees fran 20 .August 1980 ont·rards. Pyka had to pay for this 
tactic. He was replaced by Hieczyslaw Jagielski as the 
government negotiator. 

18 ~' 1 September 1980, p.21. 

19 The jamming of the to~estern broadcasts had stopped after 1974 as a 
sign and product of the development of detente. See Newswee'(, 
1 Sept. 1980, p.lO; New York Times, 21 August 1980, p.l ana-Ibid., 
p.12; The Christian "SC1.ence Honit~ (Boston), 1 sept. 1980, "P.Jn. 
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of 24 August 1980. 
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Ho"tever, even this failed to yield any results and the govern

ment bad to accept the demands of the workers. On 30 rugust 1980, 

Szczecin workers entered into an agreement folloWed by the historic 

•Gdansk ~reements'that were concluded on 31 August 1980 at Gdansk.
21 

By virtue of these agreements, the government recognized the right 

of the workers to •self governing trade unions as the authentic 

repreSentativeS Of the \·IOrking ClaSS I o nttJs, from 31 AugUSt 1980 

SOLIDARITY - the free t~de union of the Polish workers was 

22 
launched. 

----------~-------------------

20 For details on the 1 !iunds.y J.assacre• see Rlcts on File 
(New York>, 29 August 1980, p.f40; '11le !lilidiy Missacre brought 
two vital facts of the Polish domestic politics to the fore• 
ground. Firstly, the existing rift between the moderates 
and the hardliners during the lV Plennum meet· and secondly, 
it signified tl~t Gierek, who was a moderate himself, was 
losing the confidence and support of ~bScovite leaders who 
~nted a •hard line• policy to be adopted towards the crisis. 

21 For further details, see New York Times, 31 August 1980; 
Neal Jw;:heson, The Poli.sl)_ !J'i~usl:: A Self- Limiting ltevo lution 
(New York, Viking, 1982), pp.l68•172; Ash, n.16, Cbapter-li; 
Kevin Ruane, The Polish Challenge, 1980•81 (London, BBC, 
1985 >, Chapter! and 11; Nicholas Aridrews, Poland 1980·81 
(Uashington, D. c., Nltior.a 1 1'lefense. University • 1985 ), 
Chapter 11. · 

22 SOLIDARITY comprised of 13 Inter Factory Colmtittees (MKSs) . 
and enjoyed a tot~l membership ranging between 8•10 million. 
Formally, the organisation was launched on 17 September 1980 
when the delegates met and decided over the structure and 
organisation of the body. Gdansk was to be the headquarters 
of SOLIDARITY and Lech \~lesa, the 41-year old electrician 
from Lenin Shipyard, Gdansk was elected as the leader unani
mously. '!be political activists like .racek Kuron, Adam N:Schnilt, 
and Lipinski were already supporting the movement. Even the 
Church gave its blessings to the newly fa.mded trade union move· 
ment. For further infrastructure of SOLIDARITY see Ash, n.l6, 
PPo6S-70. 
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Gdansk ~reements and the Soviet. _Response 

Although the Soviet press and the government did not comment 

on the Polish situation until 20 August 1980, they were not totally 

unaware of the developments that were taking place. As soon as on 

31 July 1980, Gierek reportedly met the Soviet Premier Leonoid I. 

Brezhnev at crimea, where they discussed the strikes and the 

possible means to curb them. ~idently right from the beginning 

the Soviets had \vanted Gierek to adopt a 'firm policy line'. It 

was for this reason that the Polish government dec tared on 12 August, 

. 23 
that the •restructuring' would continue. Rven at the outbreak of 

Gdansk strikes, Gierelc was in the Soviet Union. But till then the 

Soviets wanted the issue to be settled through means ether than 

force. 

The first reaction of the Soviets which signified that they 

regarded Polish situation as serious came in the form of the 

jamming of the western broadcast to Soviet Union and Eastern Burope 

24 in a •defensive measure•. FUrther, the Sdviet media launched a 

propaganda campaign against 11 the anti-socialist forces•• seeking to 

subvert Polard. On 27 August TASS expres.sed its concern that anti-

social activities were pushing Poland off the socialist road•. 

Pravda and Izvestia too accused the leaders of the workers as 

l'leaders of ill ega 1 trade unions and anti-socialist elements". The 

23 Ne,., York Times, 13 August 1980, p. A-10. 

24 ~., 19 .1\ugust 1980, p.A-9. 
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Blst !!hropean neHs media followed the Soviet line and condemned 

the movement as anti-socialist upsurge championed by the people 

supported by the \lest. ZS 

The Soviet media accused the Hest of supporting and helping 

the dissident activities in Polando But broadly speaking, the 

Soviet Union chose to stay in the background. It had not worked out 
-f 

a definite strategy regarding Poland. l.fuat ii wanted l-Ias that the 

Poles should come out with a Polish solution to the crisis. It 

was only, when it found that Gierek was unable to control the crisis, 

that it began to back •h~rdliners• in the Central Committee. 

Hean\vhile, the tJS and the West were also closely monitoring the 

situation in Polarrl "with a mixture of sympathetic concern and 

apprehension". But there was no official comment from the US 

Government. There were several reasons for this.' Firstly, the carter 

Administration >Tas too cautious as it had to face the elections just 

after two months. Furthennore, it was preoccupied with the hostage 

crisis. This accounted for a delay in \-1ot1dng out a strategy on 

Poland. Secondly, the US wanted to avoid anything which might 

encourage the Polish people to think that" it would materially support 

them. The rebels in 1956 in Jlmgary had, it was alleged, drawn hope 

from the statements by the then US President and the State Department. 

25 See, Baets on File, 1980, PPo641•643. 
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Thirdly, the US sincerely t..ranted to avoid antagonizing the Soviet 

Union in any way that might provoke it to intervene. The US 

officials did admit that majority of the East European countries 

were clamouring to emerge out of the shadow of the Soviet Union 

but the political reality decreed that "they live where they live 

with a big neighbour11
•
2

6 

However, SOLID1\R IT'! and the workers' movement was acquiring 

an international dimension. The first hint that the Polish ques•' 

tion had once again become important in U.S.·':ioviet relations was 

given by Harshal l. ShulrtBn, -.;tate Department •s Chief Rlcpert on 

u.r.. - Soviet relations. He said that the u.s.-3oviet relations 

had reached their •lo>~est• point intensifying chances of a nuclear 

war. The greatest danger lay in Eastern EUrope during 1980. 27 

On 7 ~gust 1980, Secretary of State B:i!Illn:i Mlskie who had 

succeeded Cyrus vance, addressing the United Steel ~.Jorkers of 

America in Los Angeles, said that human freedom was 

•••-~erica•s vision. First is the freedom of nations; 
second, the political freedom of people within nations; 
third, freedom f~m poverty and human misery. A narrower 
approach, an approach which ignores the hopes and needs 
o.f people Within nations, cannot Succeed. For it Would 
ignore the political stirring of humanity, the current 
of human freedom that is gaining strength in the 
Horld. And ~~~hen peace:lltl change is frustrated, violent 
and radical change can explode in a storm that damages 

26 quoted by Robert L. Barry, Deputy A$sistant Secretary of 
State in New York Times, 24 August 1980, IV, p.l. 
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America 1 s interests and creates opportunities for our 
adversaries. 28 

The attitude of the carter Administration however was totally 

different. It was detennined to treat the Polish crisis as an 

internal metter of the Poles. 

There was every possibility that the Polish issue would be 

exploited for partisan purposes in the election because of a 

large East iUropean ethnic minority vote in the United States. 

The State Department spokesman, David Passage declared on 

20 August 1980 that the strikes were "a matter for the Polish 

people and the authorities to work out11 • This was the general 

attitude of the US government. In an interview to the Boston 

Globe on 21 August 1980, President carter reiterated that the 

Polish crisis was an internal matter of Poland and expressed his 

hope that there would be no ":6.trther Soviet involvement in Polish 

affairs11
•
29 

On the following day, the us Secretary of State 

Fdmurxl l'-Uskie asserted similarly that the "internal problems" in 
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Poland were •for the Polish people and their authorities to resolve•. 

This principle of non-interference in Polish affairs remained at 

the heart of all trajor foreign policy decisions during the 

remaining months of the Administration. Except for the voicing o~ 

grave 'concern• over the violation of human rights arising out of 

the arrest of the dissidents and the violation of Helsinki Accords 

28 Richard T. Davies, •'United States and Polard, 1980·82'', 'rtle 
t.Jashington Q..tarterly (\.fashington D.C.), gpring 1982, p.l4'r. 

29 New York Times, 23 August 1980, Po6. 
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by the jamming of the llestern broadcasts, the United States refrained 

fror.t making any provocative statements that could provide the Soviets 

with a chance to accuse the US of interfering in the Polish 

affairs. 30 

one 
'nle statements rrede from time to time highl:l.ghted ~ fact: 

that the United States had no urealistic option1t. for responding to 

the situation developing in Poland. That~Poland would meet the 

same fate as Fbngary did in 1956 and Czechoslovakia in 1968 because 

of the inability of the US to take any effective step, was hinted 

by a us foreign policy analyst who reportedly said: "'"e have 

seen so many of these situations since ~-lorld \~r 11, ard no 
' 

administration has been able to do anything in the way of an effective 

response'l• 31 

n1e only organisation that declared its absolute support and 

was severely criticised by the government quarters was the American 

Federation of Labour and Congress of Industrial Organization (A~C10). 

30 Editorials on File (New York), 1980, p.964. This can also be 
]udged from tne !act that on 30 August 1980, when it was clear 
that the Polish government would recognize the free trade 
unions in PoLand, the US Secretary of State Muskie with a belief 
that the situation was getting normal in Poland, repeated the 
US attitude - :'\<Tashington would refrain from any words or 
actions'- that might canplicate the matters. The statement . 
had come after a meeting between carter, Muskie, Brzezinski, 
and other senior officials at the \fuite Hense, Department of 
State Bulletin nlashington D.c., Government Printing Office, 
1980), CEtoEer 1980, p.32. 

31 Time (Chicago), 1 September 1980, p.29; same idea has been pointed 
CiiF'"' in US News and ~lorld Reports ( Hashington, D. c. ) , 8 Sept ember, 
1980 t p-;34. 



lte President I.llne Kirkland declared the organization •a fraternity 

to the striking Polish ~<~orkers and immediately after this, the 

I'resident of the International Long Shoremen•s Association, Thomas 

Gleason declared that his organisation would refuse to •toad or 

unload' any ships going to or coming fran Poland. Both the 

associations initiated a move fOr the free-world boycott of Polish 

32 goods and an aid package of ~250,000 million. 
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This met with a strong disapproval of the American government. 

On 3 September 1980, in the face of the political stirring of the 

Polish people, ~uskie warned President Kirkland against any plans 

to extend material assistance to SOLIDARITY whose leader, tech 

watesa, was appealing for help from abroad.' Just like Dean Rusk 

in July 1968, Muskie reportedly informed the Soviet Ambassador 

to the United States Dobrynin of his warning as an evtdenc:e of the 

earnest intention of the US government of not being .. involved in 

the Polish situation''• 33 

The major us ne,-tspapers also supported the carter Administra

tion in its policy of non-interference. Sentinel Star (orlando, 

Fla.), in its editorial of 19 August 1980·said that in future if the 

Swiets decided to crush the Pol:lsh workers' demand for food and 

freedom, the us should ensure that the·soviets were excoriated at 

---------·----·-
12 New York Times, 28 August 1980, p.7. 

33 Richard T. Davies, n.29, p.145. 



every turn and further cut off from Poland. 34 'l1le Detroit•'Free 

Press (Detroit. Hich.) '"rote "• •• at this point the United States 

can only be a sympathetic bystander, carefUl With its words and 

sensitive to the fact that what we do could contribute to 

others • bloodshed". 35 Even the Miami Herald (Miami, Flo.) advised 

that if the Americans truly wished to contribute to the Polish 

cause, the best thing that they could do was to "refrain from all 

involvement. 36 Poland might have appeared a very favourable 

place to the US for initiating a dent in the B!st lhropean 

•Cordon Solitaire• of the USSR but it was also aware of the 

political realities of the region. Poland was not as big a stake 

to risk an open confrontation With the USSR. 

However, some of the newspapers voiced a strong opposition 

to the "inactive .. policy response of the carter Administration. 

Th.e St. Lc:Juis Globe-ilemocrat (St.· Louis, Mon.) condemned the 

government and asserted that the "US should have the guts to call 

world attention to the Communists• failure to line up to the 

Helsinki Pact". 37 At the Helsinki Confereree in 1975, the govern-

ments of BUrope (including Poland) had pledged to protect the 

human rights of their people. But the same were beingdenied to 

34 S:litorial on File (New York), 1980, p.968. 

35 Ibid., p.970. -
36 Ibid., p. 972. -
37 ~·· p.968. 
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the Polish people. The New Republic deplored the hypocrisy of carter•s 

policy of human rights. Just four days after a dynamic speech by 

President carter on 17 August 1980 at Madison Square Garden, New 

York in which he proclaimed: "As long as 1 am President, we will 

hold high the banner of human rights... But the State Department •s 

official spokesman David Passage declared that the domestic 

problems in Poland were a matter for Polish people and the 

authorities to resolve. 'Ibis clearly sho,o~ed, The New Republic 

pointed out, the ho llo1-mess of the •human rights banner•. It went 

on to assail the argument being advanced by the government that it 

was being cautious in not speaking out in support of the Polish 

strikers just like Pope John Paul•ll. and the Polish Church. Said ~ 

New Republic that while the latter •s official sileoce "masked 

intense involvement" in the Polish crisis, that of the US only 

signified one thing: "its incapability in affecting the situation 

in Poland either publicly or privately". 38 

Displaying further inconsistency, just nine days after 

~uskie•s warning to the AFtrClO against extension of material aid 

to Polard, on 12 September 1980 1 !?resident carter announced that 

he had approved the extension of $670 million in Commodity Credit 

Corporation (CCC) credit guarantees to the Polish government, as .a 

38 mlitorial, ''Help the J?oles'', The New Republic (\.fashington, 
D.c.>, 30 August 1980, pp.s-1." ,... 



sign of. "solidarity between the American people and the Pol ish 

people". 39 .Addressing the tOOth Anniversary dirmer of the Polish 

National All:fance (PNA) in Chicago on 20 September, the President 

stated, 

Poland needs food. That's why 1 ordered quick approva 1 
of Poland•s full request of $670 million in new credit 
guarantees for four million tons of ~~erican grain and 
other farrn products. 41Jis is the largest such guaran
tee we have ever made. : 

The CB.rter Administration t-1aS trying to help the Gierek 

Administration economically. Co-ordir~ted by the Bank of America 

International Grrup, a consortium of the western banks granted a 
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loan of $325 millions at the end of August l980o Another consortium 

of the Uest German Danks also proposed an aid of £650 millions to 

t.l the Poles in August. 

'I1lis appeared, ho\Jever, to be done under the pressure of the 

approaching elections. Poland did appear as an issue in the 

elections. In his car1paign speeches, President Carter said that 

the US \-las 11 inspired and grati fied' 1 by the victory of the Polish 

l-torkers. The Republ:lcan candidate, President Ronald Reagan,on his 

part..J'spoke .about the '14lmerican model11 of labour organisation favoured 

39 Department of State Bulletin (Uashington D.C. 1 Government 
i'rint:Cng otOCe,- 'FJ"BD ), (£Fober 1980 1 p.~4. 

40 Davies, n.29, p.l45. 

41 See, l'b.cts on File (Nel-l York), 22 August 1980, p. 642; and 
Net-1 l:'O'r1{'Tfmes;n August 1980, p.A-3; Financial Tin:es 
1'Lon<fonJ, "2.'3~\ugust 1980, p.l6. ---



the 
by the Polish Horkers and presented" father of Pol ish strike leader 

l·-2 Lech Halesa on the podium applauding his _son's "courage". · This 

was in sharp contrast to Hlskie•s stetement that the US would 

refrain from any comment or act which might complicate Poland•s 

difficulties. But this had to be expected since the Polish 

American ethnic minority forms the seventh largest minority and 

the largest among the Fast- iilropea.n ethnic group with nearly two 

million voters scattered all over the Eastern and north-eastern 

part of the United States. These Polish Americans were expressing 

•anxiety 1 at events occuring in their Mtive land.- P.alUes were 

held at Chicago, Hanhatten, New York, \-fheaton and many other cities 

of north-eastern United States. In the rally at Chicago, the 

Presidentia 1 aide Stephen Aiello had to assure the Polish Americans 

that the US would see that the cr'i.sis was resolved within the 

context of the hurnan rights accord signed at Helsink.i.l:.J The 

President of the Ronan catholic Church Joseph Drobot had already 
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expressed his dissatisfaction with the handling of the crisis by the 

State Department. Even the President of the Polish American Congress 

(PAC) in his letter to the President had voiced concern over the 

violation of human rights in Poland.44 

-------~-~·------

42 
II 

Rditorial, "Poland and the Uest , Christian Science Nonitor 
(Boston), 8 September 1980, p.~4. ------

43 New York Times, 24 August 1980, p.22. - --
44 Ibid., 26 August 1980, p.l8. -



The £act remained that the United States bad not evolved any 

plans for Poland in case of a Soviet interference. lt did not see 

any urgency over the crisis since there was no inter agency task 

force formed to monitor the events in Poland as was usually done. 

Fears of Soviet Intervention 

Meanwhile in Poland, the focus of influence in the framework 

of social activities \vas shifting a\·18y from the Party's control and 

going in the hands of new groups, particularly workers• who were 

emerging as separete force in the Polish social, political and 

economic life.-45 The signing of the Gdansk !Agreement, viewed as 

"the most significant development in 1l'astern Europe since the 

:second World liar'~ (Milovan Dj ilas >, 46 brought about a fundamental 

shift in the internal balance of power structure in Poland. The 

Party was totally relegated to the background, while SOLJDARlTY, 

along with the di~sident intellectuals and the Church manipulated 

the political scene. This was an unhappy development as far as the 
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'Soviet Union was concerned. lt signified that the Colnmunist ideo logy 

of the dictatorship of the proletariat was proving to be a fallacy. 

Frm this point, the Hest, particularly the United States, began to 

worry about the possible Soviet intervention. 

45 Jan Bo de \leydenthal, •ttrorkers and Party in Poland", Problems 
of Coonunism (London), vol.39, November-December 1980, p.13. 

46 ~oted in Ash, 



On 6 September 1980, B:l~iard Gierek was replaced by Stanislaw 

47 as the new head of the State. Along with him other members 

~ho were opposed to Gierek•s policy, were included into the Central 

Committee e.g. 0eneral Moczar, the former Interior Minister in the 

Gomu lka regime. \fuen ~nia took over as the First Secretary of 

the Communist party of Poland, he faced two major challenges • 

(a) the grOl'~ing dominance of the Solidarity and (b) hot-1 best to 

strengthen the infmstructure of the Party so as to regain the 

lost credibility. 
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Yielding to SOLIDARITY would have led to a loss of credibility 

of the Party in the ~~arsaw Pact and the Soviet Union. Moreover, 

efforts to put aright the mess \"ithin the Party (that had come up 

due to conflict between •moderate• and hard-liners• during Gierek•s 

last days in office) w~xld not have resolved the economic problems. 

Therefore, ¥'Jlnia adopted two different approaches - internal and 

external. Donestically, he attempted to reconsolidate Party•s lost 

position as •the leading force• in the country while externally he tried 

to reassure the Soviets that the crisis could be resolved by the 

Polish Communist Party (PUWP) itself. He also set about to seek 

economic assistance from the Soviet Union and the Warsaw Pact 

countries and attempted to apply a modicum of military and politi~al 

47 This indicated that in the period to follow, government wanted 
to adopt a 'hard•line' policy in contr.ast to Gierek•s who was 
knot.Jn to be a 1 moderate'. Even those included were we ll•known 
for their •hard-line• attitudes regarding any activity driving 
the country a~my fron the Socialist model. This also marked a 
punishment to Kamia for granting SOLIDARITi a free trade union 
status. 
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pressures to intimidate SOLIDARITy • 

. ae Re~istration Crisi.s 

'The first test of the Kania regime took place when the SOL1DARITY 

appealed for registration to the 'larsaw district court on 24 September 

1980. The court insisted that SOLIDARITY should include a statement 

accepting the Polish United iJorkers• Party (PtJI-IP) as •the leading 

force• in the country among its statutes.- Solidarity refused to 

include the clause on the ground that it was a •political statement• 

which would have an impact upon the 'independent• working of the 

trade•unions. 48 

Thus, although the Polish Communist Party had granted the workers 

the right to form free labmtr unions in August 1980, its intention was 

to retain its influence on the form of the unions in future by manipu

lating the registration process. This also established that the 

Kania government was not keen upon granting the concession that 

Gierek had allowed. This idea was backed by the Saviet leadership 

also, which had never liked the inea of •free• trade-unions in a 

Socialist country. 

As a protest against this stipulation, Lech Yalesa, leader of. 

the S~IOARITY, declared a •warning and solidarity• strike for 

48 ~~s Contem~~Archives (London), 1981, p.30717. 



3 October 1980 to be followed by a day-long strike on 20 October 

1980 if the negotiations did not take place.49 The warning strike 

received a total support in the Baltic Sea ports, Poznan, Wroclaw, 

Silesia and \larsa\'1 - the leading industrial regions of the country. 

;Although all the fwr protagonists - the Polish t'lorkers, the 
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Polish Co~1nist Party, the Soviet leadership and the Polish Roman 

catholic Church - wanted to avert a Soviet invasion, yet the to7orkers 

were aware of the tremendous cost to the Soviet Union in the world 

opinion if it sought to crush their movement by force.· This fact 

made them more persistant in their struggle. lt was as though the 

workers were sending message to the authorities: 11 \le have shown 

1:'0 
that we exist and that we will not allow ourselves to be done over•.J 

The situation became critical when in its judgement, the Court 

amended severa 1 of the trade union statutes and also inserted the 

clause recognizing FU:.J'P as the leading force.· SOLIDARITY accepted 

the registration but protested against the amendments by appealing 

to the Supreme Court. TJalesa reportedly proclaimed that 

•registered or not, the union could and would hold its elections•.Sl 

As the industrial life of the c~ntry remained paralysed, on 

30 October the Polish leaders • Stanislaw ~nia and Prime Minister 

49 Besides thi~ demand, the SOLIDARITY had other demands: increase 
in workers• wages by 800 zlotys by 300 October, accessibility 
to the mass media for the trade union. and permit formation of 
new unions in different regions·.-

50 Sanford, n.49, pp.l00-2. 

51 New York Times, 18 October 1980, p.3; Christian Science Monitor 
~l:on r, 14 U:tober 1980, p.s. 
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Josef Pinkowski - went to MoscolJ to discuss the crisis that had 

arisen due to the registration process. TI1e Soviet Premier Leonoid 

I. Brezhnev expressed his confidente that 11 the working people of 

fraternal Poland \-lill be able to resolve the acute problems facing 

them ••.• " condemning the efforts of the '-lest to •reverse the develop-

ment of People•s Poland, push it off the socialist path and 

recarve the map of Fbrope•. He warned the West against any involve-

ment in Poland. He said, "We do not encroach on somebody•s land 

and we do not interfere in somebody• s internal affairs11 but that 

11 We Shall always rn8Ill?.ge to defend our rightS and legitimate inte• 

c.2 . 
rests'~..... This was a clear attack on the extension of aid by the 

US AFL-ClO and Longshoremens• Association in the month of September 

1980. The other East European news media also accused the unions 

of being 'tcopies of Unions in capitalist countries led by anti• 

communists with 'imperialiSt' enc~ragement and help''• 53 The Hest 

saw in all such events the repetition of 1968 Czechoslovakian 

case. 54 

52 Keesing•s, n.so, p.3072l. 

53 Christian Sc1ence ~~nitor, 20 October 1980, p.3. 

54 In Czechoslova1·.ia in l96R, Brezhnev had first summoned First 
Secretary Alexander Dubcek to Hoscow. The 1iast ~ropean 
press had begun to denounce the 1 liberalisation' as 
the ~ork of the counter-revolutionary forces•. ~rely 
three weeks later, 200,000 Harsaw Pact troops had 
marched into Czechoslovnlda Time (Chicago>, November 
10, 1980, p.l9; Christian Science r:ronitor, 20 October 1980, 
p.3. 



However, after his return from Hoscow, Stanislaw Kania 

accepted the demand of the workers to begin negotiations on the 

unfulfilled demands from the Gdansk Agreement. It sent Deputy 

Premier Miecyslat-1 Jar,ielsl<i as the Chief government negotiator 

to Gdansk Shipyards on 31 October for further talks. 

On 10 t-Pvember, the registration crisis ended when the 

Supreme Court declared the amendments introduced by the district 

court as null and void. It accepted 6olidarity•s compromising 

proposal of including the clause on •le_ading role of the PUWP• in 

the annex of the statutes. Tile strike scheduled for 12 November 

was therefore called off. The government granted most of the 

demands. 55 On 21 November further victory came in for the 

SOLIIlARITY.· TI1e government accepted its demand of weekly hour-

long broadcast on .Jarsm-J radio, a shorter ~>~ork-week and erection 

of a monument to cm:~rnemmorate the workers \ihq died in the 1970 

uprising.· On 16 December 1980 outside the Lenin shipyards, Gdansk, 

a 140- feet high memorial was erected in memory of \-lor~<ers killed 

in the 1970 riotso 56 

55 For extlmple, in the town of Czestochowa in Sot}th Poland, the 
SOLID~\RlTY unit was demanding the removal of~gcivernor who had 
declared a state of emergency. The goverrnnent accepted this 
demand and the Governor was dismissed. In another case, on · 
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20 November, state police had arrested two SOLIDARITY activists 

56 

on charge of publishing a confidential government document 
relating to "Principles of Action against participants in 
illegal .Anti-Socialist .Activity'~.· Under pressure of strikes 
in \iaraaw, the government had to release the political · 
prisoners. Similar incidents took place in the Silesian region 
also all these strikes were regional ~n character aD:! the demands 
were also regional or local in nature.· Newsweek, 8 December 1980, 
Po 9, us News and \·lorld Reports, 8 Deceml::ier 19so, p.24. 

Keesing's, n.so, p.30721. 



Despite easing of the tension that had been building, strikes 

broke out from 20 November onwards after the arrest of the two 

SOLIDARITY activists. TI1is resulted in closing down of almost 30 

coal mines in the Silesian region, the textile factories of Lodz 

and the raih1ay transport in ivarsaw and Gdansk. Another dispute 

had come up between the SOLIIlARlTY and the government on the 

distribution of $6.3 million in pay rises. 57 

·strikes t-tere affecting the economy and the •socialist• nature 

of Poland. 'l1le tension was building up within the Warsaw Pact and 

the West. In November, after the transport strike, TASS issued a. 

severe wamin~: 11 the threat of a general transport strike ••• could 

affect Poland•s national and defence interests". 58 'ntis was an 
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indication that the Soviet Union had begun to take serious note of the 

events in Poland_. It could see that the strikes posed an ideological 

challenge to the socialist systeme' This was expected as the Polish 

United Workers (Communist) Party was rapidly disintegrating. An 

estimated 7,00,000 communists - almost one-quarter of party•s 

total membersh~.p - had already joined SOLIDARITY.· Even the official 

Polish trade-union announced the disbanding of its district committees 

and central committee. Hore ominous fl"Om the Soviet viewpoint was the 

spontaneous birth .of new local organisations Within the Polish . 

57 The to~orkers alleged that it was being allocated on a formula 
struck \dth the older, party-controlled union - See Time, 
8 December 1980, p.14, Nelisweek, 18 December 1980, p~ 

58 Ibid. 



Communist Party itself. These new party groups had begun to demand 

for free elections of the party officials rejecting the sacred 

Soviet tenet of •democratic centralisation' i.e., rigid discipline 

59 from top to bottom. However, it was the new railwoad strike that 

prompted the Soviet \-.Tarning. A similar warning t1as issued in July 

when the Lublin workers had blockaded the Lublin railroad junction 

in eastern Poland and had halted the rail link between Moscow and 

its western neighbours. TI1is becomes significant since it implied 

that the Soviets were e:ttremely sensitive to any threat to communi-

cations thratgh Poland to East Gern~ny. Soviet Union dreads the 

alienation of Xast Germany or the unification of the two Germanies 

since this would make Germany strong once again and pose a threat 

to the Soviet Union. 

It was at this juncture, that the Soviet Union launched a 

campaign against the 'anti-Socialist• elements interested in 

maintaining the tension. There was an increase in 'bilateral' 

contacts and unusually high-level meetings between the heads of 

the states, the foreign ministers and the defence ministers of 

the Central Jilropean states. Since the strikes in July 1980, in 

addition to talks with &i\-.Tard Gierelc and Stanislaw Kania from time 

to time, Premier Brezhnev also held a number of meetings with the · 

59 See 11 An .i\nx:ious NATO watches for Poland's Uist Straw•, 
Christian Science Nonitor, 15 December 1980, p.3; for 
details on this theme see Dobbs and others, n.16, Chapters II 
and 111, Andrews, n.21, Chapter IV. 
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First Secretaries from Hungary, Czechoslovakia, lumania and East 

Germany. 
60 

From 15-17 October, the Defence Ninisters of the t~arsaw Pact 

countries met at Prague, Yugoslavia to discuss the Polish crisis. 61 

This was folloHed by a meeting of Foreign miniSters at \larsaw, 

Poland." Although the basic aim of this meeting was to carry out 

the preliminary discussions for the l-8drid Conference on Security 

and Co-operation in Jhrope that was to begin in November, it also 

considered •the increase in international tensions• due to 

11activiza.tion of imperialist power politics" by the \-lest.' 1n 

this meeting, Polish First Secretary Kania assured the warsaw Pact 

of Poland's allegiance to the camp. 62 However, to assist Poland 
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in coping with its sinking economy, the US3R extended a bar~ currency 

credit to Poland in December which comprised of Sl.1 billion and 

assured it of increased trade and aid in future.h3 In addition, 

it had already made a commitment £or additional food and industrial 

supplies totaRing to $690 millions. 64 

60 Pbr details see Keesing•s, n.so, pp~30720y30728. 

61 Ibid. 

62 Ibid. 

63 FOr discussions on the economic and trade aspect of Soviet relation
ship t-tith Poland during the crisis period, see Robert K. Evanson 
and James N. Lutz, 11 Soviet !Conomic Responses to Crises in Fast ern 
&trope", Orbis (Phil.>, vo1.27, Spring 1933, pp.s9-82. 

64 New York Times, 12 September 1980, p.1. 
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lNCRJBASED HILIT.AR'l .ACTIVITIES OF THE \MR.SAW P-ACT .AND THE US RBSPONSX 

AS early as the beginning of November 1980, the Western experts 

had begun to predict the possibility of a Soviet military interven-

tion in Poland.1 These fears were confirmed when the warsaw Pact 

troops began to mass on and near the Polish borders. Unofficial 

reports confinned that the USSR had recalled its reserved troops in 

the carpathian region t-lhich lay in the immediate South- !ast of 

Poland. This region had also been a site of \~rsaw Pact Manoeuvres 

before the Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia in 1968. The Soviet 

Union disposed off with the usual half-yearly rotation of the •one

quarter of a 11 Soviet conscripts" unt 11 the end of the year • .66 

Soviets troops near the Polish border were reportedly raised from 

alert level 12 1 to alert level 16' the highest level of military 

preparedness. The 19 Soviet divisions in ]ast Germany were reported 

to be at full strength. 65 The us intelligence services also recorded 

a higher concentration of divisions in Czechoslovakia, Hungary and 

Rumania in a similar state of alert. There was also a massive increase 

in the air traffic between Soviet Union and Poland along with the 

communication exercises. 66 

According to reports, in a secret meeting of all the \-larsaw 

Pact countries at Prague, a Harsaw Pact strategy was chal'.<ed 

65 Christian SCience Monitor, 8 December 1980, p.3; International 
Herald TribUne (HOng Kong), 5 December 1980 1 p.l. 

66 US Ne\·IS & '.lorld Reports, 8 December 1980, p.32; also Newsweek 
8 December 1980, p.a. 
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out.· The intervention became a possibility due to the fact that 

the Soviet Union had tried all the tactics to bring the defiant 

satellite under control, including negotiations, compromising (as 

can be witnessed from Kania•s attitude after his talks with 

Brezhnev in October \-lhen the registration crisis was continuing), 

intimidation through arrests of political activists etc.· The 

only way left was to apply a military pressure to curb the 

increasing boldness and militancy of SOLIDARITY in pursuing 

•demands for liberalisation•. 

11le total troop deployment around Poland during this time 

was estimated at thirty divisions comprising of 3,000,000 men. 

CUt of these, two \-lere stationed at Legnica in South• Qlstern 

Poland, nineteen in 1t'3St Germany, four in Fbngary, five in 

Czechoslovakia, eleven divisions in carpathian Soviet Union, another 

twelve in Byelorussia that was adjacent to Poland and ten in the 

67 Soviet Baltic region. 

The US East European experts even out lined the probable 

Soviet military strategy to be adopted in Foland: 

••• the two Soviet divisions station~d in Pol~nd would 
quickly try to secure strategic points, notably major 
airports, so that the infantry and light artillery 
could be flown in as reinforcements. At the same time, 
tank forces and motorized infantry would move across 

67 New York Times, 29 November 1980, Po6o 



the borders from the Soviet Union and last Germany. 
Soldiers from the satellites would be used sparingly, 
in case anti-Soviet feeling flared up through the 
Eastern bloc.68 

ln response to all these heightened activities, the US also 

upgraded its intelligence surveillance activities on Poland. 
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Along with other western powers, it warned the USiR about the adverse 

effects of a Soviet invasion on detente and the Xast-llest relations. 

The outgoing US President Jimmy Garter and the incoming Republican 

President Ronald Reagan expressed their deep concern over the events 

in Poland. On 4 December, Jody Powell, the US presidential spokesman 

warned that 'it wou td be a s er )ous mistake for any nation to under-

estimate the will and determination of the USA because its government 

was in a period of transition11
0 
69 However Carter's National Security 

Adviser, Zbignie ... r Brzezinski expressed his belief that the chances 

of a Soviet armed intervention in Poland were minimal and a rna;or 

crisis on national and global levels could be easily averted if 

all parties displayed greater •restraint, moderation and 

cooperation '• 70 

US Consults NATO 

Tremors of' the crisis in Poland were also felt in the US-led 

North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO)., In a response very different 

68 ,Keesing•s, n.so, p.30722. 

69 lDSA News Review for Soviet Union and Jlastern ftlrope 
{New Delhi>, November 1980, P• 780.'' 

70 'n1e Hindustan Times (New Delhi>, 6 December 1980, p.l. 
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from that in the Afghanistan crisis, the US and the :lest tV"ere resolved 

to let the Soviet Union know in advance that its military indulgence 

in Poland would end detente. 

In the Second GSCE meeting at ~~drid on 11 November 1980, the 

European Council expressed 'its sympathy to Poland' and pledged to 

follow the principles of the Helsinki Final Act and the UN charter 

in observing the right to develop and choose its own political, 

social and economic system of each country in context of Poland 

and also to help Poland as far as their resources permitted. 71 

In the ·~~ckground of growing uncertainty and tension in the 

interMtional relations', the NATO foreign ministerial meeting 

(1-2 December 1980) opened at Brussels, Belgium.' The US Wllite 

House bad already made clear on 7 December 1980 that "preparations 

for a possible SoviGt intervention in Poland appeared to have been 

completed'-. Secretary of 'State 'Edmund H.tBkie declared on 

2 December, 

We will not interfere in Poland and neither should 
others. I:.ut Poland's people and l?oland•s leaders can 
be assured, as they face the formidable tasks that lie 
ahead that our olm people and goveril(Ilent will want to 
offer them both our sympathetic understanding and 
where this is feasible and proper, our assistance.72 

72 Department of State Bulletin, December 1980, p.2. 
--------~~-__...._.,,.....__ 



In the NATO meeting of 9 Decenber 1980 at Brussels, Admiral 

Robert Falls, Chairman of the NATO lt\i!itary Committee reported that 

the Soviet 'Category-C' divisions rutd been reised to the levels of 

•category-~' divisions which meant that even the 'Category-c• was 

'""3 now fully equipped. 1 As a result, it was dedded that the 

Standing Naval Force Atlantic (Stanaforlant) comprising of 5 naval 

ships would remain in a state of preparedness even through the 

Christmas time. The us decle.red on 4 December its decision to· 

provide four A~~ACS (Airborne Ea. rly Uarning and Contro 1 System) 

aircrafts to ilest Germany to react immediately to a crucial 

situation in Poland. 74 

?oland reacted to these NATO activities for the first time 

on 4 December 1980 when Josef Klaska, the Central Committee member 

for media affairs in the Polish United Horkers (Communist) Party 

accused the western powers of deliberately attempting to create 

an impression that the Soviets were preparing to intervene while 

the \larsaw Pact was I!}erely preparing for its annual militnJ-y 

exercises- "Soyuz-8111
•

75 

-~---

73 Keesing•s, 'n.so, p.30722. ---
74 Depat'tment of State Bulletin, January 1931, p.s. 

75 Keesing•s, n.so. 
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US Links I'olish Issue to the Arms Control Talks 

On 29 November, the Soviet news agency Tass., carried out Czech 

press comparisons of the Polish situation with the Czechoslovakia 

in 1968. On 2 December 1980, the Soviet Union announced the closure 

of the Polish-]Rst German border 19 strip to the Westerners. 

' 
At this point, the Carter Administration chose to link the 

Polish issue to the Strategic Arms Limitation Talks (SALT-II). 

Senator Charles Percy (Rep. !11.>, Chairman of the Senate Foreign 

Relations Committee, in his meeting with the Soviet Premier Brezhnev 

on 7 December 1980 cautioned him against a :ioviet invasion of Poland. 

Fie made it clear that, "the use of troops would change the face of 

the globe. It \-lould call forth an armaments build-up, the likes of 

which we have not seen since "orld Uar•lt". 76 lnsistir.g that 

•link.age'was 'a fact of political life•, Percy \-larned the Soviets 

that an invasion of Foland would mean •an end to any major agreements· 

between both the Super l'o\o~ers in future.·77 

However, in the 5 December \£rsaw Pact meeting, the leaders 

decided flgainst any military action in Poland, giving Stanislaw Kania 

more time to tackle the situation.· On 10 December the Polish-German 

frontier strip Has re-opened. Still, the Hest was not convinced. 

----~~------------
76 Time, 8 December 1980, p.ls. -
77 Newsweek, 15 December 1980, p.l3. 
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All through the rest of December, }bscow kept on assuring the Poles 

of their right to turn to their •fraternal allies• in time of need. 

The political exchanges between Hoscow and 'iarsaw were frequent.-

In late December, Stefan Czyrek, the Foreign Minister of Poland, 

visited l1oscow and discussed ntbe attempts by imperialist and other 

reactionary circles to undertake subversive action against socialist 

Polandn with Brezhnev. Polish Deputy Premier Jagielski also visited 

Hoscol-1 at aln,ost the same time to extract further economic assistance.-

Tile ns House of Representatives I Intelligence Oversight Commi-

ttee Report concluded on the bas~s of available evidence that 

~he chances of a Soviet invasion of Poland were still very high. 78 

HdWever, the US response at this stage contained a strong 

element of •deja vu '• 79 Although there were no 

yet the US support of hu~n rights was stronger 

military options 
~a 

in Polish case in 

" 1980' than it had been in Czechoslovakian case in 1968.1 But this was 

to be expected from carter's policy of human rights. On' a minute 

speculation, we find that this protest against the human rights 

violation in Poland was just an action to prove that the Administra-

tion still defended the human rights policy. 

78 New Yo~< Times, 29 December 1980, p.A-3. 

79 Jiri Valenta, nThe :RXplosive Soviet Periphery", Foreign Policy 
(~., York>, vol.sl, Sunmer 1983, p.~3. 
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There are indications at the same time that the US was formu• 

lating a strategy and a policy for Poland to face the situation unlike 

the state of helplessness that had resulted at the time of Hungarian 

and the Czechoslovakian crises. .As early as October 1980, carter 

administration officials dre\..r up a list of sanctions to be imposed on 

Mosco\1 if the Soviets invaded. These included severing of diplomatic 

ties, economic and political punitive measures.· When the Soviets massed 

the \~rsaw Pact troops in November-December 1980 and ·an invasion 

appeared imminent, President carter pledged a u.~. economic assistance 

and stated that although the US did not desire to exploit the crisis 

to benefit the US, in case of invasion it would see that there are 

•most negative consequences for the Soviet relationship with the us. 

He sent a direct letter to Premier Brezhnev emphasizing that in case 

of a Soviet military action, America would transfer advanced l..reapon 

systems and technoloey to China. 

~ carter Administration also mounted a worldwide campaign to attract 

world public opinion on Poland, disseminating the tarsaw Pact tToop 

deployment as widely as possible.' In his memoirs, the then r-ational 

Security Adviser Zbigniew Brzezinski reveals that on Carter•s insistence, 

he personally consulted ·,Pope John Paul-I!, who was constantly in 

touch 'o~ith Pope John Paul-I!, who was constantly in touch with 

the SOLIDARITY leaders. 80 As a result of this US upgradation of its 

80 Zbignie\..r nrzezinski, Power and Princ.i.ple1 Hemoirs of the National 
security .\dviser, 1977-19Hl (New York, Earrar Strauss Giroux, 
l983 ), Po -



intelligence media that the Soviets found it difficult to present 

a strategic surprise \-Ihich had contributed to the success of their 

mission in Hungary (1956 ), Czechoslovakia (1968) and .Afghanistan 

{1979 >• In this context, it might seem plausible that the Carter 

Administration contributed to the Soviet uncertainties regarding 

decisions about \larsa\-1 Pact action in Poland; This pre-emptive 

strategy, at one hand, pelped in deterring the use of military 

option in Poland (if it had existed in Hoscow•s strategy) while on 

the other hand, it also pacified the situation in Poland itself 

by constantly informing the SOLIDARITY leaders and the radicals 

regarding the chances of an invasion.; It also sought to set 

limitations on the Polish government in tt~To ,.,ays • (a) by the 

threat to end the detente and embark upon a renewed arms race; 
' l 
v' 

and (b) by the threat to mobilise the western bankers against 

Poland regarding any rescheduling of its debts. These threats 

were insufficient in view of the Soviet stakes in Poland which 

could have led to the disintegration of the whole Fastern Bloc 

and posed a challenged to the authority of the party at home. 

If a failure to bring about a concrete and truly peaceful 

resolution of the crisis is seen as a failure of the Carter•s 

foreign. policy, it should also be kept in mind that after the 

crisis began, Carter uas in office only for a short period and 

he was also involved in issues on domestic (e.g., the Presidential 

elections) and international (like Iranian hostage crisis) levels. 

A lame duck Administration could not have been expected to make a 

more committed foreign policy response. 
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Chapter Four 

REAGAN ADNINISTRATION AND THE PCLlSll CRISIS 

ln his last few months as the President of the United 

States, Jimmy carter had tried to contain the crisis in Poland 

through economic means and by issuing stern warnings 1n consul• 

tation with NATO allies. The carter Administr.ation officials 

and many eminent scholars claimed that it was this American 

promptness in focussing the world attention on Poland that 

averted a Soviet :lntervention;1 Yet when the Reagan Adminis• 

tmtion took over in January 1981, political and economic 

conditions were still charged with tension in Poland.· 

The inability of the Polish regime presented a serious 

threat to the Soviet interests. n1e Stainslaw ~nia government 

had so far been unable to stop the growth or curtail the acti-

vities of free independent Solidarity organisation.' Despite 

the ''Cbristr!Vls Truce• called upon by the SOlidarity leader Lecb 

walesa which had given hopes for cooperation and the construction 

1 For instance, Jiri \lllenta, an authority on ilast Furope · 
stresses this fact and asserts that due to the US alert• 
ness, the USSR could not maintain the secrecy of its 
military build-up around Poland as it had done in 
Czechoslovakia in 1968 and in Afghanistan 1n 1979. Also 
see, Jiri \ll::l.lenta, '''Soviet Options in Uoland", :Survival 
(London), vol.23, Mlrch/April 1981, pp.S7·58, and Jtr{ 
valenta, ''The Explosive biet Periphery', Foreign Policy 
(New York>, vol.Sl, SumQer 1981, p.94. 



of economy fror.t both the sides, the NeW year was me.r'ked by 

sharply deterioratb1g industrial relations, dissatisfaction 

among the private farmers on the question of the registration 

of Rural Solidarity and the academic milieu of the country. 

At the same time, the First Secretary Stainsl.aw KB.nia faced a 

fierce opposition from within the Party on his policy of 

"gradual, limited reforms'' to encounter the crisis. However, 

the Party bad come to realize that if it wanted to continue 
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with the support of the bloc countries and avert an armed 

intervention in Poland, it had to re-assert and exercise its 

control over the Solidarity as the leading force in the country. 

'!1le first half of 1981 was, therefore, marked by the efforts of 

the Party to consolidate and assert its supremacy over the 

rest of the forces while the Solidarity (which till now had 

shown itself to be the strongest force) began to lose its former 

unity of purpose and leadership. The second half marked the 

complete re-emergence of the Party as •the leading force• and 

the i~osition of martial law in Poland to crush the •anti• 

socialist • elements. The begiming of the year was characterized 

by the worker-state friction on the issu~ of free ~turdays, 

the unrest among the farmers on the issue of the legiSlation of 

the Rural Solidarity and the students • unrest; 

The Issue of Free Saturdays 

The demand for a 40 hour, five-day work week had been among 

the initial demands of the workers made under the qjansk Agreements 
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of September, 1980.· Although the government had not conceded this 

right,it had assured the workers of implementing it in 1981.2 When 

the regime refused to implement this, Solidarity called upon the 

workers throughout the country to participate in a nation-wide 

boycott on Saturday, 10 January 1981.3 walesa had received fUll 

support £Dr his decision from Pope John Paul•11 when he visited 

the Pope at the vaticllno' After the breakdO{ftl of negotiations 

further on 19 and 21 .:ranuary, Solidarity declared a general 

strike scheduled for 23 January, compelling the government once 

again to save its face by canpromising upon an average 42-hour 

week and three saturdays free in a month for the rest of 1981.' 
' 

1t even granted Solidarity one-hour duration television program 

4 per week. 

'l11e Issue of Ru~l Solidarity 

Bien before the industrial Solidarity arose in protest, the 

private land-owners (totalling between 2.5 mil tion to 3.0 million) 

were the first to break the temporary peace established by the 

2 1n demanding this, Solidarity cited the Jastrzebi Agreements 
which according to them, especially laid do~m the gove~ent 
eonnitment to all Saturdays and Suaday 'free from work' from 
1 January 1981. But the government asserted that the agree• 
ment applied only to the miners in the Silesian region. See 
Jan B. de Heydenthal, Bruce D. Porter and t<evin Devlin, The 
Polish or.ama: 1980•1981 (LeKington, Mass., Lexington 198~ 
Chapter•ll; Nicholas G. Andre~s, Solidarity, 1980.82 
(washington, n.c., National Defence University, 1985>, 
Chapter• III. 

3 This decision was taken after the negotiations between the 
Union leader Lech \elesa and the Polish Deputy Premier .rose£ 
Ptnkewski failed to yield any results. 

4 Keesing •s Contemporary Archives, 1981, p.30796, NeW York Times, 
"t February t:<Jat, p.A-1; flme (ebicago >, 9 February 191it, p.jO and 
also News\.zeek (NeW York), 3 February 1981, p.23; 
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Christmas truce of December 1980. '!'he fumamental demand of 

these private fanners was the official recognition of the fl:ural 

Solidarity as an independent trade union just like the industrial 

Solidarity. In case of a denial, they threatened to withold 

their crop~ from the state owned stores. S '!'his ultimatum held a 
' 

great significance since the privately owned farms accounted for 

the three-quarters of the agricultural production.· After the 

establishment of the industrial Solidarity this also set up its 

own trade union. 6 Out of sixty•nine demands, the prominent ones 

were for a fairer allocation of resources and grants, impartial 

and free elections to self-governing organisations at the local 

levels, measures against corrupt state officials, freedom of 

religious beliefs, greater share to farmers in the g~ernment 

decision making procedures at all levels, reforms in the pr:tce 

structure of purchase and the. availability of credit-:,, equipment 

and. other supplies at par with the public sector. 7 

s us News and World Reports <washington, n.c.->, 23 February 
'!§81,. P• g'. • 

6 Here it is \o~orth noting that the bulk of private fartners in 
Poland had been clamouring to this end since late 1970s. 
Rural Solidarity developed out of· three peasant self-defence 
committees in Lublin, Rzeszow and Grojec. ln 1981, two other 

th peasant organisations - Peasants• Solidarity from nor-~tern 
Polard and the Trade Union of the Individual B!lrmers fr0111. 
tersaw merged themselves with the Rural Solidarity. Support 
also carne from fanners in the South and South-ll!ast. '11lus, 
we find that in 1981, Rural Solidarity movement had become 
national in character. For further details, see John 'Dlylor, 
Five :Honths Uith Solidarity (London, Wilwood, 1981 ), pp.S7•59. 

7 Timothy carton Ash, The Polish Revolution (London, Hodder and 
Stoughton, 1985 >, pP.llO•l34 and also Andrews, n.2, pp.lOS·l06. 
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Along with industrial Solidarity, the Rural Solidarity had 

also applied to the warsat., Court for registration blt it was 

tftt. 
denied to them onA.ground that since the private farmers were 

not under state employment, they were not entitled to an inde-

pement trade union status.' But the Rural Solidarity chose to 

function as an indepel¥ient trade union and even announced an 

All India Founding Congress for 14 March 1981. 

The movement gained momentum in December 1980 when the 

Supreme Court postponed its scheduled hearing upon the issue 

and the peasants got the impression that the government was 

reluctant to recognize private agriculture as a part of the 

Polish economic structure although it contributed maximum to 

country •s agricultural produce. 8 

As 1981 began, the private farmers adopted a policy of 

•sit• ins • - a group of them occupying the municipal offices in 

8 This bel tef had its roots in two things • first the workers 
were a,.,are of the fact that in ideological terms, the recog• 
nition of private sector and the ownership of lam were 
contradictory to socialism.· So they were totally 
convinced that the regime would hinder their movement. 
Second, the First Secretary *nia had the reputation of 
being an •orthodox• Socialist and had in the past many 
times coodemned the private peasantry as a •political 
rea.c:tionary group• representing the last vestiges of the 
capitalist mode of structure and therefore, to be discouraged 
from flourishing: Moreover• the government was antagonist 
towards Rural Solidarity due to the historial resistance 
provided by the peasants • Party against the imposition of 
a canmunist rule in Poland in the immediate post•(i)rld war 
period. Ibid., pp.102·110. -
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Uatrzyki Dolne in South- ilastern Poland just 10 tons., away from the 

Soviet Union. 9 ln Rzeszow, some 350 farmers occupied the Central 

Trade Union offices and demanded that the government negotiators 

approach them in this commune.1 '11lus, Rzesi.ow beeame the head· 

quarters of Rural Solidarity just like Gdansk was the seat of the 

industrial Solidarity. 'l1ley had even come to acquire the support 

of the church and the industrial Solidarity. 10 

Ultimately, the government gave in to the farmers • demard 

for face to face negotiations at Rzeazow and ustrzyki Dolne and 

on 18 and 21 Febn~ary 19810 concluded agreements at both the 

places·.' 'l1le~e agreements accepted the inviolability of the 

property of the private farmers, equal treatment to the private 

and public agricultural sectors and to invest more extensively 

in the agricultural programmes in future. With thiS agreement, 

the •sit• ins • ended and walesa described the recognition of the 

private property and free market trade as "the greatest success 

we have achieved so fa:r•. 11 

9 New York Times, 7 January 1981, p.Al2. 

10 In his meetings with the Deputy Premier Josef Pinkowski on the 
work week issues, WBlesa had raised the issue of the independent 
farmers• trade union.~ Solidarity's full support to the Rural 
Solidarity can be proved from the fact that all ita regional 
chapters staged token strikes on behalf of the Rural Solicfarity. 
As far as Church •s role is concerned, on 24 January 19811 on 
behalf of Pope John Paul·II, Bishop of Przemysel said that the 
Rural Solidarity was justified in ita demand for recognition 
as a major constituent of the economic system and proclaimed, 
"You hsve the right to own your land and to form your own trade 
unions11 

.... See Keesing •s Archives, 1981, p.~0796, and Ash, 
n.6, p.l27. - •• • · · •· •• • •• · ..... 

11 Keesing •s, n.L!, Po30796; Time, 16 February 1981 1 p.43. .................... ............. 
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The Student unrest 

While the other two issues were sti 11 :In _ :. mid•4ir, another 

faction of the Polish society rose against the regime.' The students 

at the major universities ·in Poland began to pressurize the govern• 

ment for a unim ·of tbeir own. free from any external (i.e; Party) 

control. They set up students• organisations and held lectures by 

prominent dissident leaders termed as •flying universities • on 

subjects that were banned by the regime.• en 21 January 1981, 

almost 10,000 students occupied the University at Lodz, in South

astern Poland.-' They presented a list of 50 demands to the 

Mtnister for Higher Fducetion, !kience and Technology. 12 '!'be 

major demands were removal of some of the courses on Harxism • 

Leninism, less emphasis upon Russian language instructions and 

reduction in the period of conscription.'13 Other demands were 

political in nature insisting upon action againSt officials 

responsible for the suppression of workers and students in December 

1970 and June 1976 riots. a new law on censorship, independents of 

judiciary, end to all curbs on travelling abroad and publication 

of all cultuml agreements of Poland with other countrtes·.·14 

The. unrest spread and students in other universities staged 

•sit-ir.s• in sympathy fOr the students at Lodz University. By 

13 Ibid. 

14 Andrews, n.2, p.l08. 
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16 February, some twenty higher educational establishments were 

well un:ler the grip of student protests-." The government ended the 

strikes by concluding an extensive agreement with the students in 

which it all~ed the students a greater autonoll'iy in running of the 

universities, changes in their syllabi and reducing the duration of 

conscription period. J~wever, the agreement had clauses affirming 

"•the leading role • of the CommuniSt Party11 in its annex. Another 

rule was that a strike would be considered legitimate only if it 

bad SO per cent support. lS 

Meanwhile, the industrial climate worsened following work 

stoppage by 2,00,000 industrial workers fran 120 enterprises in the 

Bielsko-Biala region. In another south-eastern city of Jelenia 

Gora, around 3,00,000 workers from 450 industrial units threatened 

the authorities with a general regional strike on 9 February 1981. 

The government corpromi.Sed even on such issues as removal of Gover• 

nors.· HoWever, the strikes in these two industrial centres highlight 

important changes in the movement, the most important being that the 

regional and the provincial causes were superceding the national 

issues·; Rtrthermore, the wor'kers had started using strikes as the 

means to achieve their demands very frequently. 

15 . Keestng•s, n.4, p.30796. 



Meanwhile, the new Administration in the United States was 

carefully examining the situation.• The !oliSh case was no longer 

a domestic or an internal matter. Gradually, the whole society 
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was rising against the regime that was backed by the Soviet Union. 

The United States could not just stand by and watch the repression 

of a nnement for deti'V;)cracy. Within days of takill; over by the 

Reagan Administration, Secretary of State, Alexander ~' Haig, Jr., 

in a letter to the Soviet Pbreign Minister, Andrei Gro~yko on 

16 January warned against a Soviet interference in Polish affairs. 16 

ThiS prompted Gromyko to reply on 28 January that the situation in 

Poland could not be 11a subject of discussion between third coun

tries including the USSR and the USA'•.,17 But Gromyko was wrong 

in this assertion.' Poland was the very essence of the Ea.st•West 

relations. It raised fundamental questions regarding the nature 

and implications of the EUropean detente • whether the Soviet Union 

was ready to pet'Dlit the peaceful political evolution in &stern 

&rope to which the US had been looking forward to since the 

sixties or would it insist on some form of Brezhnev Doctrine. 

At this point, the Reagan Administration was split into two 

groups over the US policy options in Poland. A section of the US 

leadership favoured ending all economic assistance to Poland as. it 

was Soviet Union's 'burden•. It argued that American aid could 

only help relieve the 'Soviet responsibility and culpability for 

16 Ieig•s letter was not made public and considered to be a 
personal letter whereas cromyko•s letter was released fOr 
the press on 28 January 1981.' See New York Times, 
2 February 1981, p.l. 

17 Ibid. 



the failure of the Communist system in Poland. Others felt that 

Poland was drifting to\lards a disaster and badly needed the 

western economic assistance• If the Polish economy continued to 

deteriorate while the political set-up was unable to respond, 

the 'Soviets would be conpelled to take over• nte us economic 

assistance could be useful in averting such a catastrophy. 

It would not only strengthen the Solidarity movement but also 

help the us fOreign policy to attain its objectives tn the 

regione18 

In a press conference on 28 June at \~ashington, D. c., 

Secretary of State Alexander J-r .. Dlig, Jr~-. insisted that, 

the provision of either credit~ or cash or economic 
assistance to Poland today is not the answer to the 
problem. The problem involves internal refoDm 
within the Polish state and it is up to the Polish 
government and the Polish authorities to work out.19 

Uilliam J. Dyess, the White House spokesman while support-

ing the posit ion taken by Haig, Jr.', reiterated American 

sympathy for Poland and stressed that the US was actively 

considering steps to help Poland. Dyess said: 

Notwithstanding the underlying need for economic 
reforms essential to the long term solution of 
Poland •s problems we feel, as Secretary of State 
said on 28 January, a very important, sensitive 

----------------------------
18 See \lilliaM G. eytand, ''US Soviet IU!lations: '111e Long Road 

Back", Current (washington, D. C. ) 1 pp.56•57. -.. . 
19 Time (Chicago>, 9 Eebruary 1981, p.31; Nsw york Times, 

'i"r"February 19811 p.A-1. 
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sympathy for the people of Polan:! and their current 
plight and we are considering what future steps 
should be takeno20 

B&t despite this apparent hard policy line espoused by 

Haig, the US was not as indifferent or passive as it suggested. 

Ail inter-departmental grOUp was set up in the beginning of 

February to study the problems of the Pol ish economy and its 

strategic implications fbr the us.21 Meanwhile, the Polish 

government through its ambassador Ramould Spasowski urged the 

Reagan AdminiStration to reconsider Poland's request for a 

loan of $3 billion, which it had asked for during carter•s 

last da)IS as the President~· 'The Carter Administraticn had defer-

red the decision on this request'; The ambassador argued that 

the loan would help the moderate elements (under the leadership 

of Stanislaw ~nia) in the Politburo to tackle the situation 

through ecmomic meanso1 'l'bis loan was to be tn addition to 

the short term loans already sanctioned by Great Britain, gest 

Gernany and France. 22 

20 New York T~, 11 February 1981, ·p.10. 
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21 'Ibis Canmittee laid down its report on 30 October 1981 under 
the title !.?land: lts Renewal and a u.s; Strate~y: A Report 
(\lashington, D.c.·, Government frintfiig office, ~81 '· 

22 For further details of the aid see PBcts on Pile (New York) 
vol.41, 12 February 1981, p. 842; The West Gerniln government 
comrnitted itself to $152 million in credits while Great 
Britain agreed to a short-term aid of $30 million including 
$15 million loan for the purchase of the Common J-farket 
food products • lDSA News Review (New Delhi)• ranuary•February 
1981, P• 965. 



THE B'mX>SZCZ INCIDENT, THE SPLIT IN THB CQ1lo!UNIST PARTY AND THE 

SOLIIWi.ITY LlWUiRSHIP IN POLAND 

The Polish domestic situation was becoming highly unstable. 

The local, particularist and the discontented forces were pushing 

both the regime and Solidarity leaderships t~tards confrontation. 

In a major Politwro reshuffle, on 10 February, General Wojciech 

Jaruzelski was appointed as the new Deputy Premier of Poland in 
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place of Josef Pinkowski. His first move was to call in the Polish 

Parliament (the Sejm) for a 90-day moratorium on strikes and all 

socio-economic demands that were responsible for them~· 3ren Lech 

walesa, the Solidarity leader accepted thiS~' He said, "we have 

got a reasonable governnent, we cannot go on striking". 23 

In the United States, the news of General Jal'\lzelski •s 

appointment was very cautiously dealt with and the Administration 

tenned it as an ''internal matter of the Poles"'•~ The State Depart-

ment and the White Ha.tse were still trying to grasp the motive 

behind Jaruzelski 1 s appointmento· \lhile some saw in it an increased 

influence of the armed forces in public affairs, others proclaimed 

on the basiS of Jaruzelski 1S past attitude that he would use 

moderate means to defuse the crisis, although with a show of 
24 . . 

'firmness 1. But at this stage, the State Department found the 

....... 
23 The Jeonomist (London)0 21•27 March 1981, p.c6. 

24 New York Times, 11 February 1981, p.A-1. 



prospects of a Soviet military intervention •neither imminent 

nor inevitable nor justifiable•. 25 The Nitimal Security 

Council discussed the developments in Poland on 12 February 1981 

It reemphasized the genuine desire of the US to a policy of 

•strict non-intervention• in case of Poland.' 

But at the same time the United States had also begun to 

co-ordinate with its West EUropean allies on a set of contin

gency plans in the event of a Soviet military move into Po lard. 
26 

1n addition to the National Security Council meeting, President 

Reagan and Secretary of State Alexander M. Baig held discussions 

with the Italian Foreign Minister Bmilio Colombo on the possible 

course of action including a trade boycott and the withdrawal 

of ambassadors from Polan! if the USSR intervened in Poland.:27 

Meanwhile, instead of getting better, the relationship 

between the authorities and the striking masses was getting 

worse. '11lis reached ita climax in a violent clash at Bydgoszcz 

on 19 March. The Polish militia attac~~ the local Solidarity 

Council members who were discussing farmers• demands in the local 

assembly chambers.· Firstly, the barring. of the farmers (who had 

been invited to express their views) from speaking and secondly, 

~5 

26 

27 

Ibid., 13 February 1981, p.~.s. -
Keesing•s, 1981, p.30799; New York Times, 11 ~bruary 1981, 
f!."As and" ibid., p.:A-10. -
New York Times, 13 February 1981, p.~.s; 
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using force upon the Solidarity members so that three of them were 

seriously injured provoked the workers throughottt the country into 

28 issuing strike alerts.- 1Wen cardinal Wyzynski, during a holy 

mass broadcast from Radio t~arsaw on 22 l-larch, rebuked the government 

by stating that "they are suppoued to serve the Society and respect 

29 the people's right to social freedom". 

Bydgoszcz was the first violent confrontation between the 

Solidarity and the authorities.' Despite ~<lalesa•s appeal for main-

taining calm, more than 500,000 workers in Bydgoszcz, Torun, 

Grudziadz and ;Jloclawek went on a 2·hour strike~" '!he National 

Solidarity Commission ordered an end to all talks with the authori• 

ties and called for strikes demanding dismissal of guilty officials at 

Bydgoszcz and extension of a legal status to Rural Solidarity.- Tbe 

workers decided a 4•hour warning strike on 27 March to be followed 

by a general strike on 31 March if the issues remained unresolved. 

But the strikes t'lere averted after the government arrived at a joint 

declaration with the Solidarity'.~ The Church played the role of the 

30 mediator in these negot :tat ions. 

28 Facts on File (Hashing~on, 1J.C. >, vot.t .. t, 27 Barch 1981, p.l95, 
Qiirdian (toridon), 19 February 19Rl, p~g·.' 

29 Ibid; 

30 The Joint Declaration condemned the use of force by the militia 
and assured to investigate the incident~l Apart from this, it 
also agreed to accelerate the process of formulating trades • 
union draft la\-1 and to prepare suggestions for greater freedom 
of expression to be put before the Sejm (the Polish Parliament) 
-- See Andrews, n.2, p.l26. 



Although the strikes were averted, sharp discords arose in 

the Solidarity.· Walesa•s leadership vas strongly assailed by 

those who felt that he had given in too easily to the government. 

'lbe strength of the opposition is proved from the fact that only 

22 out of 41 manbers of the Coornittee voted in favour of calling 

31 off the strike on 31 1-klrch. Karol Modzclewsld, who had been 

among the founding fathers of Solidarity accused that Walesa was 

''like a monarch surrounded by his favourite arlvisers who treat 

the National Commission like a parliament without any power~. 32 

The internal chaos in Poland became crucial when the Soviet 

Union declared a further extension of the \larsaw Pact manoeuvres 

which had begun on 18 March'." 'l'hey were called 1 ~yuz-81 1 (Unity-

81 ).' !he milftary exercises included almost 25,000 troops and 

staged a mock-landing on the Baltic coast anrl marches through 

villages on the northern borders. They were featured on the 

Polish television network.' 'lbe \fest looked upon it as a means 

used by the Soviet Union to pressurise the Solidarity and Party 

which were in a state of disorder.' President Reagan described 

the situation in Poland as •very serious 1 due to the Bydgoszcz 

31 "Witorial - International Herald Tribune (Hong Kong>, . 
21 April 198Te' 'Some even went to the extent of suspecting 
•links 1 between government and 'Solidarity leaders. They 
felt ilalesa to~as acting in a most undemocratic manner, 
compromising with the government even though their 
demands were not met with.· See New Statesman (London ) 1 
14 August 1981, p.lO. 

32 International Herald Tribune (Hong Kong>, 2 ~ril 1981, 
p.·I•· 
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incident, the strikes and the ~larsaw Pact manoeuvre and set forth 

the new administration's approach to the US relations with 

We would like to make clear to all concerned our view 
that any external intervention in Poland, or any measures 
aimed at suppressing the Polish people would necessarily 
cause concern to all those concerned in the peaceful 
development of Poland and ccu ld h<we a grave effect 
on the ~-1hole cause of F..ast-\-lest relations. At the same 
time, we wculd emphasize cur continuing readiness to 
assist Poland in its present economic and ·fimnc ial 
troubles for as long as the Polish people and the 
authorities (to) seek through a peaceful process of 

33 negotiation, the resolution of their current problemo. 

The statement was made after the :President convened a National 

Security Council meeting on 26 March in which the Polish danger 

in light of the extended Soyuz-81 manoeuvres was discussed. Cn 

27 March, the US Senate by a vote of 96-0 approved a resolution 
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statn1g that the US could not be indifferent to the outside inter-

ference. Secretary of Defence Casper \#einberger informed the 

Senate that all the major Jltropean allies of the US agree with 

the Reagan Administration that a Soviet military intervention 

~1ould prompt •cmcerted 1 efforts by Western powers in retaliation. 34 

From l·S Jpril, the First Deputy Prjme Minister of Poland, 

I Miecysls.w Jagielski visited the US as part of h~ trip to the 
I 

western industrtalized countries to negotiate for extending more 

33 Department of State Bulletin (washington, D.~.>, vol.Sl, 
]pril 1981, p.17. 

34 See, Neu York Times, 28 Harch 1981, PoSo 
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fil'l.Elncial help to Poles to meet their economic crisis; In the 

meeting held at the White House with the US Vic~President 

George Bush, Secretary of State, Alexander M. Ha.ig, Jr. 1 Secretary 

of Treasury Donald To Regan and Secretary of Commerce Malcolm 

Baldrige, a broad-range discussion took place on the us-Polish 

relations.· Bush pointed that the US valued its •constructive 

relations• with Poland and desired •to develop those relations 

further on the basis of mutual respect ani reciprocity•. He 

assured the Polish leader that the us would pursue a policy of 

non-intervention in Poland's internal affairs provided •others 

do the same•. 35 

Pbllowing Jagielski's visit, the US government authorized 

the sale of $71 million worth surplus butter and powdered milk 

to Poland at concessional rates. It was further allowed to buy 

these commodities in zlotys.36 However, some of the eminent 

scholars like Richard T.' Davies felt that the Administration 

had made a blunder in not specifying as to how these Zlotys 

were to be spent.37 This would have effectively conditioned Poland 

to make a proper use of the US economic assistanceo' But here 

35 Department· of State Bulletin, volo'S1, May 1981, p.41. 

36 Congressional Quarterly Almanac (';~shington D.c., Congressional 
QU&iteriy Inc., 1981), Ninety-~eventh Congress, First Session, 
19811 Po178o 

37 Richard T. navies, "The United States and Poland, 1980..1982", 
The 1/ashington Q.tarterl:! (Washington, D.c.>, Spring 1982, p.l47. 
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Davies is biased in his argument.· The US Administration did attach 

two conditions that could have had an impressive impact upon the 

political decision-making of the Polish government. They were -

(a) the Soviets should assume a larger share of the Polish economic 

38 burden; and (b) the Poles should reform their •mismanaged • economy. 

As the PoliSh economy was in a state of total co1lapse, the US 

financial assistance was too meagre to set things in order~- 'l11e 

Polish government had to invest this money in the sectors that 

demanded financing ill111ediately rather than going by the conditions 

set by other countries.· nterefore, one may cone lude that at this 

stage, Poland needed economic help from all quarters to bail out its 

economy without any political cotrlitions attached to it.; It was 

in Polish a~ well as in American interests that Poland should first 

overcome its economic mess. 

en 5 Apr:U, President Reagan added a new dimension to the US 

foreign policy response.· In a letter to Soviet Premier Leonoid 

1.· Brezhnev, Reagan warned that not only any Soviet intervention 

in Poland would •totally disrupt the possibility of negotiations 

to limit the anns race but might also lead the US to consider an 

increased sales of arms to China39 and an immediate end to the 

38 See, Net-TS\-leek, 13 April 1981, p.39.' 

39 It should be worth noting in this context that the us had 
already chosen to promote •China card• in the aftermath of 
the Afghanistan crisiS .• 1 President Jimmy carter had embarked 
on this policy of increased trade, diplomatic and strategic 
relations with China. 



40 muropean detente. ~en the US Secretary of Defence, casper 

Weinberger, in the NATO defense ministers• meeting at Brussels 

on 8 April confirmed that the President was serious about these; 
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Characterizing the manoeuvres as "intimidating and coerciv~' tanta• 

mounting to a possible invasion by llosmosis'' (meaning a gradual 

increase in the level of influence of its pel'lll!lnent military 
-Lh 

staff in Poland>, he justified the-... above-mentioned US measures. 

However, Senator Robert C. Byrd (D.~. vr) pointed out the irra-
' 

tionality of Administration's decision to sell arms to China 

simply as a retaliatory measure if the Soviet Union intervened 

militarily in Poland. 41 

Until ~~rch and early April, therefore we find that although 

the NATO allies agreed with the US that the Soviet military 

intervention would demand a strong and unified western response, 

there was no consensus as to what form of action should be taken 

if the Soviet Union chose a move less explicit than the intexv 

to 
vention. In the rnid-~ril, Soviets began~make feints regarding 

direct military intervention.' The American analysis concluded that 

the Soviets refrained from it due to two reasons. Firstly, MOScow 

was uncertain as to how the Polish Anny would sespond and secondly, 

it would have affected the ''Peace movement" in Western !Urope w~ich 

40 New York Times, 6 April 1981, p.10. 

41 Ibid., and also ibid., 12 April 1981, p.l9 and 30 April, 1981. 
~ and ibid., llfJune 1981, p.1. -



Americans believed, nrezhnev had embarked upon draw a wedge 

between the us and its allies. 

By the end of April, the us had already decided tentatively 

the punitive measures against Poland and the USSR in an event 

of intefvention.· Secretary of State, Alex.ao:ier M. Haig, Jr., 

pointed out clearly that the the Administration would inq>ose a.. 
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ban on all US trade with the Soviet Union and reimpose the grain 

embargo.'-42 On 24 April, President Reagan had declared the lifting 

up of the grain embargo to the Soviet Union which had been imposed 

in the aftermath of the Afghanistan crisis in January 1980.43 The 

grain embargo was considered to be an effective punitive measure 

since it constituted tl!e major part of the US•USSR trade. 1elren 

the public opinion reflected in the polls conducted by the New 

York Times and CBS jointly found that 60 per cent of the US public 

wanted the goven1ment to 11evere diplomatic and the economic relations 

with the Soviet Union if its forces entered Poland. 44 

42 New York Times, 26 April 1981, p.lo' Hol-tever the White House 
Wess Secretary larry Speakes emphasized that a total trade 
embargo against the Soviet Union was •one of many options 
President Reagan could choose and not the only one as Haig•s 
statement suggested • New York Time's, 28 April 19810 p.l. 

43 Facts on File Washington D. c.>, vol.41, 1 May 1981, p.290. 
'l'h!s decision to lift the grain embargo, approve on above . 
mentioned grain sales agreement and deferring negotiations 
on a new long-term agreement became controversial within 
the Administration, the Congress and the general public. Split 
on the decision to end the embargo was a'R)Srent in the answers 
given by Department of State to the written quostions posed by 
Congressman Lee Hamilton_. C.on~ressiooa.l Record ('tt.~ashington, ,. . \: 
D.C., Government Printing office," 1981"1, 1'_[n~ey_enth Congress', r,e. 'f
First Session, 18 Hay 1981, pp. "S-239<>-R 2391. 

4-4 New York Times, 28 April 1981, p.l. ----- -- .... 
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By the end of ~ril, the United States along with fourteen 

other creditor governments unconditionally agreed to reschedule 

the Polish official debts standing at $2.'6 billion in 1981. 'Tile 

US share in both the principal and the interest amounted to approxi• 

mately $40 million. 45 ln a major policy statement on 10 .Tune 

1981, Assistant Secretary of State for European Affairs, La'frence 

s. !Bgleburger said regarding this initiative: 

In taking these steps, we have emphasized to the Polish 
authorities that we expect the Polish government and 
people to ria.ke mE>..aningful efforts to revigorate the 

4 Polish economy and to restore Poland's credit worthiness. f 

After Bydgoszcz incident and the ~arsaw Pact manoeuvres, 

Solidarity also decided to act very cautiously pursuing a policy 

of negotiations in place of strikes.' On the initiative of the 

government, it decided abstention from strikes for a period of 

two months during which the joint Solidarity end government working 

groups were to Work together upon economic, censorship and law 

and order issues.· Eut this short spell of truce was broken just 

after the death of cardinal Wyznsk:l who had been the restraining 

factor and an eff~ctive mediator between the two rival forces 

during the past. 'l'here was a spate of strikes en grounds that 

the government. had failed to take adequate measures against 

45 The Polish debt figures have. been given in Chapter•11, pa_3e1t of the diuetf.ltU, 
See also Davies, n.49, p.l47.· 

46 Department of State Bulletin, vol.S1, July 81, July 81, 
Po34.• • • 10 

.......... .. • • ......... 
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guilty officials in Bydgoszcz incidento The Communist Party members 

also criticised the Solidarity leaders in public. '!"he matters became 

worse with the Sovi~t Politburo dispatching letters warning the 

leadership and the Sol~darity in Polando On 5 June, the Soviet 

leadership in a letter advised Warsaw to .. mobilize all healthy 

forces in the society to resist the class enemy and to combat the 

counter-revolution''. It reiterated its pledge not to •abandon 

a fraternal country in distress •.· 

~~ us considered the letter as a Soviet attempt to influence 

the Polish decision-r.aking and on 9 June, the us deplored this action 

in a strong language, !t said: 

the threatening tone. •• amounts in our view to interference 
in the internal affairs of Poland.' Such interference is 
inconsistent with the requirements of the Final Helsinki 
Act and of accepted international behaviour With regard 
to relations among sovereign states•47 

The.Helsinki Declarations signed in 1975 by thirty•five countries 

including the us~ and the ussa,contained pr~isions regarding 

permanence of the Jihropean borders and adherence to a policy of 

non•interference by the member states.' In this context. Secretary 

of State,HBig also expressed concerns regarding the deteriorating 

situation in Poland due to threats from the Soviet Union148 

47 Department of State Bulletin, vol.Sl, July 19810 Pe28.· 

48 New York Times, 13 June 1981, p.4e' 
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In a startling response to the recent developments, President 

Reagan commented on 17 .rune that communism was •a sad bizarre 

chapter • in human history and that the events in Poland represented 

the beginning of the end of Soviet domination in Eastern &lrope. 

'.this end was substantiated not only by the situation in Poland or 

its rift with China but also the worsening conditions in the Soviet 

Union itself manifested in its economic decline and the rise of 

dissidence; The critics of the Reagan Administration viewed this 

remark and President's decisions to supply arms to China as to 

have •deepened the chill in Soviet-American relations • and may 

have reduced the prospects for deterring Soviet military interven-

49 tion in Poland. J.lthough after ob.1ections from the prominent 
.. 

Senate members and the members of the academic community, both 

the President and Secretary of State had tried to cushion the 

impact of the China arms • sale issue as "normal part11 of the 

''process of improving our relations" but the top level officials 

in the Reagan Administration acknowledged the related Soviet 

sensitivity to a growing US•Chinese relationship in spheres of 

military and intelligence. SO An editorial in 'nle New York Times 

on 23 June criticised Reagan•s rash and·impulsive outburst which 

signified "a powerful failure of imagination -- and a critical 

flaw in his approach to the world"'.' It highlighted that both the 

49 Ibid.· 

SO Ibid. 
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issues were strongly related to the USSR. and an oversight of this 

factor caild never let the Administration "design a safe relation

ship with Moscow•. 51 

'l1le Reagan Administration was, thus_, adopting measures mutually 

contradictory• On the one hand, it showed desire to revert to 

"business as usual'' with the Soviet Union by lifting grains embargo. 

On the other, it was building up tensions by statements on arms 

sales to China and an attack on world communism; Moreover, ending 

the grain embargo could have very well impressed upon the Soviets 

that Poland did not figure prominently in the eyes of the American 

policy makers. The profits from the grain sales were more 

important to the US than a final settlement of the Polish issue.-

1n July, the Administration took another major policy 

decision regarding Poland. It agreed to provide 355 million in 

new credits for the purchase of food grains for poultry.' It even 

attempted to ensure that a part of these would be supplied to 

private farmers but the Polish leaders refUsed to accept this. The 

US continued with the supplies.' 

This American help did little to eDd the protests that were 

taking place in.Poland due to scarcity of food supplies in a 

number of cities and to\m&, especially warsaw, Kutno and Lodz. 

51 Editorial, New York Times, 23 ~une 19861 p.26. 



This had resulted from a sharp decline of the Polish economy.' 

This was confirmed by the government on 19 July in its lXth 

EKtmordins.ry Congress. 52 Dominico :t-Brio lbti, the leading 

economiSt, noted that, 

••• the main causes of the 1981 collapse are the combi
nation of Poland•s extm•ordtnary import dependence 
on the West • from distilled water for car batteries 
to steel ce.ns for food processing - and the loss of 
short term credit facilities (of the order of $2 bil
lion) on which Poland had been re~ying for essential 
imports, following the suspension.-•• of debt repayments 
and the pending negotiations for debt reschec:h 1 ing. 
Other contributory factors have been the continued 
disintegration of central plarmi~ and administra
tion, the paralysis of decision-making at all levels; 
the political stalemate that blockS even obvious 
emergency measures.53 

This was despite the econanic assistance from the \fest and the 

Soviet: Union. 54 

52 Presenting the report, .Ta'l'Uzelski had informed that the 
national income would fall by 15 per cent in 1981 and 
hard-currency debts would rise by $300 million.: The 
supply of goods to the domestic markets had dropped by 
10 per cent resulting· in inflation leading to hoarding 
of goods in markets.- The Central Comlllittee•s Planning 
MiniSter, Zbigniew t-Bdej reported a drop of 30 per cent 
and 18 per cent in country •s cement and cGBl production. 
ln 1981, the Zloty (Polish currency) bad lost its value 
since the exchange value shot up to ten times to not'l!'al 
for a dollar (nonmlly 34 zlotys ma.ke up a dollar). 
AmonB the items on ration were meat, dairy products, sugar 
and flour, prices shot up for cigarettes and other 
con•no<iities. For details on the lXth Eld:raordina.ry 
CongresE;l and the report on Poland •s declining economy, 
see Keesing •s, n.33, pp·.31109-31110. 

53 Dominico Hario tbti, Socialist Register (London>, 1981, 
p.l27. 

54 The Soviet assistance was estimated 15 ~3 billion out of 
which $700 million was in hard currency and S2 billion 
in soft currency CMBA countries. The Soviet Union also 
entered into an agreement with Poland to supply 13 mil lion 

••• 1-
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Probably, one of the most significant of the strikes in 

July-~August was the s trilte by employees of LOT (Polish) airlines 

for four hours over their right to choose their new director. 

It was the first time in l!'astern &rope that an airline bad 

closed d~m crippling a 'key Soviet•bloc tranSportation artery•. 

This was further intensified by the dockers• strike on the 

Baltic coast and printers• strikes in all the major cities.55 

A Pravda artie le on 4 August warned the party of a 

11 deepening of negative and dangerous developments" in Poland. 

The Soviet news agency TASS also accused the Solidarity for 

' 
transferring •discontent from factories to the streets•. The 

' Czech official newspaper Rudo Pravo described the strikes as 

•• • I-

tons of crude oil and 2.9 million tons of other petroleum 
products.· The declin~nc economic situation during 1981 
was also discussed in the US Committee on Foreign 
Relations, roland: Its Renewal and a u.·~. Strategy, A 
Report, October 30, 1981 ("f.lashington, D.C. • Government 
Printing Office, 1981). In its dependence on the 
industrialized tlest, Poland So.tght a further loan of 
.n.2 mil tion in the first week of July for the purchase 
of food and raw materials.· Western governments formally 
agreed to reschedule the Polish de.bts for 1981 including 
the lilropean banks; But the US refused any further 
extension of loans on ground that Poland was not a member 
of the IH,F so that no check or guarantee could be placed . 
over how the money was being used and what were the reforms 

needed or a responsible institution to regulate the 
enforcement of the. required measures, Ne\'tsweek, 13 .July, 
1981, p.2s. 

55 For details on •hunger marches' and transportation strikes, 
see Time, 17 Algust 19,81, pp. 7-8; ibid., 14 September 1981, 
p;>.l4-'l5; Ne\-1swee1~, 20 .ruly 1981, p:n. 
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•poUt ical confrontations 1 engineered by Solidarity to develop 

itself into a political party. XVen Rak0\'1Ski, the Polish deputy 
go' 

premier accused Solidarity of contaminating the national atmos• 

phere by organizing •anti-government and anti-party• actions and 

its leaders, namely, GWiazda, walesa and Kuron engaged in • Uqui• 

dation of the regime ard deepening the economic crisis.56 
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A major turn in the Polish domestic politics that led to the 

inposition of martial law in Poland was the Solidarity Congress 

and the decisions adopted in its sessions. 

THE SOLlnARlTY COl-t;RJiSS (5•10 SEE?T.Bl·ffii1R AND 27 .SllrTEMBER • 

7 OCTOB!R, 1981>. 

In the first among two of its sessions, the major dilemma of 

the Solidarity leaders was whether to behave as a typical trade 

union or attempt as Polish citizens and set ~1t to set things right 

in their nation. Solidarity had changed in its form - from a mere 

trade union it had evolved into a politically motivated citizens• 

movement. Even the tactics had changed from the factory sit-ins 

to street demonstrations. 

Besides s~ting its chief objectives, they raised the tssu~ 

of granting the right to vote, 11 ••• the voters shou 1d have the right 

56 Keesing•s, n.33, pp.31213•14. 



~ 
to freely.choose whom they want for their representatives. From 

the outset of the session, the members had begun to raise voices 

for being given seats in the Sejm (the Polish Parliament>. 57 
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But what made the first session of the Congress highly contro-

versial was the message that was proposed in the midst of the 

plenary debate and addressed to workers all over Eastern 1hrope 

and the Soviet Unione' It said: "ile support toose among you who 

have decided to follow the difficult struggle for a free trade 

union movement. tie have firm hope that our representatives will 

be able to meet each other•. 58 

'I'he Polish Foreign Hinistry deplorPd thiS statement as 

•a blow against Poland•s national interests• and accused Solidarity 

of neglecting •the balance of forces and the system of alliances '• 

' 
The statement was also said to be a "demonstrative interference 

·in the internal affairs of the other socialist states"•' TASS 

blamed the radicals in the Solidarity who had turned the organisation 

into an •anti-socialist and anti-Soviet bacehanalia". 59 !!\ren the 

SBst EUropean news agencies condemned this "provocative deMonstration 

57 For details, see New Statesmen (London>, 11 September 1981, 
p.a; Nation (NewYOrk), 17 tEEober 1981, pp.368•69; Time,. 
28 ·september 1931, pp.3·9• -

58 .Andrews, n.2, p.187. 

59 · Ibid. -



of counter-revolution• and Lack of responsibility on part of 

extremist forces''-. 60 In its harshest note of uaming• the Soviet 
,..... 
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Union declared to the Polish leaders that an "unbri4!Jed" campaign 

of "rabid propagaooa11 had been allowed by them to "dangerous limits" 

with impunity and that "radical steps" should be taken to curb 

thiS anti-Soviet propaganda. 61 

The Solidarity's statement was indeed provocative and provided 

the Soviet Union and the East EUropean regimes with an additional 

argument to support their criticism. Even the "-kstern governments 

took a critical stand towards this since this implied a tadical 

revolutionary change in ll'astern \lllrope which the \lest never desired.' 

It also wanted to e~tibit that it was, in no way, promoting the 

Solidarity.'' However, the western reaction outlined the depth of 

the western commitment to Yalta regarding Eastern Europe. 

As immediate consequences of the first session, two charac• 

teristic developments took place in Poland and the l4arsaw Pact. 

The first was the replacement of Stanislaw '!Qlnia. as the First 

Secretary with Deputy premier General Wojciech Jaruzelski on 18 

September 1981 after the Poljsh P.olit~ro declared its commitment 

to "defend socialism as the individual of Poland is defended and 

for that defense the state will use whatever measures the situation 

60 Ibid. 

61 Time, 28 September 1981, p.8. -



will require11 • 
62 Solidarity now refused to be intimidated.· The 

government also gave up negotiations as a tool for bringing about 

peace as it felt that Solidarity had abandoned the concept of 

partnership and co-operation With the govemment which, it 

proclaimed was •buried solemnly at the Gdansk Congress where they 

.63 spoke of us as enemies··. 

'nle second feature was the beginning again of the Soviet 

force manoeuvres. Named •?Apad-81' (1lest•81) they included a 

total of 100,000 troops, hlndreds of tanks, planes and fleet 

of 80 warships, including two carriers • reportedly the biggest 

landing ships in the Soviet navy. The us analysts confirmed 

that the readiness of the troops was so high that it would not 
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be difficult for them to overcome the Polish army.' ~ was obvious, it 

was another Soviet move to put pressure upon Poland to set things 

at home in order.-· Besides, the ~oviet leadership sent a letter 

to the Polish f>olitburo threatening it to cut off the supply of 

raw materials to Poland.-

lbring the second part of the Congress (26 S~tember-s Ck:tober) . 
seveml events took place that were en~gh to upset the Pol ish 

government.• B:lward Lipinski, the head of the dissident organisation 

KSS/KOR. announeed the dissolution of their organisation on the · 

62 Andrews, n.2, p.l99. 

63 Time, 12 Ck:tober 1981, p.a.' -



groun1 that Solidarity was carrying on the struggle that they 

had begun.' Walesa was re-elected as the Chairman of the 

:Solidarity National Co-ordinating Comnittee with 55.2 per cent 

votes cast in his favour. 'the introduction of the programme of 

the Solirlarity, included several passages that revealed that the 

movement was all set to assume the political dimensions which 

included restoring •juStice, democracy, truth, legality, human 

dignity, freedom of conviction and the repair of the RepUblic~64 

In addition, in the second session, Solidarity also ques-

tioned Poland's alliance with the USSR and its membership of the 

Communist bloc. 65 It demanded that public be handed over the 

control on all major •anti-crisis • decisions.·' To gain public 

faith in such decisions, prestigious people from all walks of 

life should be appointed rather than the party •nomenklatura•.-
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64 Andre,.,s, n.2, p.209; for further such controversial arguments 
presented by the Solidarity members see .Adrian Karalycky, 
''Solidarity takes another long step11 , New Republic (washington, 
n.c.>, vol.185, 30 September 1981, p.lt. Zbign!ew Bujak 
one of the leaders of the Solidarity asserted that the 
Solidarity would no longer agree to any clause such as the 
one accepting the leading role of.the Communist Party. See 
also, The Nation (New Yo~t), vol~~33, 5 September 1981, 
p.l74.' Bujak 1ri his interview portrayed the total 
dissatisfaction of the workers with the PUWP which 
controlled every area of· life in the country but was 
itself not subject to any form of control. 

65 Time, n.176, p.s. -



All these decisions were made despite Solidarity•s awareness of 

the ongoing .zapad•81 manoeuvres of the Soviet Union: lt went 

to the extent of taunting that the Polish working class, in the 

form of Solidarity, wanted to realize the socialist slogan of 

''workers of the \-K>rld, Unitezn in its truest sense. 66 

From now onwards, a direct and open confrontation came to 

exist between Solidarity and the regime. As the former held its 

second session in defiance of the government warnings against it, 

militia troops began to take charge of Warsaw and other cities 

to stop •hooliganism• and the •anti-Soviet• excesses. 
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On 13 October, workers at forty plants in the Centml Polish 

district of Piotrkow Trybunalski went on strike•~ 'ttlis time govern• 

ment acted tough and allowed the police to teargas the crowds in 

roatowice and Wroclaw. 67 In addition, it imposed a ban on holding 

assembly in public places• This was banned for the first time since 

the beginning of the Solidarity movement.' From 20 October onwards, 

military troops took over the administration of the 2,000 villages 

and towns as Solidarity declared its intentions to call an hour• 

long token strike on 23 O:tober. The authorities claimed that the 

troops bad been installed to ensure an easy supply of food and 

. 68 
transportation facility during the strike. However, Solidarity 

66 Andrews, n.2, p.304. 

67 See us News and \forld Reports (Washington n.c. ), 2 Nov 1981, p.34. 

68 NeW Statesman (London), 25 December 1981, p.3. 
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called off the strike.· But on 28 October, the workers once again 

staged strikes against the warning that authorities might be fOrced 

to outlaw strikes and take other •far reaching decisions•. ~en 

Walesa appealed to the strikers not to repeat the strikes since 

they were immobilizing the plants, the transportation facilities 

and all other channels vital for the promotion of national 

interests. 69 

The \~est '"atched the Pol ish events with apprehension. The 

Solidarity Congress·, replacement of Kania with Jaruzelski and the 

Soviet military manoeuvres spelled a risk of intervention by the 

Soviet Union.· But the leading US Kremlinologists contended that 

howsoever much the Soviet Union might detest the Solidarity, 

military intervention was still a remote possibility because the 

first top-level • face-too! face• talks between the Soviet Foreign 

Nin.:ister .Andrei Gromyko and the US Secretary of State, Alexander 

M.' Baig1 Jr.', were scheduled to begin in the end of September at 

New York, the first ever talk since Reagan took the charge. More

over, they asserted that any such Soviet action would have anta• 

gonised the Furopean public opinion which at that time protesting 

against the deployment of the CruiSe and Pershing-11 missiles and 

in favQJr of tQ.e Soviet thion.' 'Ihe Soviets seemed to be more in 

favour of a Polis,h solution 

Moscow. 70 

to the problem rather than from 

69 IDSA News Review (New Delhi), November 1931, p.694. 

70 New York Times, 19 ·September 19811 P• s. 
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Towards the end of October, the US Administration once again 

made food aid available to Poland.' '11le first stock of this 

included 2,565 tons of dry milk, 684 tons of frozen tut1<eys and 

113 tons of baby food on humanitarian considerations; In addition, 

Poland•s debts were also rescheduled; 7he ~estern creditor nations 

rescheduled around 95 per cent of the principal which required 

Poland to cane up with just $850 million. The aid factor presented 

a baffling situation for the United States. It received mixed 

signals - those imploring the us to extend the aid and those 

insisting not to offer any further helpe In ·November, WS.lesa him-

self sent '-1ord that the lbited States should not do anything until 

mid-Winter. 

Heanwhile in the United States, the Senate Foreign Affairs 

Committee presented its report on the US relations \-lith Poland in 

the past and the interests that should guide the US in the present 

crisis. It emphasized upon a "differentiated" approach (which 

has been adopted since the sixties) but clearly laid down that 

Poland would figure in ''political, trade, and lnlrnan contactu relation-

ship with the US depending upon the latter's relationship with the 

Soviet Union; However, in view of the ever present Soviet threat 

and pressures on' the country since September 1981, it was difficult 

for nthe \Jestern governments to concentrate on the hard work of 

developing a policy strategy for the future••. 71 

71 See us Committee on Foreign Relations Reports, n.67, 
PP• 7·10. 
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1n the field of finance, the report observed that the us and 

the other allied nations would carefully weigh any further economic 

aid to Poland on account of its budgetary pressures. The hlminis• 

tration felt that the Soviet Union was not helping Poland to a 

degree "consumate with their fumamental security stake in Poland•s 

stability" although it was "too sensitive a part of the Kremlin's 

security network and the Soviets are too suspicious that the West•s 

real objective is to cut Poland altogether out of the Socialist 

community". 

But if we analyse the Polish situation, the grounds on which the 

Committee advised the Administration to withhold further aid to 

Poland were not too weighty. A strong lobby within the State 

Department was of the view that the carm,ercial banks as well as 

the government should not further involve themselves financially 

in Poland since there were no hopes of repayment in future~'72 

It was entirely hypocritical to have asserted that the us cauld 

not help Poland to a greater degree due to its budgetary constraints. 

The other argument that the Soviet Union would not tolerate any 

interference and therefore the US should not provoke the former 

also is untenable. Contrary to its declarations, the US was 

adopting an entirely different approach.· lt was neither the fear 

of provocation to the Soviets nor that "it isn•t our business to 

72 Asserted in Abraham Brumberg, "Solidarity's Dilemna11 , 

The New Republic {\lashingtoo, D.e. >, 25 November 1931, 
p'.~t. 



help a camnunist government" sort of an approach. since the very 

government had decided to help the Soviets by removing the 

grain sales embargo. lihat really mattered was that Poland was 

not at all significant in the US foreign policy.' The us was too 

committed to the Yalta declaration (that pushed P6land into the 
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Soviet sphere of influence) rather than to help ''a people who he.ve 

already shown that they will not tolerate any more repression and 

were fighting for greater democracy'1 •. 73 

The appointment of General Jaruzelski was looked upon in the 

US as a sign that the hardliners had ultimately won over the 

moderates and that the Party and the Union were in for a headlong 

collision. 

Meanwhile, the domestic: situation was deteriorating in Poland. 

On 4 November, the Church in its attempt to act as mediator • brought 

the leaders of the PU\.tP and the Solidarity together to discuss and 

arrive at a possible solution of the crisis.' In a resolution 

passed on 5 November Solidarity called for the suspension of all 

strike activities until January.' But the local chapters ignored 

the resolution.' In November and early December, the unrest spread 

to Poland's universities, coal miners. the cadets from the fire

""4 fighting academy· and the transport.' 

74 Fbr further details, see IDSA News Review, November 1931• 
pp;£.94·95; ibid., December 19"81, PP• 76§-70; us News and 
World Repor~2 December 1981, pp.38•39. 



The final spurning of any moderate approach came on 

11 J)eeember when in a 2•day meeting, the National £o-ordinating 

Commission of Solidarity, including its leader \lalesa expressed 

impatience with the regime.'' Under the circumstances, there 

appeared to be no other alternative save a confrcotation.1 It 

decided upon further strike if the Sejm (the Polish Parliament) 

passed a bill giving the go.~ernment the right to ba.n strikes 

and other emergency powers, called upon the police to form their 

own unions and demanded elections to all representative institu-

tiona before 31 May 1982. The next day it declared 17 December 

to be the day for the commencement of strike. 75 It was decided 

that if the goyernment did not accept these demands by the end 

of December 1981, Solidarity would hold a national refereudum 

on 15 February 1982 on the following four issues: 

1) Are you in favour of a vote of confidenCe in 
Genera 1 Jaruzelski? 

2) Are you in favour of establishing a provincial 
government and holding free elections? 

3) Are you in favour of providing military guaran
tees to the Soviet Union? 

4) Can the PUWP be the instrument of such guaran
tees in the name of Polish' Society? 
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Apart fran th~se, it also called for democratic B:Jld 'free• elections· 

for the Sejm (the Polish national Parliament) by mid-1982. 76 

75 Andrews, n.2, pp.252-55. 

76 Ibid. -
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By 12 December 1981, the Solidarity bad thus totally abandoned 

its moderate approach: It was fed up with compromising With the 

government.' In their eyes, the entire political set-up bad collapsed 

and presented them with an opportunity to seize the power to channe-

lize it in the interests of the people; 

Military Clampdown in Poland 

In the night of 12-13 December, General Jaruzelski, declared 

martial law in Poland that was approved by the Council of State;' 

4\ Military Council of National Salvation consisting of 21 military 

officers was established to direct and implement the martial law 

measurese'1 Under martial law,all major Solidarity leaders, former 

KSS/KOR ac~ivists, regional and local leaders, student leaders, 

the Ruml 'Solidarity leaders and the intellectual activists -

almost 6000 in strength were arrested.' ~rrned as •Operation 

Whitewash•, the martial law measures included cutting of Poland •s 

contact with the other countries, curtailment of the freedom of 

movement, association and publication·.' All the organisations 

including the free trade unions were suspended and radio,television, 

industries ,and Solidarity offices were t'aken over by the military. ·77 

In his address to the nation on 13 December, raruzelski juStifi~ 

the martial law on grounds that the workers unrest was leading 

77 New York Times Magazine (New York), 22 August 1982, p.32; 
!r'ee Al>ra"him Brumberg, "Poland: Operation Whitewash", 
The New Republic, 4 January 1981, pp.9-12; also Andreus, n.2, 
p.2ss. -
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to chaos, poverty and setbaeks to its national security interests. 

By opting for referendum, and el~tions to the Sejm, Solidarity 

had begun a struggle towards a ·~omplete partition of the Socislist 

Polish State•• from the bloc which obviously could not have been 

acceptable either to the Polish governnent or the Soviet Union. 78 

US SANCTIONS 

Following Soviet Marshals Suslov and Kulikov•s visit to 

Warsaw, the introduction of a bill to grant the right to call an 

emergency, the recurring Soviet threats and manoeuvres and the 

gradually increasing influence of the military in the Polish 

public affairs, the US had some inkling that .raruzolski would 

take a radical step but the sudden imposition of martial law 

came as a surprise. 

At the time of the clampdown, Haig was in Brussels at a 
n 

NATO meeting, Allen on "administrative leave'•, tle\berger and 

David .Tones out of Washington, Edward Meese on a trip and 

President Reagan himself was at camp David; This left Vice• 

.~ )) 

President Bush, James Baker, Mike Deave1: and James Bud Nance 

as the senior advisers present to te.lte decisions.-

In view of the crisis, the Secretary of State, Alexander M. 

He.ig, Jr;·, who was scheduled to leave for a 7-day trip to Turkey, 

78 Ibid. -
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Israel, Pakistan, India, Egypt and Morocco, cancelled his trip and 

got back to States. On 15 December the Reagan administration sus-

pended economic assistance to Poland inclusive of $100 million 

worth of food and feed grains which Reagan had declared on 11 

December in response to the military crackdown.1! Haig, however, 

hinted that the government would continue with the shipment of 

$15 million in food and humanitarian aid already on route to Poland 

through the non-official agencies like CARE, Red Cross Relief 

'Services and other private charities. He also asserted that the 

US would use whatever diplomatic and economic influence it cru ld 

muster to prevent the Polish crackdown from becoming permanent. 

The decision was applauded by sane members of the Congress 

including the Chairman of the Senate Fbreign Relations Committee 

Charles H. Percy (R. 111.·) under whom the study was conducted on 

Poland in October 19f11.' Senator Percy said that "US cannot tum 

its back on people who are hungry in the dead of the winter"•' He 

even said that the Pol ish government had ''over-reacted'' and 

called military rule an "excessive step". 79 

Howsoever undesirable the imposition of martial law was, it 

' was indeed a Polish solution.; It therefore no longer contributed 

toward an American-Soviet confrontation. The US decided not to 

alter the schedule of the Geneva talks with the SOviet Union on 

79 NeW York Tim~, 15 December 1981, p.l. 
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the iSsue of theatre nuclear weapons• The Uhite House Communication 

Director David Bergen said ''we are trying not to speculate on what •s 

. 80 
going to happen but to be very cautious about our statements". 

Ha.ig and tleinberger returned promptly to llashington. Vice

President George Bush and Haig met in the White House to assess the 

developments in Poland and consult other western allies.' ~lith them 

were Secretary of Defense Casper \-Ieinberger, Deputy Secretary of 

State William P. Clarke, the ~-~bite House Chief of Staff James A. Baker 

III, Deputy Chief of Staff Michael Ko Deaver and the acting National 

Security Adviser ,Admiral James w. Nance. Secretary of State argued 

that the initial UoS. response should be relatively low key until 

what was actually happening in Poland became clear and until the 

!.lllropeans could be goaded into following the US policy line. 

t-leinberger, supported by Bush and casey supported a vigorous denuncia-

tion of the Soviet Union, accompanied by as much concrete action as 

could be possible.' The resultant us measures in the form of 

economic sanctions, formally imposed on 23 December, were a mixture 

of both the streams of thought. 81 Soli<iarity movement was being 

suppressed with full knowledge of the Soviet Union. 82 He expressed 

American determination not to accept the new. status quo in Poland, 

althQlgh it might, want to avoid the •extreme•. 

80 Ibid. 

81 Ibid. -
82 New York Times, 18 December 1981, p.l. 



The State Department seriously took up the question of 

sanctions or available options to curb the Polish and the Soviet 

governments. The use of military force to counter any drastic 

action by the Polish authorities had already been rejected by 
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the Western allies and the us itself appeared to rely increasingly 

on diplomatic and economic meanso33 

ln a statement, on 17 December the former President Jimmy 

Carter accused the RP~gan Administration of a uone•sided attitude 

of belligerence toward the Soviet Union11 and voiced deep concern 

over what he called ''radical changes" in the kterican foreign 

policy~' President carter had vigorously championed the human 

rights policy l-lhich was being viol.s.ted in Foland. He felt that 

the Reagan Administration was undermining the pattern of relation-

ship he bad established with the Soviet Uniono' In a speech to the 

Council on Foreign Relations at the Metropolitan JvUseum of Art 

at Washington n.c., on 18 December, he accused Reagan of dev.hting 

from treaties to restrain the strategic weapons by undermining 

the Camp David Accords in the Middle East and threatening the 

Soviet Union with supply of a~ms to China.o· He felt that the 

Soviet Unio~ was definitely involved in the Polish military 

decision to restrain the Solid~rity Hovement of which the US 

should take a •very firrn stance• by warning the Polish leaders 

of no economic support in future if the freedom won by Solidarity 

83 Ibid. -



were not restored. lf the Soviet Union became more involved, us 

should impose a grain embargo of a permanent nature so as to show 

the other power of the determined stand that US has in issues of 

84 such nature. 

,Meanwhile on 19 December 1981, ?resident Reagan met the 

Apt.ClO President Lane ~irkland and the major Polish American 
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leaders • cardinal Korl, Archb!shop of Philadelphia, .roseph Drobot 

of Chicago, ?resident of the Roman catholic Union, Aloysius 

Maz~~ski, ?resident of the Polish American congress and Helen 

Zielinsk{, President of Polish \o70men•s alliance from Chicago. 

Korl emphasized in his talks with the President that whatever be 

done, the uS must not give the people of Poland, 1~1~ are the 

victims in this situation, the impression that they are being 

aban::ioned and that the only people interested in helping them are 

those of the Comnunist World''• 85 

US action team \.rithin the State !lepartment on Polish crisis 
lA. 

was set up on 19 December 1981• It was named Special Situations 
11 

Group instead of the Crisis Hanagement 'l'eam,since the latter 

name would have created expectations that since Poland was a 

crisis, the Administration would respond in a vigorous dramatic 

manner. 86 The team was headed by John De' 3canclou, the Deputy 

84 New York Times, 13 Decei!lber 1981, p.7.· 

85 ~·• 22 December 1981, p.L. 

86 Laurence I. Barrett, Gambling \lith History (Garden City, 
New York, Double Day, l983J, p.296. 
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Assistant Secretary of State for ~ropean Affairs.' lt consisted 

of about a dozen of experts on Poland.' The purpose of the team 

was ''to stay on top of avery break in the situation'"; 

ln a major policy move on 22 Dec~nber, the President conferred 

with the National iecurity Council on the issue of imposing sanctions 

against Poland and the USSR if the martial law was not lifted soon. 

Assistant Secretary of State Lawrence s. !agleburger flew to a 

number of rlest BUropean capitals and ambassadors of Japan, 

~Australia and Ne\Y' Zealand were invited to the State Department.' 

ThiS was to arrive at a consensus on humanitarian food and supply 

under the non-governmental agencies but to cut back sharply on the 

trade and financial concessions to 1~rsaw and the USSR if there 

were no hints of lifting up the martial law and the release of 

Lech Ualesa.87 

US lllJ>OSition of Financial and Trade 'Sanctions Against Poland 

and the Soviet Union 

1n the Christmas address to the nat ion from the White House 

on 23 December 1981, to Poland President Ronald Reagan 

said, 

87 Ibid., 22 December 1986, p.l. -



They (Poles) have been betrayed by their otm govern• 
ment. The men who rule them, and their totalitarian 
allies fear the very freedom that the Polish people 
cherisl\. They have answered the striggings of Uberty 
with brute force ••• 88 

The President charged the Soviet involvement in the imposition of 

martial law in Poland• ~cording to him this was substantiated 

by Soviet t1arshal Viktor Kbtikov•s and other senior Red Army 

officers' presence in the country while the upheavals were 

going on." He declared that since a big majority of Poland's 

entire population was a part of Solidarity and fighting for 

values like freedom and human respect, the US cannot and will not 

conduct "business as usual" with the perpetrators and those who 

a~d tharr•. 89 The President announced the following measures 

against the Polish government -

88 

89 

We have halted the renewal of the Jibcport• ,.. 
Import Bank's line of export credit ins~nce 
to the Polish government. 

• \le will suspend Polish civil aviation 
privileges in the United States.~ 

\le are suspending the right of Poland •s 
fishing fleet to operate in American 
waters; 

And we are proposing to our allies the 
fUrther restriction of high technology 
exports to Poland.90 

Jebartment of 3tate Bulletin (!lashington, D. c.>, vo1.81, 
bruary 1982, p.2. 

Ibid; -
90 Department of State Bulletin (\lashington ), vol.'31, February 

!932, p.'3. 
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These measures, the President insisted, were not ·-directed against 

the Polish people". '-They are a warning to the government of 

Poland that free men cannot and will not stand idly by in the 

face of brutal repression''. 91 
l 

Meanwhile Reagan eonveyed his indignation privately to 

·Brezhnev in a personal communication.' He insisted that the USSR 

should withdraw its pressure upon the Polish government or risk 

serious damages to the Soviet-American relationship. 1n his 

reply the Soviet Premier bluntly stated that the US should 

abstain from fermenting trouble in the socialist countries. 

Poland was dealing with its problems in its own way and had 

USSR•s blessings for it. Thus, on 29 December 1981, the 

President declared in a statement that "the Soviet Union bears 

a heavy and direct responsibility for the repression in Polan~' 

and that even despite the warnings by the US uthe repression in 

Poland continues, and President Brezhnev has responded in a 

manner which makes it clear the 'Soviet Union does not understand 

the seriousness of our concern and its obligations under both 

the Helsinld Final Act and the UN Chartert•.· He declared the 

following punitive measures against the Soviet Union: 

91 Ibid. 



All Aeroflot sP-rvice to the United States will 
be suspended. 

'11le Soviet Purchasing Q)mmtsston ts being 
closed. 

The issuance of ren~4'al of licenses for the 
export to the USSR of electron!~ equipment, 
computers, and other high•technology materials 
is being suspended. 

Negotiations on a new long-term grains agreement 
are be~1g postponed. 

Negotiations on a new US-Soviet maritime agree
ment are being suspended, and a new regime 
of post-access controls will be put into 
effect for all Soviet ships when the current 
agreement expires on December 31. 

Licenses will be required for export to the 
Soviet Union for an expanded list of oil and gas 
equipment• Issuances of such licenses Willll be 
suspended. This includes pipelayers. 

The US-Soviet exchange agreements coming up for 
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the renewal in near future, including the 
agreements on energy and science and 1 technology1 
will not be renewed~1 There will be a complete 

92 review of all other US•Soviet exchange agreements. 

While the US decided to take these steps against the Soviet 

Union, the President desired a continuation of •constructive and 

mutually beneficial relationship with the Soviet Union•. However 

these were to be dependent on Soviet actions and the events in 

93 Poland in the days to come. 

92 Department of State Bulletin HlashingtQ11 D.c.), vol.81, 
ffiebruary 1932, p.8. 

93 lbid. 
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These econanic sanctions were geuernlly supported in the 

Un1ted St:ates. However, the ,American Fecterat1ou. for labout· a&iO 

Congress of Industrial Organizations (AFL-ClO) pressed for 

even more far-reaching measures. The eminent~ Sovietologist, 
= 

and former US ambassador to Soviet Union George F. Kennan also 

criticised the •hasty• decision of the Administration suggesting 

that it should have \olaited "until more of the returns are in". 

He said that the us had opened too early all its cards.· He also 

called the sanctions marked by ••extreme vagueness about what 

the Soviet regime was expected to do to bring about their 

(sanctions) removal; 1
' and were negative "in so far as they have 

-' 

heightened the tensions and ill-feelings between the two govern-

menta, which seems to be ve~; unfortunate at this highly delicate, 

dangerous time''• 95 In a couple of articles in the New York Times, 

Henry Kissinger also criticised t'the emptiness of the western 

reaction to Poland''• He viewed with alarm, the internal division 

between what he termed ••a new isolationalisw~ (followed by the US) 

and "traditional At lanticisrnl'. He warned that the Administration 

must "master these issues and design a coherent policy''. 96 

even Aleksander Surlov,representative of the Polish dissident organi· 

sation KSS/KOI\ in the ~1est,accused that the US policy lacked 

decisiveness. He suggested, 

94 New York Times, 4 January 1982, p.4. 

95 George F. Kennan, ''The Polish CI'isis•ll: .As Kremlin Sees it", 
New York Times, 6 January, 1982, p.l9. 

96 See New York Times, 17 January 1932, IV, p.23. 



The West must also demonstrate ·its determination -
unfortunately lacking so far - to provide massive 
economic aid to Poland. But this aid should be 
subject to clear conditions: no aid, even 
no rescheduling of debts, unless all the people 97 detained are released and martial law is lifted. 

Even Kennan suggested a ''mini•t-iarshall Plan" to be enacted for 

Poland by the us and other countries to overcome the economic 

disaster it was facing; 

I>IFFERENC!S WITH THE .ALLlliS ON SAI'CTIONS 
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On the issues of sanctions, there appeared a rift between 

the US and its European allies of the NATO alliance.' 'l1le tlest 

lllropean countries agreed that the Soviets supported the Polish 

elite in their decision and were 1to a great extent,directly 

responsible for it.' However, they did not see much purpose in 

reprisals against Poland if it had been victimized by the Soviets 

or in actions against the Soviet Union if the United States 

planned to continue with the grain sales to t-roscow in future·.~ 

They were ready to take only limited steps against the Poles and 

preferred to keep other measures in reserve as a way of deterring 

the Soviet military intervention in Poland.98 

Detente had given a new dimension to the intra-EUropean 

relationship.' l'he !.li.tropeans found increased trade prospects, e.nd 

97 New York Times, 7 January 1982, p;A27. 

98 Yashington Post, 17 December 1981, p.l and 21; also Leonard 
DOwnie, Jr •• •s' article, ~shington Post, 25 December 1981, 
p.J\30; New York Times, 31' 'UeC'eiu"6ef""l9B'I, p.l. · 
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renewed contacts with their neighbours of Jrast Central &rope as 

beneficial in every t>~ay; lt relieved them af._.: psychological 

pressures that the Soviet militAry power and diplomacy had had 

since 1945.' It also removed _,to a great extent ,the fear of the 

recurrence of another war in !hrope.~ 'l'herefore..lleven at the 

time when martial law was declared in Poland, Haig could not 

·develop a consensus among the western allies to take a rigid stance 

against the Soviet Union and Poland. 99 The ~est EUropeans mainly 

opposed the American idea of sanctions against the USSR.. 

The major difference centred around the US decision to stop 

the export of technical equipment used for oil and gas production 

and distribution including the issuing of the export licences to the 

American pipelaying firms. This was a direct blow to the Siberian 

Gas Pipeline Project which was a joint venture between the Soviet 

Union and '/estern lbropei' 'the oil shortage of '19 73 and a steep 

increase in the costs of oil by the OPEC countries, had made the 

industrialised West .&.tropean countries to realize that they 

should overcome their dependenc~ for petroleum requirements _upon 

the Gulf countries. They ~d vast reserves in the North Sea, the 

Baltic Sea and the Siber18.n region of the Soviet thion which lay 

untapped due to ~he limitations imposed by geo-political and 

economic realities of the region. 1 e.g., the oil potential :ln the 

North Sea regions was largely controlled by Norway who could not 

99 Alexander H. 11aig, caveat (London, Weiclenfield and Nicolson, 
1984).-
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undertake an expensive venture. In Siberia, extensive oil and gas 

potential exiSted and the Soviet Union was prepared to let the EUro-

peans make use of 1.37 trillion cubic feet of gas per year for a 

100 period of 25 years, under certain conditions. But it was agreed 

that the EUropeans would meet the expenditure of constructing the 

pipeline. which was estimated at $15 billion.· The pipeline was 

to be 3,300 miles long stretching from the Siberian corner of the 

:Soviet Union along the Arctic Circle to the Uestern frontiers of 

czec:hos lovakia with supplementary lines· to the individual states. 

This project was estimated to satisfy 5 per cent of the total 

Heat European oil and 20 per cent to 30 per cent of its gas 

requirements.· 

The Reagan AdminiStration considered the project as a .. Soviet 

Trojan horse offered to an unsuspecting tlestern &.tropeu, 101 and 

believed that the West lltropeans were in danger of becoming dependent 

upon Soviet gas and the Soviet orders for industrial equipment• 

Therefore, as Haig, Jr. wrote in his memoirs, in the National 

Security Council and the cabinet meetings, the leaders discussed 

other available alternative sources of energy supplies to western 

Jlllrope.1 But they could not arrive at any conclusion." 'lhe only 

available assist.ance that the us cruld have exterded towards 

100 Ibid.-, p.252. For further details, see Keesing •s, vol.28, 
30 April,l,~, pp.31458-31459. 

101 US Congress .roint Fconomic COmmittee, Rast West Commercial 
Policy: A Congressional Dialogue with "flle"R'eagan Adm!nis'tratfon 
T6" Wbruar:f 11JJ2 (t1a"slifn·g'f"'o"ri1J.e;; 't.overnm'en"f' 'Printing Office, 19<l2 >, 
Introduction, p.x. 



Vestem Furope, as Haig suggests, lay in vast American coal 

reserves but it to~ould have required a very high degree of port 
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modernization facility.' It was an expensive suggestion and bad 

no chance of being approved by the Senate or even the White House 

which was so adam~t on cutting down the federal budget that it 

even reduced the defence expenditure by $30 billion. 102 

By suspension of licenses, the us was banning the equipment 

already under contract by the American and other pipelaying firms 

in the States. On the insistence of Haig, Donald Regen, Baldridge 

and Brock, the President decided to give time to this measure and 

sent the Under Secretary of State James L. Buckley to Europe to 

discuss such an action with the allied governments. But Haig 

failed to convince the President. In his memoirs, caveat, Baig 

very explicitly writes about the shattering effects of the 

American decision on the unity of the alliance.~ 'l'here was a high 

current of discontent running in W~stern Europe regarding President'S 

decision on the pipeline and the Polish debts question; President 

Reagan had failed to tackle both the issues in a satisfactory 

manner, as Prime Hinister Mrs. ¥.arge.ret Thatcher pointed out: 

••• e.ny such action (i.e. putting Polam in default) 
would likely put other East European countries in 
default.with consequences for the Germans and the 
rest of the 'Jestern banking system that could not 

102 Haig, n.112, p.248. 

•• • I-



be calculated. The cost of breaking the trust 
on which western banking was based would be 
far greate% to the west than to the Soviet Union. 
'!'he US must understand that the continental 
europeans profoundly believed that they mooted 
the pipeline and would desert the US on this 
issue rather than abandon it ••• lt affronted the 
Jltropeans to be asked to make enormous sacrifices 
while the United States made none.l03 
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By the •sacrifices• the muropeans interpreted several other 

losses they would have to bear more than the United States.' 

ntese included: 

- the sus pens ion of Aeroflot flights to the USA 
would have not meant any loss for the US since 
no US airlines flew :Into t-he USSR and the Soviets 
could not retaliate against the us in any way. 

_the tota 1 industrial turnovers from US to the 
Soviet Union were also meagre amounting to a 
mere $300 million. This was even less than the 
total contract value held only in part by a 
British firm, John Brown Ltd., which came to 
around $400 millions; Similar situations applied 
to other firms from France, Germany, Belgium etc. 

_the major area where the US could have been hit 
was kept away from the peripheries of the 
sanctions • i.E., the grain sales embargo.; The 
us did not mention suspension of the wheat ship• 
ments to the Soviet Union.lOI• 

Apart from the Natural Gas Pipeline issue, another bone 

of contention betwr:>en the US and the \Test was the US grain 

sales embargo. ·The US wanted ~apanese and West Buropean allies· 

103 ~·• see pp.254·2S6, also New York Times, 3 January 19811 
IV, p.2; and Leonard Silk•s artiCle, 11'iiropean Interests 
in furthering the Trade with Soviet Union as a !actor in 
the &.tropean Division Over Sanctions'", The New York Times, 
5 January 1981, IV, p.2. 

104 William Saffire•s article, "tlestern JUlies :sack Out of 
the Sanctions", The New York Times, 3 January 1981, lV, p.9; 
also Haig, n.ss, pp.2S6. 
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to withhold their co-oreration with the Soviet Union in the 

Siberian c;a.s Pipe line and yet, its own grain sales accounting 

to over 70 per cent of the US exports to the Soviet Union remain 

unaffected by the 1981 sanctions and during February 1982, the 

US producers had sold abcut 1,000,000 tonnes of the us grain 

to th,e Soviet Union. ntis meant that the US_,t-7hile not consider

ing the interests of alliesJwas zealously safeguarding its own. 

Although Baig desperately attempted to convince the allies on 

the question of default and the imposition of grain embargo, 

~t was evident that though, 

••• Britain and other members of the alliance wanted 
desperately to follow an American lead on Poland in 
a policy that would protect the Polish people and 
discomfit the Soviets and the regime in Warsaw. But 
it was too much to ask that they punish their own 
economies and their own interests in support of policies 
that would inflict no noticeable would on Moscow's 
interests. lOS 

Moreover, there was a suspicion among the Western allies 

regarding the US objectives. As ~lter Lac~ suggests, they 

feared that the US wanted to enlarge in the long-run, its trade 

relations with the Soviet bloc since, a self-sufficient ~oviet 

Union was more likely to follow a moderate policy rather than 

the one that held a deep sense of political and economic inseG:u-

rities. This was further proved by the US decision not to totally 

105 Ibid., no.55, p.256. -
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cut off the grain s~pplies to the Soviet Union. 106 But one can 

argue that even a prolonged ban on long•term grains agreements 

could have a definite impact. The Soviets, under deteriorating 

economy could have been canpelled to act the t<~ay Americans 

wanted. However, a full grain embargo would ha.ve been even more 

effective, although it must have cost the US farmers a lot. 

Indeed, the imposition of martial law in Poland brought 

relief to the Hestern bankers since this would lead to an 

improvement in the t<~ork ha.bits leading to a raised production and 

more money to pay back their debts to the \lest.' But in the 

imposition of trade restrictions majority of the public opinion 

in the US was t.,ith the leadership, in deep contrast to the 

lukewarm reactions from the western business circles.· They felt 

that the real national interest of the US lay in assertion of its 

leadership in the \·JOrld, and expressing its disapproval of the 

maltreatment of Solidarity and workers. 107 

In a very logical stream of thought, the US ,Administration 

also decided to delink the issue of limitation of theatr.e nuclear 

weapons to the crisis in Poland. The US felt and knew that if they 

dwelt a lot upon the Polish crisis• linkage to arms control issue, 

106 walter Lacquer, Americ~, EUrope and the Soviet Union, 
Selected Es~ (London, Transaction Books, 1983), p.l21. 

107 See editorial in New York Times, 31 December 1981, p.22 and 
also in The Nation, no.'63. I 

1 
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any possibility of progress in the latter field would be lost.· 

It was argued that the political and the nuclear issues should 

be kept separate because, 

both leaders believe that these lNF talks constitute 
a very special category of 'East-llest relations, and 
as such they must be dealt with outside the context 
of what we would refer to as normal .F.ast-\-lest 
relationships because there are fundamental advanta
ges to the liest as well as the Fast in the continuation 
of a dialogue seeking control of nuclear arma.ments11 .108 

This was right for two reasons.- Firstly discontent l..ras 

already brewing up in the western world regarding the sanctions. 

If the us had linked the lNF talks \'lith the Pol ish question, 

the dissatisfaction of the \lest Furopean allies would have 

increased much more since the question of the theat ___ ~ nuclear 

force negotiations concerned them directly.· ~econdly, the 

decision primarily served American national interests 0 The 

United States, too, had a huge stake in aru1s control.- It was 

probably due to this.> that even though President Reagan had 

enough reasons to call off the talks, he did not do so. Thus~ 

we find that the post-martial law US foreign policy had a clear 

sense of direction since a definite action had been taken for 

which the US had been prepared over a long time. 

~1e Polish issue and the tension caused by it permeated 

the international environment far the whole of 1982~ The 

108 Q.toted by Ale:mnder M. Ha.ig in a ne\.,rs conference on 
6 January l9H2, in Department of State nulletin (\<bshington, 
D.c.>, February 1982, p.l4. 
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11 long, dark shadot-.1'' cast by the crisis was evident throughout 

the talks betueen the us Secretary of State Alexander H. Haig, Jr., 

and the Soviet Foreign Hinister Andrei Gromyko at Geneva on 

26 January. These talks were held despite former Secretary of 

State Henry Kissinger•s disapproval in the New York Times. He 

argued that the u~ should refnln from any high level dialogue 

unti 1 Poland \vas under Soviet oppress ion. The US declared 

109 30 January as the 11 Solidarity with Poland Dayu which was 

marked by demonstrations in various cities in the us and 

abroad. Special programmes like .. Let Poland be Poland" were 

screened in NATO countries and included addresses by President 

Reagan, Prime Minister Mrs. Thatcher, German Chancellor Schmidt, 

French President Hitterrand, Japanese Premier ~uzuki, Canadian 

Prime Minister Hr. Pierre Trudeau and many other prominent political 

personalities. 

Towards the end of January, the Reagan Administration found 

itself once again divided upon the question of declaring a general 

default by Poland since the country had failed in early 1982 to 

repay the arrears of principal aoo interest on the loans owed to the 

uS ·Banks. However, President Reagan declared on 1 February 1982 

that the US government would reimburse ~71,300,000 owed to nine US 

bankS by Poland in order to avoid forcing it into default and thus, 

109 Department of State Bulletin, vol.32, February 1982, p.l7. 
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risking an extraordinary strain upon the international monetary 

system.;UO ntis came after the submission of two reports review• 

ing the financial and economic situation of Poland by the Department 

of State, Department of Treasury and the Senate Appropriations 

Colllllittee on 2 7 Tanuary 1982 and 9 February 1982.'111 This 

declaration of default was overwhelmingly supported by the 

Secretary of De:&.nse 
l;~t. 

Casper ~einberger and the AFL•C10 onAground 

that such a declaration wruld force the \lest Zuropean NATO allies 

to aoopt effective sanctions against Poland and the USSR. 

The us efforts at gaining the allied support for the sanctions 

dominated the rest of the 1982.' Follo\ting the NATO Council meet at 

Brussels U.K. and Japan enforced restrictions against Poland and 

the USSR. But while Uest Germany agreed on imposing sanctions, 

it along with prance refused to accept the us appeals for 

enforcing punitive measures against the Soviet Union. The US used 

all its patience to bring around the allies_, especially France, to 

see its point of view.~ The us Under Secretary of State for 

Security Assistance, James Buckley undertook a tour of West 

Furopean countries in mid•Harcho' 

110 Keesing•s, vol.2a, 30 April 1982, p.31462.· 

111 FOr details on the Polish debt and financial position see these 
- us Senate Fbreign Relations Committee, Poland: Financial and 
F..conomic Situation. 27 January 1982 (~shington, 'ti.c., Govern
ment Printing Office, 1982) and US Sub-Committee on Foreign 
Operations of the Senate Appropriations Committee Report, 
Pol ish Debt, 23 February 1982 (Hashington D. C., Government 
'Priiltfug Oifice, 1982 >. Also Department· of State Bulletin, . 
volo'82, Hnrch 1982, pp.49·S2; al'id ibid., APril 19a2. pp.51·62o' -
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t.I..L. 
Meam~hile in the Madrid session of~Conference on Security 

and Co-operation in &!rope (CSCR), held from 9 Febtuary-12 March, 

1982, Polish issue severely hampered the proceedings. 112 The 

Polish and the Soviet delegations declined to discuss the imposition of 

martial law in Polllndo' Heading the us delegation,Alexander M. Haig 

charged that since the Polish regime and the Soviet Union had 

adopted ••a path inimical to security and co-operation in llUropeu 

it was totally impossible to carry on "business as usual"~ 113 

lAS the military regime in Poland continued ~-lith its repressive 

policies and the NATO allies unflinching in their attitude, on 

18 June, President Reagan, William c. Clarke and Weinberger overrode 

the objections of the State, Treasury and the Commerce Departments 

on the Siberian pipeline issue and decided that not only WQlld the 

US continue its obstruction of the pipeline project but also 

increase it. It declared that the foreign subsidiaries of American 

firms and the foreign owned companies would be penalized if they 

complied their contracts concerning equipment for the pipeline. 114 

Here the Reagan .\dministration had involted the principle of 

''extraterritoriality"•' Although it damaged the US business firms, 

yet the President chose to implement it as ••a matter of great principle 

112 ~fa.clrid CSCX Revie\-1 t1eeting, 
Phase IV lnt erim Report • 9 ~~ru~a~ry!"-.. ...-w~l'.,.la~r,..c...,l-~~"7:':1,....,..,,...,..--.-
D. c., Government Prlritlng Office, 1982 >.' 

113 Ibid.· 

114 New York Times, 20 June 1982, p.Al. 
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is at sta.ke11 that affected the US credibility ,.,ith its NATO 

allies and the Soviet Union~~ 

This decision showed that at long last Reagan was taking 

a firm stand although in legal terms, it was difficult to support 

it. Lawrence l!agleburger even warned during the session that 

such a decision wQJld only lead the West to defy the us.' But 
-the. 

Weinberger disagreed on~grouhd ~hat Great Britain would certainly 

support the us since the latter had strongly supported it in the 

Falklands war. 

line of thought. 

Reagan, obviously was influenced by Weinberger's 
J.)A..,S 

However, he proved wrong as the later developments 
1\ 

revealed. The US was left alone once again while Great Britain 

sided with West Germany, France and Italy in not cancelling their 

heavy equipment contracts~·115 

Thus, it was befoming obvious to the US that Reagan•s 

"great principle" did not enjoy tlllCh support among \.fest European 

allies.' It was clear that the pipeline project would continue 

and that the Americans were not able to exercise much influence 

upon it.' At the same time, the Soviet Union was being benefitted 

by the friction among the allies.' Therefore, Schultz along with 

Regan, Baldridge and Brock worked upon minimizing the commercial 

penalties that were to be imposed on foreign companies if they 

honoured their contracts related to gas pipeline equipment. 

115 Keesing•s, vol.28, 17 December 1982, 
·tturenc'e I. Barett, n.86, pp.299·300. 

p.318S4; also 
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Sclu.tltz a~so succeeded in mellowing !/illiam Clark •s hard• line 

position on the issue since the ~ropean attitude had established 

strongly that in order to gain their support on the issue of 

sanctions, the u.s. would have to develop a new understanding 

with them and also accept the pipeline project. Meanwhile 

there had been a change in government in West cermany where 

Schmidt was no more heading the government, and France with 

President Nitterrand became the pivotal figure on this issue. 

One of his advisers on international economic relations, Jacques 

attale was considered in the US to be hostile to the American inte· 

rests, since he had several times in the past frustrated the 

American purposes. By late OCtober, Schultz•s efforts were 

paying off. He worked out main features of an agreement with 

the West EUropeans, Tapanese and the canadians. The most important 

point being the postponement on any new deals relating to energy 

supplies with the Soviet Union pending the completion of the 

study upon the alternative means of meeting the need for imported 

gas or oil.' Reagan Administration wanted to make a prompt announce

ment to this effect since it would have a marked impact upon the forth• 

coming congressional elections (due in tiDvember). lt would not 

have only influenced the ethnic communities but also boost all 

such companies that had lost their contracts. But President, 

Mitterrand objected to this and the agreement remained a mere under

standing. 
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In September, a bill was introduced in the US House of 

Representatives seeking the lifting of the economic sanctions 

against the .soviet Union. On the key vote of 206-203 the bill 

was rejected. 116 But on 13 November, President Reagan himself 

lifted sanctions on export of gas and oil technology to the 

Soviet Union since he said that they had served the pUrpose 

of demonstrating us concern over the Soviet pressure on Poland 

and also in view of the agreement being reached with the West 

&tropean allies. 

However, as a strong reaction against the abolition of 

Solidarity by the Polish Sejm, President Ronald Reagan suspended 

Poland•s "most-favoured nation" n1FN) trading status on 

3 Cctober 1982. 117 This meant increased duties upon the us 

exports to Poland and imports from it._.. Duties on some of the items 

rose by as much as 1000 per cent~1 The bill was formally signed 

by President on 27 October and ~"as in accordance to the Trade Act 

of January 1975. To justify his suspension of the trading 

status, Reagan declared that Poland had failed since 1978 to 

116 Congressional Quarterly Almanac (Washington, D.c., Government 
Pilnting O££ice, 1982), pp.l63·166. 

117 Poland had ·become a contracting party to the General Agree• 
ment on Tariffs and Trade in 1947, enjoyed the MFN status with 
the US till 1957 and then again from 1960 onwards~· Other 
communist 'Countries enjoying the status are Yugoslavia, 
Romania, l1.mgary and China although the status of the last 
three is subject to annual review. 
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meet its obligations under the GATT to increase the total import 

values from the GATT member nations by 7 per cent per year;118 

With a view to soften the French standpoint, Clark 

conducted a secret trip to Paris on 27 CCtober_. Tile French 

President declared the US guilty of "a kind of hegemony and vio-

lation of others' sovereignt~•. He assured of the co-operation 

only if Reagan yielded. Hence, the issue aga~ remained in 

limbo for sometime. 

In November there were certain changes in Poland and the 

Soviet Union which led President Reagan to lift some of the 

sanctionso·• On 8 November there was a change in Soviet leadership 

due to Brezhnev•s death and in Poland, the government released 

Solidarity leader Lech tfalesa.' 

The US once again attempted to reach an agreement upon 

the unified response on the issue of sanctions~ ~lthough 

UK, West Germany, Italy and Japan responded with no objections 

but President Mitterrand declared on 12 November 1982 that Fre.nce 

was "not a party to the agreement" announced that day in 

Washington. ·119 

Ckt 18 December 1982 1 the· Pol ish Sejm suspended the state of 

martial law imposed on 13 December 1981.' But it did not bring 

about any improvement in Poland•s strained relations with the 

118 Keesing•s, vol.29, February 1983, p.31965; also Congressional 
QUarter1ry Almanac, n.116, p.l63. 

119 New York Times, 13 November 1982, p.1. 
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West since they felt, first, that the martial law was not 

totally lifted, second, the Solidarity activists were still under 

detention and, fiP~lly that the Polish,government had not advanced 

in the direction of holding negotiations 't-tith the former free trade 

union or the Church representatives whom the t~est considered to be 

true representatives of the Poles; Consequently, they retained 

the sanctions. 

In Poland, despite its abolition, the Solidarity continued 

to opemte at an um!erground level through the "Provisioml Co-

ordinating Committee'' (TKK) which was formed shortly after the 

imposition of Hartial Law; In C\::tober 1983, Lech Walesa was awarded 

the Nobel Prize for Peace for his 11contribution, made with 

considerable personal sacrifice to ensure the workers• rights to 

120 establish their m>~n organisations••. In June 1984, the Sejm 

declared amnesty of around 630 political prisoners including former 

leaders of KOR and Solidarity.· 1be government also agreed to hold 

negotiations \-lith the church. 

~onomically, the Situation in Poland was gradually improving. 

The government figures for the first half of 1934 despite the 

sanctions shot-led an increase in the industrial output by 4.8 per cent 

and productivity by 5.2 per cent in comparison to the first half of 

1983. 7he trade surplus rose $80s,ooo,ooo as against $753,000,000 

in 1983. Although the hard currency debt was rising, in 1983 

120 Keesing•s, n.ll8, December 1983, p.32S96. 
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Poland paid off $2,200 million and signed an agreement with its 

commercial bank creditors for rescheduling of credits worth $1,600 

121 million falling due between 1984-1987.: 

Following the declaration of ~ •. ~ amnesty and the satisfactory 

steps taken by the Polish government to end the tension in Poland, 

President Reagan declared the removal of sanctions, restoring 

the landing rights for LOT (the Polish airline) and approved 

·· · the resumption of scientific and cultural exchanges between 

the two countries; He also ended the US opposition to Poland•s 

application to rejoin the lNF, provided that all the political 

prisoners were released. However, Larry Speakes, the White House 

official spokesman, held that the remaining sanctions including 

the withholding of the MFN status would continue until the Polish 

government made "significant movement towards national teconcilia

tion" ;
122 

The last easing out of the sanctions and the re-extension 

of MFN status to Poland came only in ~~rch 1987. 

Thus, the crisis in Poland led into a crisis in the NA!O 

alliance and a failure of the United States as its leader to 

muster a unified response. HO\.,.ever, it clearly revealed the 

Reagan Administration's intentions to commence a strong war against 

the Soviet Union ,.,.hich was termed by the eminent scholars as the 

121 Ibid.· 

122 ~·• vol.30, December 1984, pp.33294•95. 
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New Cold i-lar. ln accordance to this, Reagan followed the prin

ciple of obstructing anything that might improve the economic 

difficulties that the 'Soviet Union was facing, and thereby, 

force it nto bear the consequences of its own prioritiesu 

i.e·: the track of agressive adventurism and strong military 

build-up which the Reaganauts believed the USSR had adopted 

since 1979. 
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The crisis in Poland between August 1980 arlct December 1983 

will probably be remembered as the most important since the end 

of the Second l.lorld \Jar. 'I1le developments described in the 

preceding chaptex!'not only threatened the carefully built structure 

of a socialist state in the Soviet sphere of influence but also 

threw the \-lorld :Into turmoil by ma.terialising the possibility of 

direct Soviet intervention. TI1e initial success of Solidarity in 

extracting concessions out of the Communist regime brought acclaim 

of the non-communist world to the leadership. ~-lhile the world 

applauded, it did not bother to think that the Soviet union 

could not allo\-1 these developments to go to a point where it 

would Endanger the system over which it presided.· 'I1le movement 

therefore Md to stay within the given parameters of reality. 

But the success of the movement and its principle instrument, 

1n particular, the strit~es, led Polish industrial workers and 

peasants to the false belief that this instrument cannot fail.' Titey 

forgot the limits. TI1e leadership was probably a little more 

realistic. TI1erefore, it resisted the pressures from below but 

eventually succumbed. '111e Polish government, 1n no posit ion to 

neke more concessions, clamped down emergency.' The tvorst and 

decisive failure of the movement came, when the Polish armed 

forces solidly stood behind the government. TI10se who had believed 

to see the spectacle of the brave Polish army, the second largest 
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in the Eastern bloc, fighting the advancing Soviet army bitterly 

and violently, ~-1ere disappointed. "n1eir fond dreams vanished in 

the glaring light of reality.- 'I1le Polish crisis ended t-lithout 

any overt Soviet intervention. 'l11is • however • is not to deny 

that the Polish authority acted only after the Soviet had 

approved of their action.'· 

Could the outcome have been different had Solidarity 

exercised restraint and to~aited for some more time after gain:fng 

initial success? TI1e answer to this question t-1111 remain in the 

realm of speculation·•· George F. Kerinan, the former U'S ~Ambassador to 

the Soviet Union and Yugoslavia, wrote soon after the imposition 

of military ru~e in :Poland, 

8ld Solidarity been willing to pause as recently 
as a month or two ago - to rest for n while on its 
laurels and to give time for Moscow to satisfy itself 
that freedom in Poland did not mean the immediate 
collapse of the heavens • it would already have had 
to its credit, a historic achievement in the way of 
national self-liberation~' But this, of course, is not 
the road that Solidarity, or at least part of Solidarity, 
took;1 

Other eminent 30vietologists also felt that had Solidarity acted 

more ptUdently and not questioned the Soviet military presence, 

something akin to Finland:f.sation could have resulted; But Solidarity 

went on to challenge the system and invited the crackdown. 

1 ~oted in \~alter Lacquer, America, lbrope and the Soviet pnion 
Selected Xssays (New Brunswick, N.J • • Transaction, 1983 >, Po 114. 
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However, it would remain a moot question '"hether a communist 

state could grant more concessions than the Polish state had already 

done and still remain a comMunist state.' It would have been difficult 

for the co1111unists inside Poland, and outside - in the entire eastern 

bloc - to have permitted this.· For • this would have signalled the 

end of the system. ~-lhichever way one may look at the crisis in Poland, 

none can deny its importance. 

'111e Solidarity movement gained in strength against the deepening 

economic crisis.- '111e western contribution to the crisis was substan

tial. lt was based on the belief that Poland could be bailed out of 

its economic troubles by advancing loans and expansion of its exports. 

But the Polish government as well as its foreign creditors forgot to 

ask the question - how was Poland going to repay its loans and interest 

thereon? And to \ihom was it going to export and '"hat? After a while, 

Poland found itself in t-lorsening economic situation, out of which there 

was no way out.' The ~stern govemments could only relieve the 

situation but could not remedy it.'· 'll1e economic crisis led to the 

political crisis which assumed internatiooal importance in the context 

of East-West relations. 

Four years of carter Administration fall in tt-1o distinct periods. 

In the first two years, the Administration vigorously sought to promote 

detente 1n the F.ast•tlest relations. But the ·Soviet actions in Africa 

convinced many within the Administration that behind the facade of 

detente, the Soviets were primarily inter~sted tn prob~1g softer 

areas in the Third \/orld and expanding its area of influence. 
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OUt of this grotl1:fng suspicion was born the idea. of linkage i.e.· 

linking arrns reduction agreement with ''responsible" Soviet behaviour 

in the '!bird !lorlct. The debate within the tldministration between 

the advocates of soft and hard policy options t~11ards the SOviet 

Union was, hoto~ever, suspended by the fall of Shah, advent of 

Ayatollah I<hor.teini •s regime and the hostage crisis in the first 

half of 19 79.- '111e hostage crisis engaged the attention of the 

/Administration almost to the point of e:cclusim of other issues. 

The "invasion" of Afghanistan in December 1979 finally put an end to the 

policy of de~ente. Instead, policy of putting pressure on the 

Soviet array in Afghanistan became the governing pr:i.."'lciple of the 

carter Administration. The us policy tO\tards the Polish crisis 

should be viewed against the background of these developments; 

The carter Administration failed to evolve any clear response 

to the crisis. For amelioration of the economic difficulties, it was 

willing and did provide economic assistance. But the crisis was no 

longer economic, it had assumed political dimension. The US had no 

policy option of directly intervening in the situation. Whnt it 

did was to issue statements supporting the movement. It categorically 

decided that the 3oviet military intervention would be unacceptable 

to the United States. But it did .not spell cut what measures it 

would take when and if the Soviets militarily intervened. Coutd)tbe 

response be stronger than 1n the case of Afghanistan? In the end, 

it could only claim that it was able to prevent the Soviet interven-

tion by focussing the attention of the t11orld on Poland. 
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Reagan rode to the Uhite House on the crest of a wave of 

rising popular anger and frustration 1n not being able to assert 

its power aro authority 1n the international affairs.- Nothing 

could have demonstrated the limitation of power than the Iranian 

hostage crisis.· The Reagan Administration wanted its West B.lropean 

allies in imposing economic punishment on the Soviet Union by 

anulUng the construction of gas pipeline into tlest lbropean 

countries. It £ound the ~est !Uropean allies reluctant to oblige. 

The Reagan Administrat~on bad undermined its own credibility by 

repealing the grains embargo imposed by President Carter in the 

wake of Soviet invasion of Afghanistan on the ground that it 

hurt the hnerican farmer in the Midwest much more than it did 

the Soviet Union. Nou it was asking the ~.Jest !bropean cotmtries 

to make sacrifices for pressurising the Soviet Union.· In filet, 

like the Carter ~ministration, the Reagan Jdministration could 

not threaten the Soviet Union that its intervention in Poland would 

adversely affect 'Bast-•.Jest relations. 

The intervention did not take place because it was not 

necessary.- The Polish military itself \olas able to control the 

Situatione' The imposition of military rule was an internal matter. 

The US responded·by imposing the economic sanctions which could not 

be very effective. 

Ho\lever, it remains doubt&l whether the us cruld have done 

anything concrete in case of a Soviet intervention. The harsh reality 

is that the Super Powers have their vested interests in maintaining 
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the status quo in Europe. 'l1lerefore, each may enjoy the rumbles of 

discontentment within the other•s empire, neither is willing to 

face the effects that an upheaval might have on its own alliance 

system.. Solidarity challenged the Soviet empire directly and the 

lllropean status quo indirectly. 'l1lerefore, the US chose to be 

discreet in its responses so as not to encourage any such idea 

that the US was interested in detaching the country from the bloc. 

'l1le armed forces that keeps the Warsaw Pact together also provides 

the rationale for NATO.- If the US and the West were to encourage 

the demise of the tlarsaw Pact, even the NATO alliance would have 

forfeited the justification to continue. 

'I1lus, we fioo that the US was in no position to help the 

movement in Poland. Poland is in the Soviet sphere of influence. 

The latter would not permit the movement to undermine the basic 

features of a communist state.· Nor would it have treated lightly 

the collapse of the empire, particularly on its frontiers• The us, 

aware of this fact, t.,ras not rea.:d.y to go to war with the Soviet 

Union over Poland. Houever in the end, the us was not required to 

consider the option as the crisis was resolved internally. 

But the problem that remained unanswered for the Americans even 

after the Polish crisis was the one laid out in the Sonnenfeldtmemo: 

how to nurture greater political freedom in !astern EUrope in a way 

that will not disrupt the political balance in 1brope in a revolutionary 

manner and at the same time seem palatable and acceptable to the 
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Soviet Union.' 1n 1975, the United States could not achieve any 

resolution to this problem.· ln 1982 also, the United States 

failed to contrib.l te to the development of a more "organic•• 

relationship between the Soviet Union and its East BUropean 

Satellites that did not rest on fear, or fo~e or intimidation. 

------------
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